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(no time)

Black Hills Ordinance Depot. (See clipping)
June 1947. Fort Collins, Colorado, (no time)
Eight silver discs.
Letter to the Air Force:

"I am a retired officer of the AUS, have keen eyesight,
having qualified as expert machine gunner, expert rifleman,
and expert with a pistol during my nine year tour of Army
duty. The balance of the family at that time consisted of my
wife and three children aged about 13, 10, and 6 years of age.
I was 37 years of age at this time.
teNone of us had ever heard of'flying saucers' and

this sighting occurred at about the time of the first sighting
by the salesman Mr. Arnold in Utah (sic).
"The five of us were about to enter a small grocery at
the corner of Vine and Shield Streets, Fort Collins, Colorado,

on a clear sunny day in June 1947. My oldest bot remarked,
'What are those things flying up there?' We all looked up
and what we saw we have all agreed later to be exact [-ly as
stated below]:

"Eight silver discs moving on a southward course to
ward Denver. They seemed to follow each other in a 'follow
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Rapid City, South Dakota
the leader' way as if attached by some means and would
Journal.
flash like bright aluminum when they reflected in the sun
6 August 52.
light These objects were definitely round. When we first
sighted them they appeared to be almost directly overhead. I
called for my friend, R.W. Luhman, to hurry outside to see
these objects. By the time he could manage to come around
the counter and come outside, they had disappeared to the south. They were moving
faster than some fast jet planes I have observed lately. They made no noise, no vapor
trail or smoke observed. By saying they seemed to follow the leader, I mean as they
traveled each object would take the place of the object immediately in front of itseif,
giving the appearance of a zig-zag movement but still on a straight course. Their ele
vation could not be determined as we do not know their size, however they seemed

to be at about the same as most airline planes, which I would say from five to ten
thousand feet. No detail could be observed except that they appear round, flattish,
and flashed bright like aluminum as they reflected in the sun. We had an opportunity
to observe them for a distance of about four or five miles, as this grocery is located

on the edge of town [.. .and] our view not obstructed by
close trees or buildings From the time we first observ
ed them until they disappeared must not have been over

c busies. Waterloo, xowa.

one minute.

Flying Saucer Is
Seen at Waverly

"The sky to the west to our recollection was

cloudless." (See drawing on page 3 by Allison show
ing manner of movement and type of formation) (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: Headquarters, United States Air
Force, Washington, D.C. From: James D.
Allison, 209 West Lake Street, Fort Collins,
Colorado. Date: 18 June 52. Photocopy in
author's files.

one of the elusive saucer-shaped i

j objecis while they were at work

| in northwest Waverly and are the"
first Bremer county residents that'

j have seen any of the mysterious

2 June. Waverly, Iowa. (1:30 p.m.)

Inverted saucer-shaped disc.

'Courier Special Service)

Waverly, la.—Two masons espied!

(See clipping)

/ airborne discs.
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| brilliant metal,

The expression "flying saucer."

Another look at the origin of the expression "flying
saucer" is provided by East Oregonian reporter Nolan
Skiff:

"When was the term 'flying saucer' first used?

"That question has been asked many times of

:

John J. I-aube said Wednesdayf

I few feet

apparently just

above "tne

i ISO-foot elevator at

aj

top of thei

the Waverly;

Sugar Manufacturing plant.
Ke watched it for approximately
five minutes before . it was ob-

scured by trees near the residence
j where he was doing cement work.

I
The time it took for it to rr.c
j Iron his sight led him to think;

| that i: was probably much farther!

j away and higher than it appeared.

Kenneth Arnold of Boise who first saw the myster

{to be.

ious disks on a flight near Yakima June 24,1947,
and whose story was first printed in the East Oregon

I sigh: he called his co-worker. Fred !

ian the next day.

"In the Pendleton 25th? [number not clear]

anniversary edition the East Oregonian issued Oct.
25? [number not clear] a story appeared telling of the
first news of the saucers printed in a double column
story written by myself and then later given to the
Associated Press and the world in more complete
form by Bill Bequette, who was East Oregoninan

news [? Not clear] and AP correspondent at that time.
"Arnold saw this story and dropped in Wednes

day of this week to comment on it, and also mention
ed what he remembered as the origin of the term * fly

i

Just before i: disappeared ircm'

j Pla:;e, who also caught a glimpse.'
of i=.
When

;
Laube
told
one
orj
acquaintances about it they

two
scoffed and so he bad told no
one else but his immediate family,
one of whom revealed the incident
At the lime Laube saw the disc, he
had heard little about them and
"didn't take much stock in what
he had read or heard" uniii he
happened
to look up from his
work and actually see one.
Unlike some
reports, he said
thst he heard no noise emanating*
from it.

ing saucer.'

"As he remembers it, he said Bequette asked him the night of June 25 at the Pendle
ton hotel during an interview what the flight of the strange objects reminded him of. Arnold
said he replied that the flight was like skipping a saucer across a body of water and that Be
quette then labeled them 'flying saucers '
"Actually, I discovered by checking back to my original notes of June 25 late morn-
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ing interview with Arnold, that he described the objects at that time as 'nine saucerlike shiny objects' and that my initial story that same day also referred to them as

'saucer like' ring [?] [referring?] to objects, the AP probably headed its wire stories
'flying saucers,' and that term quickly reflected in the subsequent stories.

"Bequette may have referred to them as 'flying saucers' in one of his stories to
the AP but there is no record that he used that term in his follow up stories.
"My guess is that the AP probably originated the term because of the original
and continued use of the term 'saucer like' in referring to the objects. The AP

probably headed its wire stories 'flying saucers' and that term quickly reflected in
the subsequent stories [Skiff repeats himself here. See paragraph above]
"Unfortunately, I did not save any copy from the AP teletype machines in those
first two days of the fantastic story, so have no way of proving my point. But I'm

sure if Bequette had originated the term he would have included it in his Jan. 26 [Not
sure what Skiff is talking about here. The photocopying I'm working with is not the
best but it seems Skiff is referring to "January 26." It could be Bequette wrote an
article about the Arnold story on January 26, 1955] story and it wasn't there.

"One of the reasons Arnold dropped in to tell me his version of the origin of
'flying saucer' was because he did not want credit given to him, as he said it didn't
belong there. Recently the CBS in New York referred to him as also originating the
term 'flying saucer' and he did not want to take credit for the term.

"However, since he first told me they were 'saucer-like,' I feel that actually the
real credit for coining the phrase belongs to Arnold, even though he seeks to disclaim
it. He at least provided the 'saucer-like' term from which 'flying saucer' developed."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Skiff, Nolan. "End of the Week." Pendleton, Oregon. East Oregonian. 12
November 55.

(Maybe too much is being said about this "saucer term" topic—L.E. Gross)
11 June. Coshocton, Ohio. (9:30-11:00 p.m.)
Strange gray-colored, cloud-like object.
Our source states:

"A Coshocton county family may have been the first persons to witness a 'flying
saucer.' It was learned today when it was reported to The Tribune that such a pheno
menon was witnessed on the night of June 11.

"Four members of the Otto Scheetz family who live on the Mound-New Bedford

road, three blocks north of Keene, saw the strange gray-colored, cloud-like object but
did not report it until now for they were afraid no one would believe them.
"Described as approximately 18 inches in diameter, the object was said to be an

odd shape like a small cloud with a tail. It would reportedly travel at alternating fast
and slow speeds in an oblong circle, making a whistling sound when it picked up speed.
"Arthur Scheetz allegedly spotted the object first about 9:30 on the night of June
11 and it continued, the family said, in its circle until 11 p.m.

"Passing over electric wires near the house, the object caused a 'tingling' noise,
they said."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Coshocton, Ohio. The Tribune. 10 July 47.

24 June. Joliet, Illinois, (about 1: 00? p.m.)
"Being towed?'
A press report said:

"A railroad engineer reported Friday he had seen a group of fast-flying disks in the
sky near here Tuesday—the same day an Idaho businessman reported having sighted a
similar phenomenon over western Washington.

"Charles Kastl, of Joliet, an engineer for the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern railroad for
38 years said he saw the disks about 1:00 p.m., Central Standard Time Tuesday while he

was driving to wort

" There were about nine of them in formation—flat circular objects—going faster
than any airplane I ever saw,' Kastl said. 'They appeared to be very high, flying south,
and weaving slightly in flight, and every now and then one would reflect the sun in a
brilliant flash.

" 'I got the impression that they were somehow being towed although I could see
nothing ahead of them. They were in sight about 25 seconds and then a building ob
structed my view.'"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Dixon, Illinois. Evening Telegraph. 28 June 47.

Latter part of June. Tulsa, Oklahoma, (morning)
Rolling over and over.
Columnist Bill Hoge wrote:

"We were standing on our front porch one morning in the latter part of June of 1947,
and we noticed five objects close together high in the air to the north. At that time we
hadn't yet heard of the flying saucers. These objects appeared to be round and disc-shaped
some of them were silver-colored and others of a reddish or copper color. They were in
motion and seemed to be rolling over and over but stayed in a cluster together.
"We watched them for quite some time but thought little about it. Our first thought
was that some boys had shot a skyrocket which had released these disc-shaped objects.
"A few days later the newspapers were full of stories about people who had observed
the same objects. We didn't tell anyone except our wife as we thought people might laugh
at us. Finally we heard another man tell about seeing the same things at the same time and
then we mentioned it to a few but we were still careful not to tell very many people. Pro
bably lots of people here saw them and were just like we were about telling about it." (xx.)
(xx.)

Hoge, Bill. "Oologah Oozings" Tulsa, Oklahoma. World 3 August 52.

July ? 1947.

Newberg, Oregon, (about 2:30 p.m.)

"They twisted and turned in a graceful motion."
A letter to the military stated:

"After reading the recent article in Life, June 9,1952,1 feel that this information
I have might be useful in your investigation of the much-heralded 'flying saucers.'
"In July, 1947,1 was living in Newberg, Oregon. One day I and three other men
were remodeling a house in the town. About 2:30 in the afternoon, we stopped for a
rest period. I happened to look west toward the coast range. In a blue, cloudless sky,
I saw three aluminum-colored, disc-shaped objects maneuvering in close formation as
though they were dodging one another. I called the attention of the three other men
to the sight. We stood there for fully thirty seconds observing their strange behavior,
then, almost immediately they disappeared.
"I would estimate that their height was about five times that of the coast range,

and from the distance I was from them they were about the size of an ordinary tea sau
cer. Their appearance was like two saucers that had been placed face to face. From
the edge, the appearance was cigar-shaped, and from the face it was perfectly round.
Due to their maneuvering, I was able to see both views. The action of these objects
was similar to the action of a flat can cover if you sailed it into the air. They twisted
and turned in a graceful motion, meanwhile maintaining their close formation. Then,
as I stated before, they disappeared completely.
"I hope that this information will be of value to you." (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter: To: U.S. Army Air Force, Wilbur Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. From:
Carl Tnielrnan, 1559 Jermain Drive, Toledo, 6, Ohio, (no date) Photocopy
in author's files.

4 July 47. Port Huron, Michigan, (around 10:30 p.m.)

"They frightened my little girl and gave me a creepy feeling"
According to our source:

"Mrs. John R. Warner of Port Huron, Mich., across the St. Clair river from from
Sarnia, Ont., says she and most of her neighbors saw the discs last night around 10:30
p.m.

" 'I saw them all right,' Mrs. Warner says. 'They were about 12 to 15 inches in
diameter. They looked as though they were made of polished metal and were flat and
circular. They seemed to dart about. Sometimes they would seem to stand still, and
then would dart away very fast. They kept disappearing as though they were darting
in and out of clouds [Maybe they were turning edgewise?].'
"Mrs. Warner says the discs were about five miles away when she saw them, but
the sky was bright and she could see them plainly. 'They were far, far too big to be
insects and they certainly weren't fireworks,' Mrs. Warner says. 'They frightened my
little girl and they gave me a creepy feeling [Even at a distance of five miles?].'" (xx.)

(xx.)

Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Toronto Star. 5 July 47.

4 July. Binghamton, New York.
Tourists from the Moon?

A letter to the editor said:

"It is my assumption that those super airplanes or flying pie pans seen scudding
over the mountains at 1,000 miles an hour were sky tourists from a distant satellite or
planet. Possibly the Moon or Mars was running a sightseeing expedition of the solar
system. [Signed:] J.C."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Binghamton, New York. The Binghamton Press. 4 July 47.

5 July. "Delusions, Atomic War Scare."

(See headline on page 8)

6 July. Freeport, Illinois, (about 3:30 p.m.)
Our source states:

"Elmer H. Schirmer, a Freeport insurance man, reported today that he and his wife
watched a flying disc float through the skies yesterday for ten minutes.
"The disc, he said, was flying from south to north at about 400 feet. It was not
bright and silvery and flying on end as in other reports, he said,
but was dark and moving in a horizontal positioa It frequently
/
passed through clouds formations in the overcast sky, Schirmer
said.

**Schirmer said they noticed the disc while motoring north
of Freeport at about 3:30 p.m. (CDT). It passed out of sight after
about ten minutes, he said."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Freeport, III, July 7—(AP)

5-6? "Over the weekend." July. Grand Rapids, Michigan, (no
time) (See clipping)
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH. July I.

7 July. Peoria, Illinois, (no time)

—(UP)—Wlllard Flak
today rercalcil some o( the moro intimate

Illinois flap:

details or (he mysterious nylnx'
saucers—one of which he said he
taw at close ranee over the week

"On July 7 Harry L. Spooner caught a glimpse of a red
dish disc about two feet in diameter giving off a ringing
noise." (xx.)
(xx.)

"Midwest Organization Reports. Aerial Phenomenon

Club of Central Illinois." Skylook. #19. June 1969.

end.
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diameter,
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off Uke a tight.
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Mystery Discs
by Persons in All
Army Begins

Typical 1947 scarehead.

(no page number available)
7 July. Peoria, Illinois, (no time)
A second report:

"Shortly thereafter, Michael Boyer and his wife watched a silvery disc which
tilted slightly and then followed a straight course." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

7 July. Peoria, Illinois, (no time)
A third report:

"Within an hour of the Boyer sighting, Forrest L. Huggenbotham, a Caterpillar
Tractor Company employee, saw between 25 and 30 motionless discs in a straight
line over his East Peoria home."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid.

7 July. Bradford, Pennsylvania. (8:50 p.m.)
He heard it "zip."
A press report states:

"Bradford last night joined the long list of areas in the United States reporting
appearances of the mysterious 'flying saucer.'

"George Zenner, 20, Jerome Ave., reported last night that he saw an object re
sembling a 'flying saucer' while walking home at 8:50 o'clock.
"He said he was walking up East Main St., from East Bradford and was be
tween Fisher and Oxford Streets when he saw the object flying through the sky at a
height of about two telephone poles.

"Zenner described the object as 'about the size of a dinner plate, pretty flat and

shiny.' He said it was traveling in a spinning motion.
"Zenner said it did not make any noise and the flat side of it was toward the

ground. He said he heard it 'zip' and go off in the direction of the Dresser plant and
then shoot off toward the Bolivar Run area.

"Zenner said he had been an observer with the U.S. Army during World War

Two."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Bradford, Pennsylvania. Era

8 July 47.

8 July. Harrisburg, Illinois. (10:40 a.m.)

"What is that going through the air?'

(See clipping on page 10)

10

Dallosania Family Claims Observed
Object In Air This Morning
Dewey Dallas, his wile and grandson saw a silver saucer flying
through the air at 10:40 a. m. today, Mr. Dallas reported excitedly at

The Daily Register office.
Mr. Dallas, who resides seven miles west of Harnsburg in Dallasania
"community, said he saw an alumin*
urn colored object sailing north
eastward at a terrific speed as he
was driving on the blacktop road
connecting Carrier Mills and Route,
i

13.
_
"I always thought it was just a
lot ot talk about these (lying, sauc

Mr. Dallas said he couldn't esti

mate the htight of the sailing
saucer as he didn't know the size
of the object.

ers/' • Mr. Dullas declnred, -. **fcut
they're a fact.
1 saw one myself

"I couldn't see a* thing on it."}

and

he declared. "It was just alumin
um, flat and round."
Mrs. Dallas said "It was just as

wife

and

grandson

saw

He declared they were driving

home from Carrier Mills and were
about a mile from Route 13 when
Mrs. Dallas looked up, saw an ob
ject, and asked him:
"What is
that going through the air?"

plain as it could be."

|
And Dcwey Robert Dallas, five-'
year-old
grandson,
substantiated,,
what they saio
He saw it, loo.
j
"I hesitated about coming up to
the Register office fo tell you about!
it because I knew some people
would laugh." Mr. Dallas said. "I

Flat and Round

always thought they were the bunk
but they're not."

my

it, too"

Ml looked up, too. and there was,
a bright, aluminum object that
looked about'the size of a dishpon,
travelling northeast at a terrific i
speed.
It was going so fast that

| we saw it for less than a minute",

10 July. ABC program about "Flying Saucers."

A Glens Falls, New York, newspaper proudly announced local participation in a nationally
broadcast program:

"Radio station WOLN, Glens Falls, member of the American Broadcasting
Company network, will originate a brief portion of a nationwide 'flying saucers'
broadcast from 10:18 to 10:30 tonight. Walter Kiernan, ABC news commentator

in New York, will interview people in all parts of the country who have reported

seeing the 'flying saucers,' which have mystified the nation, and other phenomena.
Louis G.B. Stobbina, deputy county treasurer of Warren County, will be on the
program, through WOLN, to tell briefly about the fiery object he saw in the sky
north of Glens Falls on June 27, and which officials of the American Meteor Soci
ety now believe to have been a fireball, a type of meteor."
(xx.)

Glens Falls, New York. Post-Star. 10 July 47.

(xx.)

11

(Comment on the ABC program: With the huge number of fascinating sightings of "hard"
objects in formation and performing amazing maneuvers, why produce a national program
that includes a report about a 'UFO" with such strong meteor characteristics? In any case, if a
tape of the program is found in storage, it would still have historical value—L.E. Gross.)

Link Flying Saucer
With Russian Tests

23 December. Rep. Ellsworth and "Russian rocket tests."
(This account has more detail than the account in the mono

graph UFOs. A History 1947, page 76) (See clipping)

WASHINGTON, *—Rep- Ells

worth

(K-Ore)

revived

reports

Monday that last summer's "fly
ing saucer" epidemic may have
stemmed from Russian rooUclex

1948.

periments.

Claiming that he has received

reliable information

concerning

the development of high velocity
missiles by soviet scientists, the
Oregon lawmaker added in o

7 January. Trotwood, Ohio. (10:15 p.m.)

staiement.

Cigar-shaped object.

"Strangely enough, this de
velopment miRhC be the solution

A letter to the local newspaper stated:

of the now almost forgotten mys

"On January 7,1948, at 10:15 p.m. I sighted a cigar-shaped
object proceeding in an easterly direction over Trotwood, Ohio.

ported to have n rocket ot amaz
ing bpecd and "almost limitless

tery ot Ihe flying saucers."
lie

"Since I did not know the true altitude of the object and
could not determine its size by comparison with anything else, I
cannot state the speed at which it was traveling other than to say
it was tremendous, as the object passed from horizon to horizon
in a very short time.

"The rocket, or whatever h was, accelerated and decelerated
several times. At its low speed, a reddish orange flame of about
the length of the rocket extended from the rear of the rocket.
"As the object accelerated the exhaust flame became a very

brilliant greenish white, much like a magnesium flare, and at its
greatest was about three times the length of the body or fuselage
of the object.

"I do not know what I saw, but as an Air Force aerial obser
ver of the last war who flew entirely at night, I do know that it
was not a meteor, nor a star, nor any aircraft such as we had at
that time, but it was an aircraft, of that I am certain." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lt. Harold E. McDowell,
Ft. Bliss, Texas. Columbus,
Ohio. Star. 28 June 52.
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U. S. Troops 'Alerted'

For Flying Discs

a

Troops alerted. (See clipping)

said
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WHAT WAS IT? That's what these three men, a pilot and two control tower operators, were

toSw after^a *'Hying W *as «en in the skies over Fargo Fr.day night H. E. Johnson,
Jefl:

a

» ttifGoorRC CJorman. center, a1 P51 pilot with the air national guard hero who

^«BCu m» • ««.i,fr ahd Lloytf D. Jensen, another controller, are looking m the direction, the ob

ject was seen frora'thfc towor, (Fargo Forum Photo)

Wright Field
Officers Probe

Disk* "Report
A group of air force, officers from
Wright-Patterson Field, Dayton,
Ohio, flew to Fargo Sunday to in
vestigate reports that a pilot hero
had staged a dogfight with a "flyingdisk object Friday night

They conferred with Maj. Don

ald C Jones, commanding ofllcer
of the 178th flgbter squadron,

North Dakota air national guard
They

B-23.

left today in an

air' iorcc

_

1 October. Fargo, North Dakota.

(See the monograph UFOs' A History 1948,
pp.56,59-60,63.)

The Gorman-UFO chase case. Gorman,

Johnson, and Jensen, all asserted the UFO
moved much faster than the P-51, making
the official balloon explanation impossible.

Lt George Gorman, the P-51
pilot, had reported the strange ob

ject"

The visiting officers, termed by

Dayton field headquarters as "one

of its investigating teams*1 assign
ed to probe "aerial phenomena,"
left instructions hero that no in
formation was to be .released.''
<
Speculation continued as to the
Jure of <he oWfct^ witnessed by

'o airport control tower 'operaand two other persons flying
small plane. *,

/

^

Picture and story from the Fargo, North
Dakota, Forum. Date: 4 October 48.

13

30 November. Project SIGN Interim Report.
"Estimate of the Situation?"

The
etftmate of the
The mystery
mystery document
document known
known to
to the
the UFO
UFO community
comy as the "interplanetary
p

.1
* * t?
„!,«:« «f^y-»»vitviar»H Hurina the summer ot 194o. lne
situation" was passed up the
Air
Force chain
of command during ^^h^s des^since

top secret document was knocked down only at the very top, General Vandenberg s desk, smce
the lack of physical evidence doomed official acceptance of the estimate. It has been;said all
copies of the document were burned. The rejection of the ET hypothesis by V-denberg
occurred on August 5th, according to one source, but apparently it lived on until the latter part

ofteyT On the 30* ofNovember Project SIGN issued an Interim Report that still carried
the inte'rplanetary suggestion. This Interim Report, along with the «^«*™**T
ended up in the furnace. The full Interim Report is not available but we do know that it
consisted of an evaluation of 172 "incidents." The only part known in detail is perhaps the
most intriguing, the conclusions:

"a A sufficient number of observations from reliable witnesses (where
reliability has been determined by FBI or OSI investigations) es
tablishes the physical presence of unidentified objects as a reality.
b. The preponderance of evidence indicates that there is no other re

course than to presume that those objects are man-made, guided
and controlled.

c. The further possibility exists that the unidentified flying objects are
interplanetary spaceships."

(xx)

(xx.)

Dow, Richard B. REPORT BY DR. R. B. DOW, BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

(RE9A3) EVALUATING THE SUBJECT OF FLYING DISCS. Navy
Department, Bureau of Ordnance. 16 February 1949. p.4. (Document supplied
by Jan Aldrich)

While Vandenberg may have refused to indorse the drastic ET theory, it is evident the
Intelligence experts that drew up the SIGN Interim Report conclusions were convinced
something "real" and "controlled" was being seen. Vandenberg's decision would not
have changed that. Proof is the release of Air Intelligence Division Study No. 203 on
December 10 just ten days after the SIGN report. If something was invading American

skies, and it was not ET visitations, then a foreign nation was the number one suspect AIDS
203 addressed that possibility. We have copies of AIDS 203 that are declassified. (See the
monograph UFOs- A History 1948, pages 95-103)

1949.
25 January. Chief of Naval Operations.
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Late in January the November 10th Project SIGN Interim Report reached the Chief of Naval
Operations. The SIGN Interim Report, which included 172 case histories, was forwarded to
Dr. Richard B. Dow of the Bureau of Ordnance for evaluation. A clue why this was done [Jan
Aldrich wonders why AIDS 203 wasn't sent instead] could be the mention that some "corres

pondence" was forwarded along with the Interim Report.* It might be inquiries were being
made within the Navy chain of command.
* Note the language in the first paragraph of Dr. Dow's report.

16 February. Dr. Dow's evaluation. (See pages 15-18)

Dr. Dow's opinion of "saucer sightings" was certainly different from those of the experts that
produced AIDS 203! According to Dr. Dow, the case histories were "unrelated statistically."
Also, reported "objects' seen flying in V-formation, making tight circles, fest glides, and per

forming dipping and oscillation motions at great speed, were birds, Ferruginous Hawks to be
exact. Other reports he explained as jet exhausts and various "atmospheric phenomena." Only

in a very few cases did he admit there was something worth investigating, and that a little more

questioning would surely determine a prosaic cause.

13 March. Remember the flying saucers? (See clipping)
30 March. Sioux City, Iowa, (no time)

(See clipping)
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16 February 1949

REPORT EY ER. H. B. DC.J, BUREAU OF OTJilATCS (RE9A3) EVALUATING HE SUBJECT
OF FLY EG DECS

1.
Chiof of llcval Operations lottor, serial 00195, dated 25 Jan. 1949,
forwarding correspondence ard caoe histories on ti*e subject of flying discs
re^uactsd an evaluation of tho caitnrial. The writer lies nade a preliminary
study of each of the 172 Incidents coaprisinc tho case hictoriea on tho sub
ject, and eubnits the following eoawnta and conclusions,

2.
Fron tho ctcnCpoint cf c broad ncnoral conclusion it can bo stated
that tho 172 incidents ^rero unrelated statistically. In a fen instances inccpondent obiervora, cfTroxi.-nntcly oi. tho eaca location or at locations separated
Ccocrapiiically, allo* odly viewsd similar objects at about tho sairte tir», but^
tho^data aro not numerous or oomleto enough to pernit a slgnif leant correlation
of physical facts.

Those particular ctses, nevertheless, wore reviercee in sane

detail Vy the rriter froa the standpoint or searching *or BOQt reasonable
explanation.

3.
Incidents i'l tliroush £16, roported in tJie correspondence ao being
oboervod crorsd U July 1947, portain to events rchich occupred in California,
Oreron. ICiho end VashinKton. Tlso oboorvations rore nade during dnylisht for
the roct part. All reports agrocd, ri-Uv one ercoption, that the stiny or silver,
objocto czitted no noioe or acpreci bio evidence of exfcaust trails. Vhere tico
reneral ccresrMnt that the objects rer© dice-like or spherical, but one observer

(incident i,12) oaid tho objects T:ero "lilea a flight of &*>**"•

Th3ro TOS "-ttle

arreerent as to the ratura of the naneuvers of U» objects in flifht, cone
reportir- strti^htlino flight, otlicrs ceei:-? wobbling or cocillatins motions,

nnd still cthero Dentionin- raritblo or loose foroaUons. Sicidcnt ilO was tho
only crj in this crouo of 16 that vzz vie;?*: fron an airplane, tho others boins
viorred frca V-j rroimd nhoro tho observers estirr.tod tha altitudoo to te cnyuhoro fron S0O0 to A0,000 feet. Vho writer Inquired of IV. DuTbnt of the \.ild-

life Survey of the Dowirteent of tho Interior aa to tho possibility of a reason

able tvpa of bird hcvinr its habitat in this rosion. !*♦ DuT^nt rai'orrcd to the
Ferrucirc*^ lia^k (also hnom as tho Califcmia bquirrel Hcnk or nomcli-Lecced litT
as a possibility. It is a lni-e restcrr. bird Tilth a conrpicuous rhite breast
end tail: it is hi?!) flying In open rcrions, often roarine sharply and flies
frequently LnaV pattern. Sorra of tlw "ticrht-circles" obrerved, an wU as
fast -licos at a ratl:cr lw lovol, aro cKawctoriotic of this bird rhlch circlo:

over curr^on or sr/eero der-n to nick up squin^els or rabbits in dorcrt countrj-.
Alti'oir\h V-o birC «kjs bson riOely oVcorvcd, it ia relatively cccrco end not
neli-'3io-n. It oppoars, thoreforo, tlxit incidents fcl to 416 riant v^ be
c^-i-^d fa thir ~: for tro ro-rnr.si

first, ncr.o of t!:o otrrrvcre rxro

li;»ly""to t-c fa-zilisr »itli bird lii'o tw ceccnc'.ly, ootirrtco of rlrpo, speed
onU -ltitirfo cf lTc-inr: obincts cro vcr;' \inroliabl.) fro;-, tho (round, as is
reai'ily rcnitUd by avintoro. H^iificant, iOsof cro tho obsorx-atloRO ro-

ccnlcd ^n itens fc10 c«d ,5.

It«ci i 10 r sport id c^orvrti. ra -« Vy Utoitcd *-ir

tto- «iJot-, froi a rlrno i.Mcii followed 9 of tho olijncts for roso 45 Hloc over
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Iwho. Tl'o slli.ouoVos roro reviewed cpiinst a cunsat, at no ctatce
, isrfr-: in a »loo=o forr atlon". In incident 4 5 « polieeiaui foodlaj: 1 l^cnc

L-1 teicon, noticed tot they bocano tecitod ck flw any boforj he

of 5 dicco Pippin; «p and co,-n in oaeiUatiar notion at creat spcod.

Lofton obecrrsd UMo in oilier birds rhen ha-.ta, or oacloa aro

by, even at oaeaiajy UCh lovola rhen they are barely visible.

.

A dirroront ldnf. of object -.as reported in oany of tfco other ircidentc;

Es

the

m.

trrn^t about b;r tho decreace of ojt
and rill I* ttscuseod rurthar in p

a ehip-lr-j

n rertn on 1>u

fc-

it soor.a
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ox**suct trril cr jot v^l^o I'onvilv e.'-ainst c povrerod riscile of conventional
*u; lio;.i-c, ono crnnot rerconcbl;' feel V ct a ntclcnr roiu~co of unor£> vc.y
taon rorponciblo, since tho objoct vao too cmll rm* rhor.od no ovicanco. of
advanced erri-ioirlnr, docipa, "ilia Trritcr Iclicvcs, horovcr, t'.mt thie incicont
should bo fur .her invectl^Ktad for noro

6.

liirao independent circrrft (co T-crclol) reported unusual cvonts seen

at ubout 02A5 on 2/* July 19/.3 (incidents ,',111, j,lUa* and /.I4£b).

'1V0 of thase"

aeea to havo bson natural r.otoors (&1Vi* anc* b)*
Incicont BLU. nas reported to
have boon a Ituvtc ci^ar-chapoci body (100 ft. lonj* cjiC t-.:ice tho diameter 01* a
t-29) ri'Ji a fluorcseont clo^r underneath era a rec-orrn-o exhaust trail. Tbo
pilot tlicpJTlit ho can (yisibility crccllont) a jct-tj-po aircraft ultli two decks

vtth ntni"o7.o, but tho only othar obecrver, a raa-en^cr, can only a strop.!: of
ll^ht. As tl\ls Incident t»s obocrred In tKj e^^icral locality of tha oUier t'.o,

it rsiy bu cuspect^c that thic coso nay al=o ba en cucervation of a (same) oetcor
colored by tl^ pilot's loacinatioa nbo san tha objoct for only 10 sec* Sho fact
•Uiat tlu pilot folt no prop rach or roiich air indicates that tlJ.3 nt&'it dro indi
cate tho passage of an incandescent body.
It Tould appear, novcrtholesa, corth
the vhllo to tttonpt t# question tho pilot furUier on his observation*

7«

la reference to paracrcph J+9 etljntion is called to tho fairly" conson

nistake of observing the plaret Venus to bo a novin^ tcr;;et at Ion altitude* It
has been reported that In February 1945, shortly before the invasion of Iso Jica,
•Uiat tlio U,J,4>. 1TTJ YGUC fired at Venus continually betreon 1100 and U00 under
tha Blstckon bolicf that the object ras an enjiny tcxGet, The day this sunny cith
a clear sky. A similar incident tias rer>ort3d on three occasions aboard the
U.S.C. CKA..' in the £»outh Pacific, Th« fallac;' is only reclissd, aj^arcntly,
Then a cic^t Is talsn ant? chocked for Venus. Tr.e ob:ervod effoct of aprcrent
color change of ti:a object (inciclont v'33c) is ajiterect^jic but chcractorictically
seen :lien the nlanot is viored for a ccnci(-crabls length of tino under

atoospheric cori<*ition3, A turbojet engine viar.ee froa tiio rear shona a varying
color" ex^c;ist as tlio altitude ijicresees; et 25,0CO ft. tha CUcs in the corbustor
bl
t ^7,000
^7000 ft.
ft
i3 orcne®-:"31!0"^ fllfc 35>O0O ft, ;.-olloa with noxiceabls blue,
andd ct

alcost entirely* blue and flicbarins* This profession of color chen^e vac not
obscrrod citrine ti:e incident in question, cr.C noreovcr, it rotild not fcnvo been possible for a turbo-jet piano to rcmin in ti c observed position for^ rbout cno
and ona-luLlf hours, i'heae facts ax>pear to ni3jj out a jot-prof oiled object* li.
should also be nentionod ttat nary nyctcrioucj bricht rasse3 in tlis a2qr ft night
can be caused by reflection (crer en eztrcca-dai-ary distance) csul rcrefactian
rhono=eni, as rail as static olectorielTv cicclurces rhich often xdeo fantastic
chapos (it, ^Icos fire aromd planes)*
In coDclusloa, a preliminary study of tho 172 rubject incidents has
ico tliat practically all of tha reported observ- tionc can t>o explained by

8*

iiotur&a cevjao acting at rencon.

There iwva teen no L^.terial cata or ecientific

eviconco to i;rove that tha various phenorer.a Ijipnonod ot!*xr t!ian at roncom; until
cuch is collected, thoro in no brciB for rx.r— ctir- or ±-rr^^Z =n-=sdo cacliiaao
01 r^-storioui c=Jiract<jrisUc3. Vl.o r=r°rto o. ^irpl^r.G pilotr, ir.ciCents 113 crs.
. LU», cIIj; in" to soo strcr.-o aircrrXt to not rpperr to bo reliable, in t^a cr-inion

of tho rriter*' Tl;o iioscribwd cJaxrecterisiics tf fr.o ctr^.-c croTt Certolnlj- do
not roprosent eound or reasonable encineerinc foatux-os, but tho dtatemonta of tho
\
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pilots cannot l_ described ithout further invcstij;: tlon.
Further questioning
or tho i-ilotc In t;:*r.o xvo ccccs rould cpnear to bo I'eoirable.
In reference to
natural cvor.tr happenir;; at rcx.c'oD, it is quito lilcoly that a siniltr cet of 172
Incidents coulu bo collected froia teppeninco of the pact or froa t!.ose that rill
happen any tir.s in tl:o ruturo, proviced tl;at ono eolicited ti;e teDtijsony of

unckUbC obrerrcrs rbo conccic^sly or unconsciously permitted a certain amount
of enotlond color to influence xheir reports.

Tho forr.crdin.'j correspondence

incluOos c Project fKd~nu Intsrin Report of 30 Vovocbor 19A3. On the basis of
the above discussion tho rritsr toes not concur nith tl;s conclusions of the
Si£n Iteport, particularly in respect toi

a. nA sufficient mnber of obcerrationc froa reliable uitnesses
(r.bore reliability J:as been dctornlr.od by FDI or OiJI invcotigctions) ost^clichos tha physical pro a enco of unidentified
objects c.3 c reality,*1
b. "xho preponueronce of eviconce indicates that there Is no
other recouTBO thnn to presuae that these objects are nannacey guided and controlled♦"

c. "The further possibility exists tliat the unidentified

flying objects arc inter-planetary epaeeshlps.11

.

The wrltsr not cnlr toes not concur rlth these conclusions but fails to under

stand the justification for lien on the basis oX the evidence given in the 172

subject incidents.

B, DOT
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June 1949. The Infantry Journal comments.

The editors of the Infantry Journal, a semi-official publication of the U.S. Army, read the
newspapers and they had some questions. Their first question is most interesting and we would
like to know the answer: "First we question the Air Force's assumption of the mission of invest
igating the saucers. Did they get the mission cleared with the JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] before
starting out?"
(See the editorial "The Implication of Flying Saucers." below)

The Implication of Flying Saucers
For the lop mvsterv of the spring we suggest the reemergence of speculation about flying saucers None
have oeen seen recently so far as we are aware, but one
national magazine came out with a story purporting to

cell what the Air Force knows and doesn't know about
the flying discs And a Dayton, Ohio, newspaper carried
a lengthy story on them which, it said, was oased on un
published reports assembled at Wright Air Force Base
The best conclusion seems to be that the Air Force
doesn't regard the Rying saucers as a joke but doesn't
think they are a cause for alarm either
The statement isn't very satisfying «nd seems to sug
gest that the Air Force has some theories that it isn't talk
ing about Up to now we had considered flying saucers
in the same category as the Loch Ness monster, Kilroy
and Elmer of American Legion parade fame But now
we see that we have been facetious about a phenomenon
that must be taken seriously
Therefore, we have a few observations to make on
8ving discs and the Air Force's investigation of them
First we question the Air Force's assumption of the
mission of investigating the saucers Did they get the
mission cleared with the JCS before starting out?
Should the Air Force be permitted to continue its in
vestigaaons? After all it has lost one pilot and airplane in

chasing the mvsterv dis.c, j rJther costlv sum to be paid
for the meiger information it has. accumulated Wrn
shouldn't the investigation be a function of the artillery 5
guided missile battalions' Equipped as they are with
sound ranging devices and nrnules that flv much faster
than sound, it would seem logical for the guided missile
people to look into the mvstery We would feel much
safer with the artillerv in charge They have a tradition
for unimaginative, feet-on-the-ground thinking and

wouldn't be inclined to pursue a flying fantasy mereK
for the sake of publicity Not that we think the Air Force
would either, but there are those who think it would,
which has the same result
Those cynic* see a mystery as great as the saucers in
the fact that the Air Force chose thisf time to reveal its
continuing interest m a phenomenon that hadn't been in
the newspapers for months They belong to that school
of cynics who believe that a great deal or news is
"planted" by those who want publicity or by devious

schemers who shift emphasis elsewhere to avoid public
ity What's the Air Force up to, they ask Does 11 want
a hundred million dollars or so to set up a FSIC (Flving
Saucer Investigative Committee) or is it trving to take
the he.u off of criticism of the B-36;
We heard it theorized thii the H\int> saucers mav be

[he Naw has j perfect right to enter the investigation

be informed so they can get ill their jruuml iIk »'«Ki
jcross the continent, and cndurjnce Hvers out o\ the jir
The upper reaches of the sky ha\e been hlktl with -l .
manv Gl airplanes tn recent months thjt it :, h.ird 10 un
derst.tnd how the guided missile people hncl n i.n u> pup
oil even ,i WAC corporal
It n quite apparent, o\ course, that we don t know \\!m

and from other unspecified positions so why not explode
one from seven and one half miles up? It might blow all
the flying saucers right out of existence But before th«
AEC does it both the Air Force and the Navy ought »

we are inclined to suggest that while we don t consider
all the recent publicity hullabaloo over flving saucers as
a joke, we don't know what else to mnke of it

flvinn rUh, equipped with 0 reverse of the schnorkel
which permits them to stay out ol water for long periods

of time

The man who suggested the theory held that

There \> as also the suggestion that the Atomic Energy
Commission be asked to explode one of its bombs at sav
40,000 feet It has tried 'em on the level and under water

we are talking about

But to paraphrase the Air Force

(XX.)

(xx.) Editorials. Infantry Journal. June 1949. pp.43-44.
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1949? Joseph Kaplan and the "green fireballs."
Here is what Joel Carpenter has to say:

"Sears [Dr. William Sears, aerodynamicist and member of the USAF Scien
tific Advisory Board] told me that Von Karman, while publicly joking about the

Green Fireballs, took them seriously enough to form an ad-hoc subcommittee of

the USAF Scientific Advisory Board to look into the problem. The members

were Joseph Kaplan and Father James Macelwane, a Jesuit priest and geophysicist (and USAFSAB member).

"Sears told me that Kaplan and Macelwane concluded that the Green Fire
balls seen at Kirtland, Man2ano, Los Alamos, Hanford and elsewhere were 'real,
probably manmade, possibly Soviet."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Joel Carpenter. E-Mail message. "Re: New Kirtland Dir 1957." Date:
6/19/02

6:49:52 AM.

3 July. Offshore at the western end of Lake Erie,

(about 3:00 p.m.)

"Highly polished metallic disc?"
Letter to CSI Los Angeles:

"On July 3, 1949 at approximately 3:00 p.m. I was aboard a 26 foot cruiser
anchored about one mile offshore at the western end of Lake Erie opposite a place
known as Sterling State Park.
"There was an unusually clear atmosphere for this locality that day. A large

gas storage tank was visible in Toledo, Ohio, more than 20 miles distant from our
location. There was a cloudless sky, very rare for this locality even in summer.
"My attention was drawn skyward by the antics of two AT6 training planes

maneuvering directly overhead. Upon looking up I saw both AT6 planes and was
attracted by a circular object far above which was moving rapidly in the opposite
direction. This was a startling thing and in the time I composed myself this disc
shaped object had already traveled to a point about 15 degrees from [the] vertical.
From this point I counted seconds as photographers do, namely, one hundred one,
etc. I had counted 11 such units when it became no longer visible, fading out of
sight about 25 degrees above the horizon...

"This object had the appearance of a highly polished metallic disc and travel
ed at such a speed that all comparisons with jet aircraft, balloons or other airborne
things are nullified. While I could only guess at its height, which must have been
tremendous, I have no alternative but to think that this discs' diameter must have
exceeded 250 feet. Basing this conjecture on the speed, length of time visible, and
its vanishing so far above the horizon together with the visibility of that Toledo gas
tank"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: CSI, P.O. Box 1971. Main Post Office. Los Angeles, California.
From: Don W. Swartz, 639 Michigan Avenue, Monroe, Michigan. Date: 15
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May 52. Photocopy in author's files.
? 14 July.

Leelanau, Michigan,

(no time)

ih Mi

'Tipped and tilted their way across the sky." (See clipping)

Truck Driver Describes Flying

Sky Saucers

Saucers Seen in

V

Over Leelanau

Flying saucers are back in the brightly, as if reflecting sunlight
news and Frank Hanes of Shin- while the other was a dull gray.
Hanes said he was driving his
nick Circle, local truck driver

truck between Sharpsburg and

has a.restaurant owner of Ames- Amesvflle when he noticed the
vUle; to corroborate his story first article. Stopping the truck
they saw two strange objects in he left the cab and watched the

• TUose'flying saucers, which have
bad American* In every section of

southeastern Ohio.

pondent for tbe Glen l*ake region,^
reported today that a stria* of flr

the

the sky Wednesday afternoon in two "things" as A. E. Quinn of
Amesvflle also stopped his truck
Hanes Is emphatic in declar and watched.
ing the two objects he saw were
The pah" watched the two art
not meteors or similar astral icles
almost
three
minutes.
phenomena. It was in bright sun Hanes said they appeared to
shine and at 2 30 p. m. He de hover in the air, between 1,000
scribed the articles as "clam and 1500 feet above a valley be
shaped", round and higher in the tween'two bills. He said they ap
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parently the top wy gljgaming angles with a foggy mist around
them and said they suddenly
disappeared at terrific speed.
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"tipped

aod tilted their way across the
1)0*" According to the witnesses,
the saucers were large, round and
of ? brilliant silver color, and show
td a dark side ai the* turned
As requested Id a recent aitlcli
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o The Washington Merry-Go-Round

21 October. Flying discs in Rumania?
(See clipping)

Truman Will Stand By
Brannan Farm Program
by Drew Pearson

26 October. Between Sharpsburg and
Amesville, Ohio. (2:30 p.m.)
"Clam-shaped objects with a foggy mist
around them." (See clipping)

WASHINGTON.

Oct

21—1

The
t DraK,
toaatoeu uf Australia'* Herb
American embassy has cabled the state depart

ment that flying discs have now been seen tn
the sky over Rumania. It is not known whe
ther they are secret Russian rocket* or just
someone's imagination. U. S agent* are check
ing.

1950

At■o
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1950 (no exact date) Near Mansfield, Ohio. (10:00 p.m.)

A detective with the Mansfield police department encounters a thing.

After reading a UFO article in the April 1952 issue of Life Magazine, Mansfield detective

John Steel wrote a letter to the Air Force describing his experience:

"In concurrence with implied request incorporated in...[the article] to report to

your office any unidentified aircraft sighted in the sky, I respectfully submit the fol
lowing for your consideration.

,

*_

•*

"Approximately two years ago, my wife and I attended an outdoor theatre sit

uated about four miles northeast of Mansfield, Ohio, on State Route #42. We enter
ed this theatre after the show had started and consequently left before the last show
was out As we were driving out of the theatre, in a southwest direction to the high

way my wife pointed out the right front window of the car, and called my attention

to two large red lights in the sky and remarked that she had never noticed any radio
tower in that particular location before. I looked to where she directed and noticed
what appeared to be red lights, such as are installed atop radio towers and other high
installations. I realized that the lights were evidently out of place because when we
passed this area on our way to the theatre, there was no installation in that locality. 1

told my wife to watch the lights until I got out onto the highway, and at the same
time I looked at my watch and noted that the time was exactly 2200 hours.
"As I turned right onto the highway and headed for Mansfield, I noticed that
the lights were to the left of the highway. I drove approximately four-tenths ot a
mile and as I approached these lights, my wife and I saw what appeared to be a large

spot light, about the size of the lens on anti-aircraft lights, flash on with the beam di
rected at the ground, directly under the lights above. This beam was visible for only
the fraction of a second, and the light was intense and about the same color as bright
daylight on a clear sunny day, with the sun directly overhead. There was absolutely
no sign of reflection or refraction from this light [?], and the stubbled [Probably a
fanner's plot cleared ofvegetation] field was revealed completely, without shadow,
within the scope of the light.

f.v,,, „„,.;„

"I immediately stopped my car and got out and walked to the rear of the car in

order to get a better view of whatever the object of our curiosity might be, and by be
ing away from the light of my headlights I was able to make out a shape in the sky.
The night was clear and a certain amount of natural light existed, and I saw what ap
peared to be the hull or bottom of the cabin of a large blimp. The reason for this as
sociation is that I have seen them on numerous occasions at night over Mansfield as
they came in from Akron, Ohio. This hull or craft was a dark gray in color and I am
positive that there was no blimp or gas bag above what appeared to be the hull. 1 his
craft, as nearly as I could... [not clear-estimate?] was about one hundred feet off of
the ground and possibly seventy yards to one hundred yards to the left of the highway,
directly over a stubble field. At this time, I noticed that the red lights mentioned above
looked exactly like the tail lights on the new Cadillac automobiles, and these lights
were situated at either the stem or stern of the craft.

"This craft was entirely motionless and silent. At this time, there was absolutely
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no other vehicles on the highway, and I could je«d taj

there trying to figure the thing out, ^ "J^
an unheard of rate of speed. There

. £ of full speed from

il it disappeared over the

r

proximate height, speed and type o
"After the craft had gone out

base of the 164th Fighter

s

to the Mansfield Airport,
one Major

^

notes and

si™.«„

and I stand ready to be of any service possible" (xx.)

L.E. Gross.

1950. No exact date. Somewhere in Nevada, (night?)
"Believe me, it was weird."
about flying

according to radio reports the next day.

" 'RaUpvp me it was weird,' she said.

,

"She Sr hisband about it the next day and he asked her why she let

^ "TtoSlwas Afraid to stop the car to wake him up,' she said." (xx.)
(xx.) Austin, Minnesota. Herald 17 September 52.
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January 1950. Current Events.

A 100-foot long "sky monster with two rows of windows" zoomed by an Eastern Airline pas-

senger plane piloted by Chiles and Whitted the night of July 24, 1948. Only one passenger was
awake, a Mr. C. L. Mckelvie, who saw a bright streak of light.
A little known fact was that Mr. Mckelvie was the managing editor of Current Events the
national school newspaper used in classrooms across America. The January 23-27 1950, issue

of the paper included an article on Flying Saucers with artwork that did not favor the U.S. Air
Force's ^lay things down" attitude, as for the text, the treatment of the subject was even-handed
and not the "lets-not-scare-the-kids-or-upset-the-parents" type of writing you might expect. It
would seem Mckelvie had something to do with that, (xx.) (See page 25)

(xx.)

"Flying Saucers." Current Events. Week of January 23-27,1950. Volume XLIX,
Number 17, pp.135-136.

10 February. "Mobilize against cold war hysteria,"

(See clipping on page 26)

March. The flap in Mexico. (See article on pages 27-28)

There were various references to UFO activity south of the border at this time. The one Eng

lish language treatment with some substance is Lowell Harmer's "Report to the Editor,
(xx.)

(xx.)

Harmer, Lowell. "Report to the Editor." True. June 1950. pp.10-12.

The impression one receives from Harmer's account is that some big Sky Hook balloons
drifted down from the U.S., however, there were impressive UFO reports in Arizona and New
Mexico (Farmington, etc.) during this period, so perhaps a complete investigation of the Spanish
press would yield incidents of higher strangeness.

23? March. Laguna Beach, California, (no time)
According to our source:

"Those flying saucers have been spotted again—this time along the California

"Dudley Gourley, 26, an Army aircraft observer for nearly three years, said he
saw eight saucers moving slowly out to sea as he drove past El Moro Bay on the
coast highway.

.

_AA

" fcI saw eight things of an elliptical shape, about 100 feet in diameter, at 2,000

feet. I counted them three more times. They were moving slowly out to sea.'

"Gourley said he was aware the Air Force has said repeatedly it could not sub

stantiate any of the saucer reports.

" 'I was an air observer for 11 months during the war and a sea-coast air observer

for 18 months. Let the air force laugh that off,5 he said." (xx.)
(xx.)

Oxnard, California. Press-Courier. 23 March 50.
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Gorman's craft

IS SOMETHING queer going on in

and dived

the sky over our Earth? Are be

up into the air and got away.

ings from another world trying to

figure out this world?
The U S. Air Force says, "Non
sense " After two years, it has ended
"Project Flying Saucer" In those
two years, a special team of experts,
with help from university profes
sors, checked up on 375 reports of
strange sights in the sky
These*sights included round,
saucer-like disks and huge cigar-

shaped planes without wings The
Air Force decided that people only
thought they saw these things —or

saw balloons, birds, meteors, or the
planet Venus

Try telling that to Donald E KeyHe will merely laugh at you
Dozens of persons who read his
story in a recent issue of True Maga
hoe

zine will laugh, too. They are con

vinced that there must be some

thing — and it isn't spots before the
eyes'

ton State said he saw nine saucer-

shaped disks They flew extremely
fast, in a wavy line, about 25 miles
away Each seemed as large as an
airplane

His story started a flock of other
stones For a time, it seemed that
everybody in the United States was

seeing saucers

Your C. E. Was There!

sifted

Experts found many1 lies,

mistakes, or optical illusion^ But
some reports — then and later —
could not be laughed off so easily.
They came from trained conimercial or air force pilots, astronomers,

weather observers, and other sane,
sober, respected Americans

On January 7, 1948, a round ob
ject, about 250 feet across, was seen

flying over Madisonville, Ky A few
minutes later, the flying disk was
spotted near Fort Knox Captain
Mantell, former army flyer and
partner in a GI flying school, started
to chase it. The disk flew higher,
increasing its speed. Finally, it
reached the, thin upper air where
there is little oxygen. Did Captain
Mantell "black out" £or lack of oxy-,

gen? Did he collide with the disk?"
Was he at^acfced? At any

Laugh These Off!
The first "flying saucer" report
came in June, 1947 A pilot flying
a private plane high over Washing

The reports were'

He lost his nerve

The light finally shot

plane crashed and he was kill)
On October 1 of that same Sear,
Lieutenant

Gorman,

a

Natidhal

Guard pilot, got into a "dog-figjit"
with a mysterious round light* It
was night

Gorman was ready to

land at Fargo Airport, in North Da
kota He thought the light was
the taillight of another plane He
checked with the airport and found
it wasn't Then he gave chase The
light dodged, darted, finally made a
sharp right turn It came straight at

These and other reports of flying
disks have never been explained to
the satisfaction of Mr. Keyhoe and
others. In addition, they point to
stories of huge wingless planes,
shaped like cigars or rockets, unlike

anything we have on Earth
On July 24, 1948, an Eastern Air
lines plane was on its way through
Alabama, going toward Atlanta,
Georgia. It was about two o'clock in
the morning Suddenly, the two
pilots (both wartime flyers) saw a
brilliant object speeding toward
them They swerved sharply to
avoid it As it dashed by, some 700
feet away, they got a good look at it

The "thing" was about 100 feet
long and twice the diameter of a
B-29 It had no wings or fins There
were two rows of windows A bril
liant white light came from them A
dark blue glow covered the body of
the craft. From the tail came a trail
of orange-red flame. The nose was
long and pointed, like a radar pole
The startled pilots went back into
the cabin to find out if anyone else
had seen this sight Most passengers

were asleep But one, who was wide
awake, had seen a bright streak of
light flash past his window He was
C L McKelvie, managing editor of
your Current Events1
(Continued on next page)

Our artist vtes his Imagination to show you o wingless piano
and flying saucers.

CURHtttf IVINTS tor January 23-27, 1930-Page 135
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Astronomer's Idea for Educational
Program Gets National Attention

- (—I'If

&/

10 us?

University of Iowa Astronomer Citian's proposal was a mention *
of it Thursday night on a network
C. C. Wylie's proposal that scien
news roundup.
tific fact be mobilized against cer
tain types of cold war hysteria is
Professor Wylie's plan is regard

continuing to receive national at
tention.

Trofessor Wylle Is interested

in arraying fact against such no

tions as "flying saucers." which

he believes unnecessarily aggra
vate the American people's fears

of invasion or attack by hostile

powers.

The latest mention of-the Iowa

ed

as significant

in

with the government's
defense plan

which

connection

three-fold

includes psy

chological preparation of all

the

people.

The professor advocates aligning
Americans trained in the physical

sciences

into

an

educational

pro

gram that would prepare them for
natural phenomena and other con

ditions that seem to be dangers
but which aren't.

His ideas also have been feat
ured in a magazine article and
in a series of tape recordings for
a

broadcasting system.

Professor Wylie »a*d he

has

demonstrated
to
friend*
here
how sunlight reflected from airplnno window* under the right

Professor, Wylie, like Dr. Donald

Menzel, was a staunch critic of
saucer reports.

conditions virtually can cause
the flying craft to
disappear,
making them seem to be silvery,
round spots or "flying saucers.**

One of his students is a former
member of a flying squadron which
during World War II once took off
to "shoot down the planet Venus"
during a daylight hour.
Such mistakes and alarms as this
could be prevented, Professor Wy
lie
said,
by
disseminating
the
knowledge that the planet at times
can be seen in the-daylight.
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Flying Saucers have been more clearly observed over

Mexico than elsewhere.

A True report on the facts.

Mexico City, March 27, 1950
At noon, August 27. 1949, the crew
and passengers ot an Aerovias Reforma
commercial plane saw a Flying Saucer

over the port of Yavaros m the Mexican
state of Sonora, south of Arizona Pilot
Francisco Lopez Urruua reported to the
Secretary of Communications and to the

National

Defense

Administration

of

Mexico that the disk-shaped object ap
peared to be about 16 feet in diameter
He said that it was made of gleaming

metal and was followed by a tail of fire
some 100 feet long It was traveling from
southeast to northwest

I am the correspondent in Mexico for
Quick Magazine and I included the story

in my news letter that week, as it was the
first instance 1 knew of Saucers being
reported over Mexico

At that time, Mexicans had a cynical
altitude and attributed reports of Saucers
in the U S to "Yanqui" hysterics They
just took the term Flying Saucers into

their language as platillos voiadores But
when the three-week wave of Saucers lhat
1 am reporting m this article hit the re
public last month from the Rio Grande
to the Guatemala line, Mexicans took a

more sober view and dignified the Saucers

with a newly coined Spanish word. They

became Plativolos
The next word of Mexican Saucers ap
peared in the Mexico City newspaper

Excelsior of February 27, 1950 Fright
ened villagers of Paso Hondo near the
Guatemala line had rushed into near-by
Comitan, in the state of Chiapas, and
told of a flight of spiral cones which had
raced south over their town The villagers
said the formation kicked out red yellow
sparks, left trails of white smoke and
sounded like boiling teakettles
Early this March, the Saucers stepped
up their tempo over Mexico Mexico City

dailies quoted two air-line pilots who
spotted a Saucer traveling at ''incredible
speed" near Ometepec, Guerrero Then
twenty military and civil-aeronautics per

sonnel said they watched a pale-cream
Saucer hover stationary over the airport
of Chihuahua for three minutes They

reported that the Saucer raced off toward

the northeast when fighter planes were
sent aloft The director of the airport
was called to Mexico City to make a
confidential report to the director of civil
aeronautics His report has not yet been
released to the press

On March 8, the Plativolos moved onto
the front pages of Mexico's great dailies
and stayed there Excelsior headlined
ALL DURANGO SAW THE FLYING
SAUCER. ENORMOUS COMMO
TION IN THAT CITY OVER THE
STRANGE SHIP Durango is one oi
Mexico's largest cities and is the capital
of Durango state The report said that
practically the entire population, inclutl
ing lawyers, doctors, engineers, teachers
students, and businessmen, watched the
Saucer from the streets and plazas of the
city. Professor Maria Luisa Badilla oi
Durango College suspended classes so hei
students could watch the phenomenon

The newspaper listed dozens of names ot
those who watched the Saucer iron) )1
a. m. to 12 noon Many agreed that the
object remained at a gTeat height "as ii
the occupants were observing all the
characteristics of the town and the reac
tion

of

the

inhabitants"

Eyewitnesses

reported that it appeared to be about
"ihe size of a round pocket mirror
Those who used telescopes and binocu

lars declared that it seemed to be of some

shiny aluminumlike metal
The same day, Mexico City dailies told
of a group of hunters who returned to

Guadalajara, Jalisco, and

reported a

Saucer which they had seen at 10 p m on
March 6 They had observed a diskhkc
object which flashed through the sky over
the Cerro del Cuatro at a "fantastic
velocity "

N ext day. March 9. the Saucer again
visited Durango at noon This time us
movements

and

appearance

were care

fully checked by a scientist E Nuncio,

professor of astronomy in the technical
school of Durango, studied ihe Saucer
through a telescope and other insiru

ments Afterwards he gave his data to the
press Nuncio said that the Saucer main

Tamed 40,000 feet altitude It was shaped
somewhat like a child's top, and had frac

ture bands around it where its material

was joined together The tip or point of
the top was red, and was tilted down

and toward the east Its altitude over
the horizon was 53 degrees 20 minutes
and its position was southeast While
Nuncio checked, the Saucer moved

toward the east 3 degrees in each five
minutes until it was out of sight He
pointed out that Venus and other
heavenly bodies move to the west
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The same day, a disk-shaped object
hovered over Mazatlan, Stnaloa, from 10
i m to 2 p. m Mexican Naval Com
mander Manuel Maliachi reported that

he watched it through a spyglass and
thought it was made of aluminum He
,aid ii hovered for hours, then disap

peared toward the northeast

[Continued from page 11]

south

toward

Juchitan

A

passenger,

government

attorney Francisco Castro
Rayon, confirmed the report of Lhe crew,

On that da>, also, the astronomical
observatory at Culiacan watched a disklike object through the telescope, and in
Tampico, Tamaulipas, amateur astrono

On March 10, the Mexican press front
paged that the wandering Saucer visited
Pachuca, Hidalgo This is a large mining
town 55 miles north of Mexico City. At

mer Gonzalo Ibanez reported watching; a
Saucer through his telescope at 9 p. m. in

seeing a white ball, which rotated in its
axis, move slowly across the sky and dis
appear in a bank of clouds They said
that it stopped still several times during

During the afternoon, traffic in Mon
terrey, Mexico's third city, was disrupted
for two hours while hundreds of citizens
watched an object in the sky which was
shaped "like a tennis racket without a
handle " The reports said that the object
remained stationary at times and darted

1pm, hundreds of Pachucans reported

its passage

The same day, a Saucer reappeared
over Mazatlan, and the citizens of lrapuato, Guanajuato, reported an automo

bile hub-cap shaped object over their city
at 11 45 a m.

Then, on March 11, the Mexico
City Excelsior scooped the republic with
the most authoritative story on the con
troversy

thus

far

Their

eight-column

front-page headline was
THE OB
SERVATORY OF TONANTZINTLA
PHOTOGRAPHED

A

STRANGE

OBJECT Below was a long, sober article
signed by Luis Enrique Erro, director of
Tonantzintla, the largest astrophysical

observatory in the nation, which is
located 80 miles east of the capital
Director Erro started his article with, "An
exceptional object crossed space through

the field of the Schmidt telescope of

Tonantzintla on March 2 From that day
until today, we have wondered what it
could have been We do not know"

Erro's article told how staff astronomers
Luis Munch and Professor Lauro Herrera
were photographing the midnight sky
when the mysterious thing crossed the
field of vision and left its track as a wide,
white, diagonal band on the photo

graphic plate Munch was using a red
filter and the sky wanderer photographed
strongly red The director said, "It could
not have been a passing airplane It could
not have been carelessness in the opera
tion of the camera " He pointed out that
one of the astronomers saw the brilliant
object with his naked eye, and the other
watched its trajectory through the finding
telescope

trro's report was cautiously phrased
and too long to give in detail here He
minimized the possibility that the thing
could have been any of various known

astronomic objects such as meteors, and
then he mentioned Flying Saucers The

astronomer pointed out that with pres
ent day knowledge of physics, there
might be strange missiles, guided from

afar, "which are unknown to us but
might verv well be the secrc: of modern
armies '

On March 11, a further rash of Saucers
was reported The crew of a Compania

Transports cargo plane described an
object which they saw while flying at
11 000 feet from Guerrero to Puebla
The\ said u was a reddish disk, 2 meters
(about 6i/, feet) in diameter, which
p isscd 2 000 feet above them It was mov

ing it 400 m p h [Continued on page 12]

the direction of the Great Bear constella
tion. It moved toward the southeast at a

great velocity.

about at others.

Next day, March 12, the Saucers moved '
in on Mexico's great capital city The
English-language Mexico City Herald
headlined Four Flying Saucers Circle
Over Capital The feature articfe began
"Mexico City yesterday got its first view
of the Flying Saucers. It was a good long
took

Four

of

the

mysterious

visitors

hovered over the Centra! Airport while
several hundred
looked on. Most of
them agreed as to the phenomenon's ap
pearance as disks of white metal, resem

tiling aluminum" The Heiald included

many eyewitness accounts including that
of J de la Vega, a veteran employe of the
airport commander's office, who said that
he sav. "all four" of the Flying Saucers
De la Vega said that meteorologists, with
weather balloon
tracking instruments,
calculated the altitude of the disks at

35.000 to 40,000 feet "They seemed
about the si7c of a silver peso," De la
Vega said
I talked with Salvador Arreguin, avia

tion editor of Prensa Grafica, who photo
graphed one of the strange objects
through the meteorologists' theodolite at
the airport "It looked like .i tiny, white,
shtiiy globe when 1 looked at it through
the theodolite," Arreguin said, "but
when the film wns developed, only the
crescent p»wr liffhied by the sun, ap

peared

In reality, it was round"

The Saucers over the airport were a

four-day wonder to the Mexico City
dailies Hundreds of touiists and airport
officials described the Saucers, which re
appeared on March 13. 14, and 16

It w<is on this last day. the 16th, that

I obtained my most authoritative descrip
tion Carl Kupfer, Mexico City bureau
chief for the International News Service,
watched one of the objects with his naked
eye and through a telescopic lens for
several minutes Carl is an experienced
newspaperman and foreign correspond
ent This trained observer had been
frankly skeptical of the Saucers, until
midday on the 16th A unit from Col urn
bia Pictures is filming The Brave Bulls
on location here Umtman Homer Davies
had invited Kupfer to the airport with
the promise that if a Saucer appeared,
sound engineer Lodge Cunningham
would shoot color pictures of it with <i
16 mm movie camera equipped with a
102 ram telescopic lens

1 saw Carl Kupfer in the aiternoon
when he returned to his office to file hu
eyewitness wire service story He was a
skeptic no longer. Here is the story he
told me
"Homer and I arrived at the airport
shortly after noon Within a few minutes

of our arrival, several members of the

tower crew told us they saw a Saucer
hovering over the city to tbe southwest

of the airport Then we found Lodge
Cunningham I looked through his tele
scopic lenses and saw an object in almost
the center of the field It appeared to
have a diameter of about three milli
meters and was of a white silvery color
It was shaped rather like a pingpong ball
with an donated tail below To obviate
the possibility that it was a refracted
image in the lens the camera and fens
were both turned on the tripod, and the
object changed position in the field Also,
several people around us saw it with the
naked eye'

I asked Carl if the object was mov
mg or stationary

"Both," he exclaimed "At first it was
stationary in the field of vision, then it

began to move across the scope from eight

to two-o'clock position Its movement was

erratic, and it took just five minutes to

move across the scope

It stopped and

started At times, it had a vertical move

ment It was impossible to see any mark
jngs

and consequently I can not guess

what it was "

I asked Kupfer if he could have seen a

planet or a balloon.

"It is highly improbable that it could
have been either,"' he replied "The
erratic movement would obviate the
planet hypothesis The strong wind
which was blowing would h.ne made a
balloon move much faster than the object
we observed "

Kupfer appcircd somewhat shaken up

by his experience

Cunningham shot fift) feet of color film
and gave it m Kupkr to s(_n<l u> the Ncv%
York office of Inurn.ilinn.il Nl-ws Phmns
for processing

(Word came back some

time later that despite painstaking de
veloping and enlarEjinjr. no im.ipe of the
object thai h.itl been photographed could
be discerned on the film )

The next morning I talked with
Homer Davies. and he corroborated Kup
fer's siory exactly

"I am convinced," he said, "that the

usual planet and balloon arguments can

not apply to what we saw yesterday over

the airport It was something strange 1

can't explain it "-Lowell Harmer

(This dispatch is most interesting if

considered in connection with a state

ment by Senator Cin-o" Anderson of

New Mexico made at about the same
time Said Senator Anderson as reported
by Roberts Allen "I believe something
big is underway There is too much going
on in those large research centers in m>
state to pooh-pooh the numerous eyewit

ness stories of Flving Saucers and other
mysterious devices roaring over the
countryside Also, those official denials
are nothing new They are both proper
and to be expected ' -The Editor )
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1 April. The Cologne, Germany, Neue lllustrierte.

Achim Martin has provided a hard to find photocopy of the German newspaper Neue
lllustrierte, which has the "Silverman" April Fool article. (See article on pages 30-31)
(See note below from Martin)
Dear Mr Gross,
enclosed the article about "Silverman"

In the following'issue'dated 5th Apnl 1950 it was mentioned, that it was a April Hoax
The "Silverman" photographed was an artiste of& tee-skater group called "The Lidstones"
Unfortunately, no names of any editors has been mentioned, so that 1 don't know exactly how
the photo has been produced After these long years it is very improbable, that any parties
concerned does living today
best
Achim Martin

(See the monograph UFOs: A History 1950 April-July, page 1. Also, see Supplemental Notes
1950 April-July, pp.4,56-63)

2 April. El Dorado County, California, (no time)

Observan un Platillo
Volador en Ecuador

Zoomed upwards.

QUITO. Ecuador, nbril C <1NB»
"Ultima* Notlcta**, public* un daameho dt iu eorrwponia! •« Cujn-

A brief news item tells us:

eft, qulen Informa qut ttn'"pl»UH©

"Joe Sperinde, rancher near Pilot Hill, saw a
number of them Sunday in the sky south easterly
from his ranch. He said some of them seemed at
times just to putter along, then suddenly change
direction and zoom off or upwards out of sight.
He wasn't able to count them." (xx.)

(xx.)

volodnr" fo4 ebacrvmdo in U *
ffidn, a la* doa da la tard« o*t hoy.

x

Placerville, California. Mountain Democrat. 6 April 50.

Affrtfft tl eorwopoiiaaj qua tl

ftn6m«no habla aldo obatrvado aii-

UrlormenU an la poblaoloa d« Olr©X donda al mlatvrloao aparato

prndnjo mueho paiilen.

A la« tr«a mvnoa » mlfutna dt

la Uidc *1 "dlaeo dtrlvo con rum*

bo rar, dcaerlbl«ndo amplla* parabeUa".
«ut tl "platillo" brtUabo con InUiu
•o reaptandor y qua dc nUikHn mo
de podia acr eon fun dido eon ua
plastta o un eomota.

2 April. Near Shingle Springs, California, (no time)
Another brief news item states:

" Mrs Phil Froast and Mrs. Ruth Prior, driving along Highway 50 near Shingle
Springs Sunday, noticed persons along the way peering upward, so looked up them-

selves and saw 13 of them, described by Mrs. Prior as slightly heart-shaped, silvery and
in flights. Two formations of four each, a formation of three and two single saucers
in close proximity were described." (xx.)

(xx.) Placerville, California. Mountain Democrat. 6 April 50.
6 April. Ecuador. ( See untranslated clipping)
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6 April. Buffalo, New York, (night)
A press report states:

"Two Erie Railroad switchmen claim they saw one. One of those flying saucers

Jack Regan, 43, and Francis Fitzgerald, 41, telephoned a local newspaper office Tues
day night and said they were at work in the rail yards when

figure jumped upwaids anJ struck.
National Guard Sgt. Joe Jeo.i in :bc

they saw'it.'

face, felling him. As the o;'icrs d/«w
Sack, the tiny man gasped for brcaih

" 'It went right over the railroad tracks,' said Regan.

'This isn't tunny any more. There was fire coming from it,
all around and around. Somebody ought to do something
about this..."'

(xx.)

and fell unconscious, appaicatly unable to breatbe our air.

"Oxygen was again administered
and the \isitor again came 10 /ij/i/ing, displaying a strength thai tnedt
it Impouibta (or ihe guardsmen and
firemen to hold hint. Within sec

(xx.)

Pittsfield, Maine. Berkshire Eagle. 6 April 50.

onds, he again lapsed tnto i/oro"-

iciousnesj

"Three more lime they revived him

4 May. Wild story from Ecuador. (See clipping)

only to ha\c him fight tree of ilw

La Hora claims lh.it a small fly

ing

disc

crashed

on

ihc

Laredo,

Texas, Airport April 16th, mortally
injuiing us diminuinc pilot.
The

jtory asserted that fecje-rai <ruttioriircs

at Laredo prevented jcne-ral publica
tion of the crash.
A director of civil aviation at
Laredo is quoted u sa>ing: "For

several days the discs have been teen
on both sides of ihc Rio Bra\o.

~Q\LL NFLSON. 326 Bryant Si., «

jludcnt 0/ Spanish at ihe LUrhU
School,, sends ui a translation of «
flying disc story to top all flying di«

noncj from La Hora, a responsible

newspaper published in Quito, Ecua
dor. Almost incredible, the account
icllj of a fighting two foot tall figure

dnviDg the disc—a figure encased 10

clolhci of a/mor or metallic clolh
Nelson sent along a clipping with bis
translation.

Before crashing, ilic disc dchberaiely
buzzed the field ai several thousand
miles an hour. Then it circled (he
field m or *e\cn times, each time
more slowly, finally diving into the
field, to narrowly miss the largest
hangar.

•ToltonloB the crash, alxport persodocI and fUtaun sj-c reported to
ba\o burned to tbc sceue of tfoe
nreck.
I:roat tbc crushed disc,
meuuriug uoly a touplo of yard*
across, Uicy pulled tbo pilot, u fi»-

ur« not wore thaa tv^f««f HU. . .

"Local firemen administered oxy
gen and the liny man rewvcJ sudden
ly and started fighting.
Leoptn* to
lm feet,

ihc paper report*,

the

tjn>

mask and restraining hands and pass
out. Further attempts to revive him
were without avail"
One of the police officials was
quoted as saying thai several m«n
were momentarily siunn»d by some
tort of a ray pistol at ibcir lust Dpproach to Ihc craft and u was uL;n
from him when they pulled him from
ibe wreck. It was repotted that tbc
hide man weighed about 300 pound*,
despite his smalt size and was wearing
a helmet equipped with an anieana.

The dUc, made of aa unidentified
metal, wu apparently a one-man
flyer: The interior of the tiny cabin
or control cockpit housed only a few
pieces, of equipment, the paper said,

adding lh.il il was probably "their*
equivalent of radio and radar.

As to means of propulsion, it \ws
reported a icnes of jet opeoinfti, pos*
«ibly rocket), rimmed iho tbio cd.*c

of ihe aircraft.

Although La Hom

did not reproduce a phctojraph, it

reported

a

U.

S.

newspaper

hai

u

Ncry clear picture and added for ihc
benefit of its

readers that

was

paramount

cither

of

ihc

no.y

importance

or a gigantic hoax perpciuted by the
other newspapers.

According to La Hora, the remains

of the flytr as well « ihe body cr< the

Probably a Buffalo, New York newspaper

Year not known but the clipping was found

pilot were i;athfr*rf up by jiwrd^men
imJ poluc und*i il'c diitttion of •

member ot

ih< FBI

antt -flown "ta

Waihinjtoo

among 1950 material

5 August

The Canadian ship Marcala. (See the monograph UFOs- A History 1950
August-December, pages 1-3)

A Wilmington, Delaware, newspaper adds some detail. The ship was from Nova Scotia,
making it a Canadian vessel. The Maracala left Nova Scotia with a cargo of barytes and put into

the Wilmington Marine Terminal after the UFO sighting. The sighting took place about 100
miles west of Five Fathom Bank Light Vessel [A ship anchored at sea to aid navigation], off the
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mouth of the Delaware Bay. The Captain name was Nils Lewring and the Third Mate Osle
Parson,

(xx.)

(xx.)

Wilmington, Delaware. Journal-Every Evening. 7 August 50.

14 August. Famborough (Royal Aircraft Test Center), England, (morning)
Impressive sighting, impressive witnesses.

A story about test pilot Stan Hubbards:

"The events began on the morning of 14 August 1950, 'a lovely Hampshire sum-

aS2

S3*£S

wearing sunglasses, stopped to look skywards." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid,p.87.

Hubbards continues the story in his own words:

"The noise grew more distinct and more intense and I clearly remember pausing

and attitude, above the horizon,

i
tureless except that the periphery was edged by a band of

distinct markings of some sort, which kept changing,W«^£

which emanated strange bluish flickering of points of light, very much
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httle blue plumes of flame from a gas ring on a cooking stove, but turned upside
down I also got the impression that either the main body or the peripheral rim
was rotating. It also seemed quite clear that the sibilant cracking-hissing sound

came from this circle of flicking light; there appeared to be a definite connection

and most remarkably there was a concurrent smell of ozone, that normally is assciated with heavy electrical discharges, and again like the odor inside a power
station.

"As the object was coming closer and then went overhead I tried to estimate

its size, altitude and speed, but with the absence of any readily identifiable feature
it was difficult to gauge these factors with any confidence. Taking the angle of the
object above the horizon when I first observed it as a datum from which to get
some idea of its height and distance away, and then connecting this with the im
pression as it passed overhead, I guessed that its height above the ground when
first seen was probably between 700 and 1,000 feet and since it certainly seemed
to maintain altitude throughout the period of my observation, I guessed that it
would have travelled until it went out of sight, it must have been travelling very

fast, perhaps as high as 500 to 900 knots, but there was no sense whatsoever of air

disturbance due to its passing."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Wing Commander S.J Hubbard, personal communication between Clarke/
Roberts and Hubbard, 2 July 2001. Clarke, David and Andy Roberts Out
of the Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited: London, England, 2002, pp.87-88.

"Did you see that awful thing?"

Clarke and Roberts, interviewing Hubbard in 2001, tells us:

"As the saucer disappeared into the distance Hubbard recalled hearing
'screaming and shouting' from the flight dispatches office nearby. A dispatcher
came running towards him in a hysterical state, shouting, 'Stan, did you see
that awful thing?' She was comforted by another airman but was 'extremely
upset, almost irrational'

"Soon afterwards, when Hubbard was interrogated by Scientific Intelli
gence officers from London, he asked whether they had spoken to the dispatch
er, but they refused to answer and merely posed another question." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.89.

"Do not discuss matters with anyone."

Clarke and Roberts tells us what Hubbard remembers about the interrogation which.
". lasted two hours and ended with an order from the leader of the team 'not to discuss the
matter with anyone, including my boss, and that I would be hearing from them,"' (xx )
(xx)

Ibid.

15 August

Britain's "Flying Saucer Working Party."
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According to authors David Clarke and Andy Roberts-

"The first mention of the Flying Saucer Working Party appears in a'Top Secret'
minute of a meeting held on 15 August 1950 in the Metropole Building, Northumber

land Avenue, London. Chaired by Hugo Young, Deputy Director of Intelligence it
was attended by representatives of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS). The technical

intelligence branch of the Air Ministry was represented by Wing Commander Myles
Formby, who would become a central figure in the Flying Saucer Working Party,
(xx.)

(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited:
London, England, 2002. pp.77-78.

The Working Party's duty was to examine British flying saucer reports since it was felt it
would be a mistake to dismiss such incidents outright. The group was also empowered to con
duct interviews in the field and communicate with American Intelligence services.

15 August. The Montana UFO film case. (See the monograph UFOs: A history 1950
August-December, pages 6,19, 27-31,52. Also: UFOs A History 1950
August-December, Supplemental Notes, pages 10-11)

A nagging question about this case (At least for me-L. E. Gross) was the apparent lack of
attention given to Miss Virginia Raunig, the other witness to the passage of the UFOs over the
city of Great Falls. The impression is that she was standing right next to Mr. Mariana. Why
wasn't she really grilled about what she saw that day? Were the two objects photographed

rom Tulien tracked her down decades later. Her married name is Mrs. Robert Woods. She
recalled the incident but refused an interview on the grounds she only got a brief glimpse oi he

objects before they went behind the GM elevators. She described herself as quite young at the
time so the event had little significance to her, hence an interview would produce nothing worth
while, (xx.)

(xx.)

E-Mail message from "Tom [SHG] Virginia Raunig 5/11/02 PST."

21 August. Shreveport, Louisiana, (about 9:45 a.m.)
Major Covert, Liaison Officer for Army Field Forces.

In a letter, a UFO experienced is related:

About 9:45 on Monday morning, August 21,1950, Connie Chodister was driving

his new Ford station wagon east on the Merritt Parkway. Sitting beside hun was
Major Covert, Liaison Officer for Army Field Forces at Sperry Gyroscope Company
and I was sitting directly behind Chodister. It was a cloudless day right after a big
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storm. Way down ahead of us we saw a string of smoke puffs in a straight line looking
like this:

"[The puffs].. .circled way back over Long Island. As we watched we saw new

smoke puffs let out but could not see any plane and I said, 'they are probably having
a radar test at Mitchell Field and are paying [sic] out that smoke so as to know where
to focus.' As we watched the puffs, we saw whatever was making them head around
parallel with the Merritt Parkway and the we saw what looked like a bunch of black
mosquitoes. As we drove toward them at 55 mph they were coming towards us. Soon
we saw there were seven objects and merely thought they were smoke-writing planes.

Viewed through the front windshield they began to look oval sidewise and both Chodister and Covert said they didn't look like planes they'd seen. I watched them contin

uously for about three minutes in all and as they went by 'our beam' I saw seven com

pletely distinct circular objects, slightly ovaled in the direction they were travelling.
We all agreed that they had a black outer ring and the center was very white. The

outer dark ring could have been the exhaust of ram jet helicopter blades. There was no

sign of landing gear, wings, control surfaces of any kind. We watched smoke signals
paid out every so often from one or the other. They kept good formation, not 'V but
close together, moving relative position slightly as they went along. They looked in
size like a one inch circle drawn on a pure white ceiling with a clear blue sky back
ground on the outside of them. The inside circle was as white as the smoke they let
out—same as any smoke-writing planes. Thier proportions were like this:
(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Harrold [Harold Fulton of New Zealand?]. From: H.M. Dinkins, Jr.

William M Barrett, Inc., Giddens-Lane Building, Shreveport 4, Louisiana.
Date- 16 October 50. Photocopy in author's files. (Not sure, but this letter may
have been in APRO files. I don't recall—L. E. Gross)

5 September. Farnborough (Royal Aircraft Test Center), England, (afternoon)

Test pilot Stan Hubbard, who had been one of the witnesses to the passage of a UFO over

Farnborough back on August 14th, had second experience on September 5 . Authors Clarke
and Roberts wrote about Hubbard's second sighting:

"On the afternoon of 5 September he [Hubbard] was standing with five other

airmen on the watch-tower at Farnborough awaiting the arrival of Hawker's chief
test pilot, 'Wimpy' Wade, who was to be the star of the forthcoming air display

[air show]. Suddenly, and at the same moment, they all saw a strange object appear
in the direction of Guildford and Farnham. The official report described it as 'a flat
disc, light pearl grey in colour [and] about the size of a shirt button' [at arm's
length?] They observed it follow [ing] a rectangular flight path, consisting in suc
cession of a 'falling leaf another horizontal stretch, and so on; finally it 'dived to
the horizon at great speed.'"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows , Judy Piatkus LimitedLondon, England, 2002. p.90.
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Hubbard remarked about the effect the appearance of the UFO had on the people watching:
"'Pandemonium! Orders being shouted—'Get a camera,' 'Get binoculars,' etc.
The performance of the object was quite different from that formerly seen. From a

...fluttering, as though bordering on instability, in a hovering mode, the object would
swoop off in a slight dive at incredibly high speed and in quite stable flight, then

stop abruptly and go into another fluttering hover mode. This performance was re
peated many times, frequently with some change of height and it appeared that all
this was taking place some eight to ten miles south of us over the Farnham area. We
watched these performances for over ten minutes, during which time the gathering
had swelled to at least a dozen people, not one of whom had a camera.. .but the dis
play had a most notable effect on my companions and, in feet, truly made my day."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid.

Another of the witnesses, Wing Commander Frank Jolliffe, offered his comments:

"We all saw this twinkling silver object at the same instant and, as it tumbled
earthwards, we were shocked to suppose it could be a cowling or some part of an
aircraft that had failed in flight. Indeed, we were about to run to Air Traffic Con

trol and have them raise a general alarm, when the object changed direction very

sharply and shot skywards at very high speed. The height of the sighting was hard

to assess, as was the distance...but the fact that it was there cannot be in doubt"
(xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid,pp.90-91.

Clarke and Roberts learned from Jolliffe some details of the interrogations subsequent to the
sighting.

According to Jolliffe, the sighting:

"...was reported to Farnborough's chief test pilot, who notified the MoD in
London. Soon the team from Scientific Intelligence was travelling to Farnborough
again [Having done so two weeks before to ask questions about the September 5
case]

"Jolliffe recalls how the six witnesses were all quizzed separately by 'a suit'
[A man in civilian clothes] who introduced himself as a serving RAF technical
officer employed in the Scientific Intelligence branch of MoD (RAF). This was
Wing Commander Myles Formby, of the Flying Saucer Working Party. 'He told
us that his role was to gather information and fully examine all 'UFO* sightings
and he added that the Department had never had a more reliable and authentic
sighting than ours/ Jolliffe said."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Ibid, p.91.

A problem.
According to Clarke and Roberts, Jolliffe told them:
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"He had no doubts or reservations about our evidence and said that the

follow-up action would be to cover the whole sector east of Farnborough bound

ed by the angle of the first and last sightings to discover if there were other wit

nesses to this phenomena. He was optimistic that there would be. Unfortunately,

he reported to our chief test pilot weeks later that this was not the case." (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid, p.91.

"Oh my goodness, not you again!"

Here is Hubbard's interview experience as explained by Clark and Roberts:

"When the Scientific Intelligence team arrived to interview Hubbard, the
leader exclaimed; 'Oh my goodness, not you again!' The interview followed the
same pattern as before, but was shorter, as the team said they had to catch a plane
to Brazil to interrogate flying saucer watchers there!" (xx.)
(xx.)

Ibid.

The official explanation for both the August 14th and September 5th incidents, as suggested by

the Scientific Intelligence team, was "mistaken identifications" of prosaic stimuli. The M got
away with it by never revealing the so-called solution to the witnesses, who, of course, had high
opinions of their professional abilities. Only 50 years later when declassified files became

available, did Hubbard and Jolliffe learn of the SI team's judgement. Here is Hubbard s re
action*

"I find it quite strange that so much information that we thought critically

relevant at the time was not only not included but misrepresented and taken com
pletely out of context, resulting in flawed conclusions. I am not normally given

to being suspicious, but I think that perhaps this was deliberate official policy."
(xx)

(xx.)

Ibid, p 93.

Clarke and Roberts also got a reaction from Jolliffe:

"The conclusions reached in the MoD reports are ludicrous. What we saw and
explained clearly was an object not of aircraft shape, travelling at a speed not achiev
able by anything flying at the time and altering direction not in curved, sweeping

maneuvers but by acute angular changes. It was not 'some quite normal aircraft1—it
was not an aircraft, as we know it, at ail. Wing Commander Hubbard's previous [On
August 14th] sighting had no influence on any of our opinions." (xx.)
(xx.) Ibid
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9 October. Williamstown, Vermont,
(night)

Roads clogged with 100 automobiles.
(See clipping)

rf &£
A radio executives report of the
phenomena clogged roads wadtof

to the William

BRIGHT OBJECTS IN SKY
Vermooter*

Report

They

Nay

Hare Beca "Flyta* Bucen"
WILUAMSTOWN Vt Oct

—Take your pick!
Some observers

reported

two

briffht object* «wingtng to the sky
Monday night appeared to be
"flying sauces."
Other*

thought

they were re

flections of airport seachllghta in

Plynn farm

with

approximately 100 automobiles.
Bob Bannon, program director
of Station WSKI. Barre, broad,
cast the report after a member of
the

him

Flynn

household

that eight

family

were

teiepnoneo

members

watching

is building these

of the

the

o*-

F?ynn described the objects as

about two feet in diameter, cylin
drical, with bright areas at each
end. They swung back and forth

about a mile In the air.
Bannon quoted Harry Martin, a
World War
2 weather observer,
as saying he and friends saw the
objects rise
suddenly once
at
"terrific speed."

low-hanging clouds.

Wo would like to know-you probably would, too I If. wuceTi need
insulating —we c^ insulate them.--_w

You see, we make and sell "The
PLUS Insulation"- ULTRALJTE.

Wherever thermal or acoustical
insulation ia uaed-ULTRALITE is

di^erent - and better; toot

16 October. Nashua, New Hamshire. (about 3:00 p.m.)

.. r »< v

UtTRALITE'S- a tor tfass fiber,
contiifuous blanket heat and no$»e
stopper that withstand* the ngap

of rough handling, pops easily Into

place, and recovers to full size and

"Cruising crockery?"

UFOs producing smoke reminds one of the case on August 21st:
"At long last, cruising crockery has been sighted over
Nashua—and flying in sets—too.

"Two groups of round, greyish objects 'the size of a

person's head' and trailing thin lines of smoke were re-

thickness, if compressed, in the
"wink of an eye" You get paid-for
thickness with lower applied cost.
So. if you're the builder who has us

aU in the air-or if you just make
down-to-earth products that require

better insulation, wnte for details

and

a

sample

Better

yet, our

research engineers will be glad to
make a free analvsis of your prod
duct'8 insulation requirements No
obligation, of course

^^_._^

ported flying in formation high over Crown Hill shortly 3
o'clock Monday afternoon.

M<iculia wac

"The first report of'flying saucers' over Nashua was

ULTRAL1TE

made to the Telegraph newsroom by Mrs. Harriet Robbms,
39 Gillis Street who said she was telephoning in front of
window at her home when she noticed what she at first

Thermal and Acoustical
Insulation

thought was a moving thin cloud formation

"When she saw the pencil-thin 'cloud' appeared to be
preceded by a roundish, gray object she shouted 'flying

saucers' into the phone, told her friend the approximate po

sition, and ran outdoors to get a better look. There, she re
ported, four of the objects were flying abreast apparently
from the direction of Ayer, Massachusetts, toward Grenier
field.

AND DEVELOPED BY

GUSTIN-BACON MFC CO

G.n.rol Off.«t and Plant - Kon.oi City. Mo
N*w York.ChUagO'PMocUlph.o- Son F.anciK

lot Anfliln • Hooiton • Tul»o • Ft Worth
Di»tfibutor* located Conveniently
Throuslioi-t I i« U S
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"She reported the objects were traveling 'right along' but nothing as fast as jet
planes as they took some time to disappear from sight.

"Before returning to the house she spied a second group of five round objects ^

in the same formation, apparently traveling from Grenier toward Ayer, she reported,
(xx.)

(xx.)

Nashua, New Hamshire. Telegraph. October 50.

1951
1951 (no exact date) Lockport, New York, (no time)
Smoke rings.

For what it's worth, here is a letter to CSI Los Angeles:
"About a year ago I was looking out the window of my home when I saw a

strange craft in the sky, about one mile away and approximately 2500 feet high.
It looked like the fuselage of a B-29 stripped of any appendages and tapering to
a round small tail section. From this tail small white smoke rings were blowing
out every second and spaced about 10 or 20 feet apart and yet the ship itself was
absolutely motionless. The body of the ship seemed built of aluminum sections

and the sun reflected off it's bottom so brightly that I don't know whether or not
there were any windows.

"I called my wife, a physician, to see this strange craft and we agreed that
this time the Air Force really had something. Since reading the article in the
April 7th [1952] Life Magazine we are wondering if you could shed any light on
what we actually saw.

"Suddenly an enormous white smoke ring blew out of the ship with great

speed and we laughed as probably anyone looking would have called it a flying
saucer. However the ship itself still did not move. Eventually it slowly turned

and headed for Buffalo, New York, with not a motor or propeller visible " (xx.)
(xx.)

Letter- To: Edward J. Sullivan, President, Civilian Saucer Investigations.
From: Richmond Mover, D. D. S., 37 East Avenue, Lockport, New York.
13 May 52. Photocopy in author's files.

1951

Ray Palmer.

A nice little bio of Pay Palmer, an early figure of the saucer scene, was published in a
Wisconsin newspaper.

(See page 41)

8 January. Sir H. Spencer Jones, Astronomer Royal.
Flying saucers are just a "myth."

(See page 42)
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Amherst Publisher Deals With
Reality of Uncertain Things
BY DICK McDANtEL
W*ft

AMHERST

Writ*

-

Sometimes

tbej

Urn between fact and fiction is

Appleton, Wisconsin

thin, but it 15 always interesting,!

Post-Cresent.

px at least that is the premise of
Raymond

A

Palmer,

who

25 November 51

has

bmJi ■ publishing business here
An hjppenui|a io ihe uncertain

Palmer runs Amherst Press andj

.received » work by Richard Shav

publishes the magaztnes "Fl>-,
tng Saucers
Search',
"The
Hidden World' and is launching
a new quarterly, 'Inspired Nov

els

er about the underground cavtrna,
and people U?mg beneath thei
surface of the earth 'This in-1
creased the circulation of one;

I

magazine by 50 000 copies andj

Flying Saucers' deals with the
material in the label
Search"
contain* storte* of unusual phe*
oomena in scientific or spiritual
realms and 'The Hidden World";
foals with the theory lhal Ihe«

gave Palmer the idea of enter- i
ing the publishing busirKsa

ported his sightings

^artb is honeycombed wilh cav-j

j

•rn* and people living there—fan

|

tasy treated factually
New Quarterly

ilaunched the
! magazine

The Palmer siorv itself is of
Interest ' I was unlucky enough to

«U my first slory when I was in

high school

he recalled

He has been accused bv the
An Force of perpetuating a boa*
I

Ho started as a sheet

metal

worker in Milwaukee but this ca
reer ended in a fall from a threeslorv roof He struck and broke a

two by four

on

a

scaffold

ai.d

landed on a pile of sand

This mishap

however, pioved

Gie launchinp pad (or his present

career as

he

was

confined

for

tive years in a Milwaukee hospi
tal

The fall

plus the fnrl lhal he

*-as run over hv a 'nick when he

uas 7 years olrl deputed him of1

know

flying

saucer*

exist

but I don t know what they are ,
he said
Neither does the Air'

Force know what they are

he

added
Amhcni in l»S0

Palmer came

Raymond Palmer of Amherst examines the first

pages of his new quarterly publication. "Inspired
Novels" He also publishes "Fl>ing Saucers" "The
Hidden World" and "Search " They all deal with the

phvsical strength but opened the Riound to help him separate facts
field of reading and writing
from fantasy
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m
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written in the 1870s
Palmer who was an editor
with Ziff Davis Publishing Co.
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'reported more sightings until he
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Worlds
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Causes" the Likely Explanation =L

FLYING SAUCERS ARE
JUST A "MYTH"
THE reports of mysterious
saucer-like objects having
been seen in the sky first began
to appear about the midsum

mer of. -1947, and have become
rather numerous during the
Intervening three years or so.

The first reports came from .
[daho and seem to have spread
outwards from there. -" Flytag
.aucers
have
since
been
eporud from many different
>arts of the United States,
ffhere they have created mnch
nterest and some alarm. With
ew exceptions they do not

Sir*H. Spencer Jones j
the -Astronomer Royal.since 1933, whose pub
lished works include
" Worlds

ppear to have been seen In
■ther parts ol toe world.

End"

Tbe descriptions of tbe objects

ecame
more
varied as toe
ccouots accumulated. It is quite
ear that thev cannot all relate
. the same type of object or <rf
tienomeoon.

It seems to nave

*conw common in the United
Lates to can anything seen m the
y which is at 111 out of UK
-dlnarr a flying saucer

The first report* described flat
sc-like objects,
others have
ferred to them as beln* hearttaped, or as having a tail-fin

Oerent

type

of

A

objert

U

acrlbed as a giant cigar-shaped
wingless

and

torpedo,

lore-cabin,

whu

bright

-windows

with

a

weird mysterious Ugbt Others aw
baBoon-lIke objects.

Then It Is said that bright

white

rtobes

have

been

seen,

which are abosi a foot or so to
dUmeUr; they wotdd teem to

be
of
»
jcfaort-Uke
oatage.
because they can collide wiu,
and

even

apparently

mm

thronfh, an aeroplane withovt
producing any effect.

the size and tbe speed oT these
objects. In size they are said to
range from a few leet to about a
thousand ieet and their speeds
are variously reported as being
Tram 300 to 16,000 miles per hour

One report of a flying sftscer
■Aid that tt went from horison
to horiiOD In three seconds!
Particularly remarkable is the
rapidity wtth which they can
carry out evolutions, rush round
in circles, suddenly hop upwards

for thousands of feet or dart
down to the earth, nor Is there
any evidence thai they have ever

been

seen

ground

to

start

from

tbe

They disappear either

into the sky or westwards over
the ocean
These statement In

themselves suffice to cast grave
suspicion on the objective nature

purpose is friendly but there is no
guarantee for the future if we per

THE lepoited manoeuvies of
saurers
involve
flying
acceptations

so

gieat

that

no

human beings could stand them
This difficulty i> avoided by sup

posing Chat the Martians are large

IT Is dlfflcuit for an untrained
observer

to

describe

In

Insects
supet -bees
about t wo
inches in length bses having the
most nigh-y-developed social
organisation known to us As the
flying saucers
are
completely

an

accurate and reliable way some

thing that 1* outside hi* expert

; eqce, ..particularly

when

fee

sflenZ. they must be p-opelled by

'ofiwrrtnc© is"of a fleeent-'ot
transient
strange
perrons

nature.

how.

have

And

when

one

reported

It

or

the

la

see—or

imagine

see—the same thine.

UwV

Tbe reports of the Loch Ness

monster

provide

an

excellent

example
There was no monster
at-aa
The appearance was doe
to a

meteorological

associated

graphy

with

which

the

phenomenon

local

deve'oped

topo

tar appropriate conditions.

'how detailed and
almost

reports 1

convincing

under

Bui

objective, bow
were

those

ments oj thunderbolts1* -having
been seen to jail when a tatiitfmg has been struck by light
ning
Yet ttxere is no such
thing as a

thunderbolt.

mystery would be to track down
each report to the person with
whom it originated, and to subject
to

a

That

sible

rigid

Is

cross - examination.

unfortunately

not

pos

In December iftiS the vB.

Air Force Issued a statement that
all the reports received had been

investigated, and had been dis
posed
of
as
havtng
natural
causes.
That statement should
dispose of the widespread benef
that there is something myster
ious to be explained.
If flying saucers really existed,
what

Though there can be no doubt
that sorae-Uiing lies at the basis
of the report* l have grave mtopivtnsE about the accuracy ol the

secret

mteht

suggested

they

that

weapons,

be?

they

It

were

pDotless

was

U.S.

planes,

or guided missiles In course of
trial, that has been officially
denied

some

son

of

super-

extremely compcWnt engineers;

Then it was suggested that thev
were launched by an unfriendly
Power This explanation can cer
tainly be discarded, for no such
, Power would disclose fa own
secret weapons in. advance to a
passible enemy Pnttr
ther are material- bb}<
restrtal orifftn, somet
Bometlmea

go

wrong.

—

large plants verM be needed to
construct these obiecla, capable
ol we* great speeds and to per
fect h» construction that
mishap ever befalls them

Those who acoept- the reports
jllterallv, have, therefore, had to
adopt the most Improbable of ex
planations—that they have been

launched from another planet.
As it Is agreed that Mars is the
only planet on which any sort of
life can conceivably e*xlst it has
been sugKested that they have
from Mars

no

There is much'•of a still more
fantastic nature that ,has been

written about the-n

1 have

per

haps given enough to indicate uie

absurdity of the who^e thing We
know enough about the conditions
on Mars

would come crashing down

come

THE only hope of ftetttog to the
bottom of the flying-saucer

of

Tbe Martian Insects must be

seeing

that

use

energy unknown to us

two

something unusual, many other*

witt

of the report*.

descri&Lonfi

So they have

Without

As
an
illustration
of the
general unreliability of evidence

JL oordant m their reference-to

Earth are to olame

sent these objects, wtb observers,
to have a close look at us;and tq
find out what we are up to • Their
sist*! our evil wayo

and "Life On
Other Worlds."
*

1 may refer to the many state

FT1HE reports are noticeably dls-

thing unusual is taking place and
realised that we here on

nave

to

be

certain

that no

anlmaJ Ufe can exist on It. there
can be on'y the most pnmtlve
type of vegetat.on

WIAT,

then
are
flying
saucers"} In'mv op.nion we
must look to- a natuial explana
tion.

Some of the observations almost
certainly relale to meteoi ologicai

WHY. then, were no flying
saucers seen before Bhe mid
summer of 1947 ? The advocates
of their Martian origin attempt to

account for this bv pointing out
that this ■ date followed shortly

sifter

the

explosions

of

atomic

bombs over Japan and the later

expertmental expioe'ocs at Bikini.
At about tha t thne there
occurred the
■pet activity

most intense nnfor more than a

ballootts. which are •sent up for
meesurmB the strsntr.h of Uie
wind at different height
Some
may relate to me'eors oi to trains

of nre-balJ

Reflections oi sunl-sht fiom

shadows

th'Ottn

by

or

furcrait

could exDla n so ne of the reports
There

was

one occuvon

during

the war when flRhters were sent
uo bo shoot dov n an object which

proved to be Lhe nlanet Venus'
For

the

mast

part

the

muc*i

credibility

atom

a«ottnts are
so
vatue and
unsatisfactory thai Hicy are not

tlsts do not bother themselves
about explaining; how an effect

Natoral
causes
will
I
fee!
certain, account for evervthinj
when reallv rclia^'c descriptions
are available
Flvinf saucers,

OQtttnry;

than

to

wfeat is

awtrt

more

thai

natural

the

bombs caosed
the
aonspots ?
There can, of course, be no con*
nectlon, but oar meadotcien-

Is related te its supposed cause.

v These people

suggest that the

Martians have noticed that some

deserving

of

as such, arc in fact a myth
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3 February. Independence, Iowa,

(about 7:00 p.m.)

'"Never heard of a meteor changing its course."

"Hying Saucer"
Sighted By Cox

According to our source:

er

"A strange and eerie green light was seen descending toward
the earth about 7 o'clock Saturday night. The big mystery is:
What was it? County residents who saw the almost blinding green

light were told later that the phenomenon was a meteor cast off
from the heavens and earthward-bound.
"One local resident who saw the flash of light, Bud Rosenstiel,
said he saw the green object drifting slowly to the earth. He thought

possibly it was a flare dropped from an airplane whose pilot was in
trouble. En route to Oelwein, he stopped his car and listened for the
sound o fa plane motor. He heard nothing and looked up into the
sky again. Suddenly the sky seemed to be lighted up by a brilliant
green flash and the object streaked northward and out of sight.
"He said he had never heard of a meteor changing its course
and shooting upward as the 'green flash' did Saturday night. It ap
peared to him that it was something man-made." (xx.)

(xx.)

Independence, Iowa Bulletin-Journal. 9 February 51.

26 March Terre Haute, Indiana. (4:45 p.m.)
"As round as any dishpan you ever saw."
(See the monograph UFOs A History 1951, page 24)

(The clipping shown here replaces the less detailed account in the
monograph)

ernoon "was' not a balloon or ail
ordinary jet plane."
"I
was
always
sceptical
o:

'saucer' reports until we saw this,":
said John Marcotte, head of Cen
tral Aviation Sales, which leases
the airport

Marcotte and Free) Miller, an*'

other local licensed pilot, said the;

speed of the object was "fantas-*

tic," that it disappeared at about
45-degree angle as it 'passed
north over the city and from these

Lobservations must have been trav-

feling at hear 10,000 feet altitude.
Y Here ia Marcotte's story:

"We were sitting in the restau
rant at the field, watching a B-25
.moving to tbe southwest at about
1,000 feet. Above it we sighted
this round, flat object.
'
"It was almost overhead.
We,

'dashed outside and saw it only a
ffew seconds."
(
"We checked later with a pilot

'Who came in from Rockford and
learned that wind aloft was from
the northwest, so it couldn't hive
been a balloon. It wasn't an ordi
nary jet because we have seen lots

of "them" At that altitude they 4V
pear to be moving very slowly.

"If It had been under 10,000 fee
we could have Identified It"
Miller said the object was-"a
round as any dishpan you ever

saw."

June. Near Dayton, Ohio. (10:00 p.m.)

Wright-Patterson big shot sees UFO.
A letter to Ed Sullivan's CSI group reads:
"I read with interest of your investigations of'saucers'

in week's Life magazine.

The manager of a Terre Haute

airport and another licensed pilot
said today the "flying saucer" they
sighted at 4:45 o'clock Monday

, "It was Wnd of sliver In color
and was shiny, but it wasn't glare
reflected from the sun because the
angle was wrong. We heard no
sound from It, but the drone'from
the B-25 may have drowned it out
If It had been a Jet we could have
heard (he rumble. If we guessed
the altitude correctly it was a
mighty-big .object. Altogether, w*
saw It about 20 to 25 seconds. There,
,ho,vapor trail,,he reported.4

I saw such an object myself Fol

lowing are details.

"Time: 10:00 p.m.-June 1951.
"Place: Indian Ripple Road-2 to 3 miles southeast of
Dayton, Ohio.

"Description: While driving west I suddenly became
aware of a large blue-white light moving parallel to me. It

Terre Haute, Indiana

Terre Haute Tribune.
27 March 51
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was parallel and to the left at 30 to 45 degrees of elevation. I can best describe it as
being similar to the flame trail from a rocket power plant. It was a clearly defined
outline similar to a stubby cigar. It was much brighter at the leading end and grad
ually dimmer toward the trailing end. After 10 to 15 seconds, it made approximately
a right $ngle turn, became circular and even-colored, and rapidly disappeared. I de
tected no trace of yellow, orange, red, or purple in the color. The speed was faster
than an airplane—slower than a meteor.

"I had not been drinking, I do not drink. Also, my girl friend was with me and

saw it too.

"I am a Civilian Contracting Officer for the Air Force. I have seen color movies
of various rocket tests. At the time of my sighting I was Chief of the Special Projects
Unit, Development Branch, Procurement Division, AMC, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Edward J. Sullivan, President, Civilian Saucer Investigations.
From: R. C. Hemmer, 644 Bowen Street, Dayton 10, Ohio. Date: 18 April
52. Photocopy in author's files.

June 1951. British DSI/JTIC Report No.7.
According to authors Clarke and Roberts:

"In June 1951 the committee produced its final report at a joint meeting of DSI/
JTIC. In attendance was a senior scientists from the [United States] CIA's Office of
Scientific Intelligence, Dr. H. Marshall Chadwell. The Flying Saucer Working Party's
conclusions were set out in a six-page document, DSI/JTIC Report No. 7, with the
security grade "Secret/Discreet,' one level below the highest security grade of Top
Secret.' Its title, 'Unidentified Flying Objects,' reflected the American influence, as
did its methodology, conclusions and recommendations.
"The report produced by the Working Party was the last of seven completed by
the joint DSI/JTIC working parties. The previous six were all concerned with Soviet
technical developments..

"Copies of the report were circulated within the MoD and to intelligence agencies
in the USA and Canada."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited:
London, England, 2002. p.80.

Conclusions:

"The final report submitted to the DSI and CIA admits that the team had
not attempted any form of systematic investigation of all the evidence presented,
but could not see any reason why simple explanations could not be found for the
majority of sightings."
(xx.)

Ibid, p.85.

(xx.)
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Uune. Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. (3:15 p.m.)

This Clipping From

LA SALLE, ILL
NEWS-TRIBUNE

A picture of a UFO? (See clipping)

3Q

26 June. British Working party dissolved.

Photographer Got

According to Clarke and Roberts:

"G Turney of the DSI, who chaired the meeting at
port No 7 was presented to the DSI and CIA,

KhSd be regarded as a fi-1 report, and m

vtew of the conclusions reached... [the Workmg Part]

Picture of Saucer)
CUT.VK.n CITY. CALIF -- <tJP)t

-- Alan Dumas

a fmmpr air f"ire

photoptflphfi. **u\ tnflnv that whilc
stationed at Smlt Fictri. TH . a
ago

»ip

took

n

piciiur nf

r

"lun

in8galley went on to add, 'Following *e lead
by the Americans on this subject, the Report

hum

f" hum "

pirtuie .lunp 1. 1PM. fit 3 IS p m
Hr said thp ohjpct zoomed nut o:

(hr noilh. did a flip «hn\<* In* air
poil and *pe<1 off to the mm
Duma*, a Immci Pfr

flight fiom hoii7on to hmirnn l»«lv
cri ■ nn nmiP than ?n -*<■< nnrl« ":

re^rt on 'Flying Saucers' for which you asked he
wrote, 'I hope that it will serve its purpose.

(xx.)

(xx) Clarke, David and Andy Roberts Out ofthe
Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited: London,
England, 2002. p.96.
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he aairi, but waa explained a« pos
sibly a "weather balloon nr * ron-

ventlnnal jet plane."
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_ By BENNETT CERF

fiction magazine, intent "^^^
a "man from Mars M His face
was

painted

bright

green,

silver

he

wore a

helmet

thaL

mounted a miniature gun on

top, and he had a big flying

saucer insignia on his chest..
Only

eight

people

in

luo

replied.

Im

m.les topped to ask who he
wa3

When

he

from Mars.*' seven «ald ' Oh

muI passed on The eighth per
sisted. -What arc you adver-

30 June.

"Man from Mars"

visits New York City
(See clipping)
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4 July. Yuma County, Arizona, (about 4:00 p.m)
Several portholes.
According to our source:

"A very sincere friend who is well known as the "Desert Traveler" saw a flying sau
cer on July 4, 1951. He was in the Plomora Mountains of Yuma County, Arizona, to take
pictures of the Big Horn Sheep that live there.

"He had climbed to the highest peak of the mountain range and was watching a band
of Big Horn Sheep that had been to Dripping Springs nearby for water and shade. They
were returning to the high country to feed and bed down for the night.
"About 4 p.nx as my friend sat under an overhanging ledge of rock, facing the east,
he was startled by a loud noise directly overhead. He saw a disk-shaped object, not more
than 50 feet above him, traveling at terrific speed.

"It was shiny and almost flat, with an edge perhaps two feet thick. As it passed my
friend saw a tub-like affair with several portholes or windows, almost six by eight feet in
size, and not revolving. The saucer itself was about 20 feet in diameter.
"The saucer went in the direction of Dripping Springs and seemed to hover there for
a short time. Then it acelerated and disappeared.
'The "Desert Traveler" told me he would have made a report of the incident at the
time but thought people would not believe him. He has given me permission to send this
account of the saucer."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Edna A. Ward, Los Angeles,
California. Fate. July 1954.
(no page number available)

Last week in August. Rowley,
Massachusetts.

(10:00 p.m.)
Shaft of light extending from a 50foot disc.
Our source states:

"Hazel Bradstreet was on her

way home from the center of town.
The time 10 PM. Along the road
to the house she lives in, are two or
three open fields with a house and
barn separating them. The barn is

an important factor, as it the means
of determing the size of the object.
As she came to the beginning of
This half-mile-long section, a bright

A HYING SAUCER at raconjtructtd by Charlie Hyde in tk«
tame parrurr Th«F~Mri.+Uiel Braditreet of Rowley cUimi fo
have seen it. A number of Lynn residants have alio reported
leeing "sauceri," according to the accompanying article.
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light attracted her attention. It was a shaft of light extending down from a large glow
ing 50-foot disc, that was silently sailing through the air at an altitude of 150 feet. The
light, 'about the brightness of an electric bulb,' was shaped like an ice cream cone, its
point sweeping along the ground. The top, brighter than the tapered shaft of light it

threw down, was nearly flat.

"The saucer followed a course parallel to the road, but had a slight wobbling
motion, not unlike a scaled [?] pie-plate. According to Mrs. Bradstreet, it took approx
imately two minutes to traverse the half-mile distance, and coming to the pastures' end,

it swept up and over the bordering trees, continuing upwards until it disappeared from

sight.

"As it neared the trees, she was joined by her daughters, Betty and Mona, who
saw it finish its flight. It passed within 100 yards of Mrs. Bradstreet." (xx.)
(xx.)

Lynn, Massachusetts. Item. 11 September 52.

? October, 1951. New Castle County Air Base, Delaware.
Missing UFO file?

In the early 1950s the New Castle County Air Base in Delaware was a key installation for jet
operations. By 1957 the Air force announced its military interceptors based at the field would be
moved elsewhere. A reporter for the local paper, David D. Preston, wrote three long articles
recalling the activities at New Castle the over years. Originally a big WWII military airdrome,
the War Assets Administration turned the surplus property over to the county in May of 1949,
but the Pentagon reactivated the facility with the advent of the Korean war.

Preston noted how the enlisted men had held an annual Christmas party for crippled children

and donated their time and talents to various other projects that benefited the community.
In his articles, Preston also listed the different base commanders and units that been assigned to
New Castle from 1950 to 1957. For some odd reason, New Castles' participation in the famous

July 1952 Washington D.C. UFO flap was not mentioned!

In any case, the subject of "mystery objects" did appear in the first of Preston's three articles:

"Early in 1951, the 113th Fighter Interceptor Wing of the District of Columbia

National Guard was federalized, and assigned to the New Castle County Airport,

and the Air Force was in full-time business at the base.

"Col. Laidler M. McCall of Washington was the first commander, and was

succeeded for a time by Lt. Col. J. Rose Adams, Jr. of Wilmington.

"On June 14, 1951, the Second Tow Target Squadron as assigned there, and
the training facilities at the base increased considerably.
"At about that time, Col. Melvin C. Garlow, an old-time air mail pilot who
spent his younger years navigating by railroad tracks, was assigned as base com
mander, also briefly, and became the author of the remark, in an interview, that 'a
jet is an old man's airplane.'

"In October, 1951, Col. George YL Greene, Jr., now a brigadier general, took
over, and for the next few months, under this colorful energetic officer the base was

transformed from a loose-joined growing-pains operation to a well-oiled jet inter
ceptor base
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"It was during Colonel Greene's administration that the base got its first national
notice when four veteran jet pilots, not normally subject to hallucinations, reported
that they had sighted and chased an 'unidentified flying object,' which with great
speed eluded them and vanished almost straight upwards.
"They made their report at Westover Hills where they put in after chasing the
object, and the public information officer there put out their story. By the next day,
no one in the Air Force could remember anything about such a release, the pilots in
question were incommunicado for several days, and soon transferred elsewhere.
"Early in 1952, the wing's... [rest of article not pertinent]" (xx.)
(xx.)

Preston, David D. "Removal of Air Force Jet Operation Ends Colorful Period
in Area History." Wilmington, Delaware. Journal-Every Evening. 22 October
57.

(No such case found in BLUE BOOK files)

1952
21 February. Congress, Korea, and UFOs.
A press report states:

"Flying saucers—Congressmen turned their backs on the latest 'flying saucer'
report from Korea. A member of the house armed services committee suggested
that the air force investigate the reports and said *we wouldn't touch it with a 10foot pole.' A spokesman for the senate armed services committee echoed this
sentiment by saying: 'Don't ask us to take a stand on flying saucers in election
year.'"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Traverse City, Michigan. Record Eagle. 21 February 52.

17 April. Air Defense Command.
"Special Alert."
A press report states:

"All agencies of the nation's military establishment were placed on special
readiness yesterday because of a 'pattern of unknowns which appeared potentially
dangerous,' the Air Defense Command said today.
"In a statement issued through the Eastern Defense Command headquarters at

Stewart Field, the Air Defense Command said: 'Our detection system developed a
pattern of unknowns in both the Northeast and Northwest which appeared potenti
ally dangerous. We alerted all agencies of the national military establishment until
the unknowns were identified, after which the period of special readiness was call
ed off.

" 'It would be an error to say that such an alert is not unusual. However, it is
the function that the Air Defense Command was organized to perform.
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"The Air Defense Command declined to elaborate upon its statement or situ

ation which caused the 'period of special readiness.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Newburgh, N.Y. April 18. (AP)

27 April. Chloride, New Mexico. (2:30 a.m. M.S.T.)
Zig-zag course.

In a letter to George Fawcett, the following story was told:

"I do have knowledge of one report which has never been published and which
might interest you. The observer was a Mr. Raymond Schmidt, Chloride New Mex
ico

Chloride is a small and largely abandoned mining town in the foothills ot the

Black Mountains at an elevation of about 6,500 feet. Mr. Schmidt has a good know
ledge of the sky and possesses one of the largest telescopes in New Mexico. The
observation in question was made by chance on April 27,1952 at 2:30 a.m., MST
being awakened and looking out of the east window of his cabin toward the constel
lation Cygnus, Mr. Schmidt saw a pale green light about half the diameter of the
moon. It approached him rapidly—he emphasizes that he means precisely that—and
in half a second it had increased in angular diameter to two full moons. It was now
seen to be composed of six or more lights appearing completely detached from each
other The lights now suddenly took off on a zigzag course to the southwest and
covered 20 or 30 degrees of sky in half a second or less. There was no noise or

change in color. As regards the lack of noise, it should be pointed out that in the
small village of Chloride all artificial sounds would be absent at the morning hour ot
this observation."

(xx)

(xx.)

Letter- To: George D. Fawcett, Spray, North Carolina. From: Walter H. Haas,
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers, 1203 North Alameda Blvd

Las Cruces, New Mexico. Date: 18 November 52. Photocopy in author s files.

29 April. Air Force Special Study Group.

"The Air Force cannot assume that flying saucers are of non-terrestrial origin, and hence,

they could be Soviet." (Military statement classified SECRET)

Once again, it must be pointed out declassified documents show that the military's real
thoughts about the flying saucer problem were not reflected in public information releases. (See
pages 50-55.

Document provided by Jan Aldrich)

1 May. Lt. Col. Sterling, Special Projects Officer.

"It is hoped that some much needed light can be shed on the vexing 'flying saucer' problem."
A letter to Col. Burgess of the Air Defense Command. (See pages 56-57)
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C.
Two
'. r.vci oJ'ficor,
altitude of 5f
per second and

oxft^oles are fivon to suoj'ort tnis hypot-iesis:
A U.S.
trsckinr by muans of a theodolite-, ascribed to e saucer en
miles, e horizontal velocity of a>.out 8,000 meters (5 -niles)
e climb of 4,430 meters (2.7 miles) per second.
It frenuently nuc been stated that such velocities cannot be produced on earth.

Such e statement is correct insofer bb our present engineering; skills go,

but it srpoerc incorrect with respect to theoretical knowledge.
'ilhere are
soverel oropulsion methods by which, provided the engineering problcrfs are
solved, such snoeds could be ottsined.
*or example, beryllium oxidized

by 020-36, liquid nyuroren enriched by stable hydrogen futons, t r,as consisting
of nure Hydrogen- a tome, and ionized substences ore possible iuels for ultre
hiEh-speed engines.
The feet must be stressed that tne speed recorded by
trie theodolite is slightly higher then tne sneed required for the escape
fror tne gravitational rull of the earth.
7.
In addition, discussion with actroncners hEve oroducodan
arpvrent v/hicn seems to exclude extro-terroetrial onj-in oi the saucer.

An object travelling et the speed of light and coming fro-n outside our
planetery system would be ascertained by the "astronomical petrol" (daily
Dnotocrat.hB of tne
skies) at least four years in advance. According to
tne estronomers, tnere ifl no possibility of failure.
8. If the objects were from either aers or Venus, our two next
neighbors, the maximum theoretical spoed would be 13,250 milefi/Becond, or
b -crevol time of less tnan en hour frorr the planet to the eerth.

Such

speeds probably ere impossible over "sh-ort distances", find would require"
such nerd braxing tJifct tae objects still would be signted. ^e.thcr than
fljmf airectly to the eartn, it is likely that a missile irom an E.djocent
pKnet would assujne on orbitol path before entering tne earth's atmosphere.
Aius,

there would be a

high degree of probability thet the missile would

be located.
Last but not loest, the inhabitants of the space missile
undoubtedly would hBve acquired the capability to fly to the earth long
before they were able to reacn tae above -fantastic speeds.
It therefore,
wculd be logical to assume that sane oontccts previously would have been
made.

S1.

Calculations have been mhde on the b&sis of 6 sneed of

6 to 15 Tiiles/second, in which case a trip from either Mars or Venus would
take iron one

to five montns.

If so, the snips probably would be observed.

On tne busis of present tneoreticol knowledge, tnen, it 'is estimated that
the first trips irom earth to fciars and

days, respectively.

Venus would require 266 and 146

£lnce spaceships would possess considerable albedo

(reflectivity), the possibility of extraterrestrial visitors escaping

astronomical

10.

detection is highly doubtful.

The working hypothesis that the saucers ere of Soviet origin
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FOK RECORD
PROH/S1

1. To nastily E request ior temporary duty for Lt. Col. Sterling
Cnief, Sneciel Study Group, and Dr. Posaony, Air Intelligence Specialist,
GS-35,

in Europe for a period of approxinu te]y five weeks commencing

15 "cy 1052.
1052
-:KT6 L 3

2. Tne offectivenosB of the USAF is dependent upon proper anticiration of future ene-r-- ./eor>ons propra-ns. At present, the USA* has e

development program ran^af iron jet bombers via sub-sonic and suDer-sonic

ru3ded missiles to tne AtUs ballistic missile.

There is, however, no

tennble end convincmf estimate of future Kussian delivery systems,

DC.rticulE.rly those -nissilee of super-sonic speed.

Moreover, current

esthetes do not reflect the poofiibility that the Russians may have over
taken the U.S. in advanced guided micsile reseerch end development.

Further, estimctes do not devote proper tttention to the historical fact
tnot tocnnolory presently is under the i*npect of e very considerable
accelerctson." Tfti s upsvMnr of propress tends to telescope technological

pcco-T.plish-ments iatc 1 ar snorter periods thsn required for accomplisnments
oi ancloccus mtfniruae at an eerlior time.

5
The Special Study Group has undertaken a comprehensive study
of Russian cepabilities in the field of advanced aerial delivery systems.
This study is" expected to determine the nature of such systems, th-ir
strtteric i-aclicetions, and probable time Ubles as to development and
operational tvailtbility. ^5 an important side product, it is noped
tnet some much needed light can be shed on the vexinC "flying saucer
problem.

4.

According to present plena, the study consists of the followinc

broad cuiB.-ories: A.vtn'ced jet bombers of conve-.tional con-'ifuratxcni

ballistic end clids t\T« missiles, cs »ell ns Tanned aircraft of uncon
ventional desicn; orbital missile (inc3udiac the Sanfer plobal ran^e
bcmbing system) ond orbital bombing platforms, and flying saucers.

5. In connection with flyinC saucers, the Group is cttomotinn to
develop a prcoer frenicnorlc for fruitful analysis. The Air Force cannot
assume tnat flyinE Seucors are of^terrestial orifin, and hence, tney
could be Soviet.

1
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of ] OOO tons, c lDi:tn of 195 feet, and e total of 20 cn.-inec.

Such

« racket would require u torust of about 2,500 tons in oracr to bo ooeretionnl. fnuG, these ctit are not in ccntradictior, with our intellircnce

concerning a -oviet 125 ton thrust onCino (20 times 125 ecuols 2500*"tone).

If on the other

hand, 1,000 tons represent empty woicht/the total weirht

would bo ebout 8,000 tons, and thus be sonowhot lfr5er tnan the missile

which, "oordin6 to Dr. Von Iraun, the German rocket scientist, would be

m

required for the establishment of an orbit. If so, the required thrust
would bo about 16,000 tons. It would follow that the reouired engine
would require o thrust of 800 tons,

....

h'

r

*

"nile it is difficult to believe that the U.S. and its

Allies would not have received informetion about a Soviet flvinp saucer
procra-n, it must be kept in mind l) that jnfermatlon.has not been screened

is e-npnasized that trie Oermp.n Peenemunde program had reeched advanced

it

Development with the A-9 missile which, with "the A-10, was a two-stare

rSJSnrit*r°CkOt With en onticlPetod range of 3100 miles, and * velocity

oi ..iou lect per second. Peenemunde had projected an A-ll nissile (three
■ tares with 1,700 tons base thrust) and m A-12, which was to be o
sotellite nisBile.

12.

At present, m Europe, and to c far lesser extent, in America'

6 very vigorous scientific literature dealing; with sdve-ioed flyinr tech-

T

r

nioues is oovelopinr.
A rro&t oeal of theoretical work is devoted to
tne xindinc of new sources of energy. In this connection, it is well

worth reae-abering thtt the world's only solar po/.er institute is at

reshkent, USSR. This institute operates with a high derree of security
as do, incidentally, Russian efforts in the field of cosmic rays.

13.

In the pest, mnjor contributions in the development of rockets

nzvc been mede by Germans. Once aCain, in their rocket and interplanetary
societies, the oermrjis are concerned with future Cuided missiles and
aovanced aelivery systems as end products of studies involvin- research
into ortital find inter-stellcr devices. The Eurorean theoretical work
is makinr, very rarid progress, and is strongly r eminiscent of the period
before Wld -cr II, v.hich culminated in the development of atomic power.
Mot the least significant espeot is that theories have srisen which
challenge so-ne of the accepted dogmas of modern physics, e.g., that
velocity of light is the grectest speed which ever can be reached. Of
rreetest imoortence to tne fiir Force ore fee attempts to reformulate the

tiieory of grovitation.
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A local paper published:

"A Manhattan man who recently went east on his vacation, included a look at a
flying saucer among the many points of interest he visted.
"Percy De Puy, 1725 Leavenworth, was visiting his son, a Winona, 111., veterin
arian, while he was vaccinating calves on a farm about 100 miles from Chicago. It
was almost dusk when they looked up to see what De Puy described as 'a big yellow
ball of fire' coming towards them from the east.

"De Puy said the yellow ball seemed to go straight up into the air when it got

overhead.

"It happened July 12, just a little more than a week before the Air Force first

reported sighting unknown objects on radar."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Manhattan, Kansas. Chronicle. 29 July 52.

14 July. Near Crookston, Minnesota, (about 11:30 a.m.)
Moved with tremendous speed.
The Crookston Times reported:

"Mr. and Mrs. [M.J.] Long say they do not know what they saw, either. The couple
was fishing with Mr. and Mrs. John Croy of East Grand Forks on Union lake, when they
heard the noise of a heavy aircraft and spotted a shiny silver object some 20,000 feet in
the air, they said.

"They paid little attention to it, until one of the party saw an airplane approaching
from the northeast.

" 'We knew then the noise we had heard was from the plane,' Long said. 'We watch
ed the saucer, or whatever it was, until it suddenly took off and moved with tremendous
speed over the horizon.'

"Long believed the object 'must have been moving thousands of miles an hour' judg
ing by its speed in relation with that of a fighter plane which passed over shortly after.
The party noticed two more of the objects together until they suddenly disappeared.
"The objects were sighted about 11:30 a.nL July 14. "We were all wearing dark
glasses, or we would probably not have seen them at all,' Long said. He estimated the ob
jects were the 'size of a dishpaa'"
(xx.)

(xx.)

Crookston, Minnesota. Times 23 July 52.

14 July. Indio, California, (about 2:40 p.m.)
"Their speed was such they were gone in a flash."

Yet another press story:

"A Civil Defense ground observer sighted two round disks in the sky near two sixengine bombers July 14, an official report released today said.
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"Col. O.S. Dresher, Riverside County Coordinator of Civil Defense, said the objects
were seen about 2:40 p.m. by Mrs. Pauline Watts, supervisor of the Indio observation post.
" 'At first I thought they were targets for the bombers,' Mrs. Watts said in her report,
a copy of which was given to the Air Force. 'Then I could see they were too large for tar
gets.

" 'These two round disks were stationary in the air. They were metallic and shiny,
much brighter than any plane I have seen so far. They looked to be about a third as large
as the bomber, if they were at the same height.

" 'As soon as the bomber to the north of me got fairly close to them, they took off in
a straight up direction, not together, but as two individual units. They gained altitude and
disappeared into the east. Their speed was such that when they did move they were gone
in a flash.'"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Eureka, California. Eureka Humbolt Times. 3 August 52.

16 July. Boothbay, Maine, (about 3:30 a.m.)
Suspended over an island.
According to our source:

"A couple residing in Boothbay, on a hill overlooking the Damariscotta River, told
the Register that they observed, about 3:30 am. July 16, a glowing orange-colored aerial
object, shaped like a crescent, suspended over an island approximately a quarter of a
mile from their home.

'They watched the 'saucer' for about fifteen minutes, when it slowly turned and
took on the shape of a mammoth coffee or tea cup, in which flames, not unlike those of
the aurora borealis, glowed and flickered.

"The 'lights' gradually faded out, but the feint orange glow remained in the sky for
another ten minutes before vanishing completely."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Boothbay Harbor, Maine. Register. 25 July 52.

18 July. Great Bend, Pennsylvania,

(about 3:20 a.m.)

"Upside down saucer."
A press report states:

"A Great Bend, Pennsylvania, woman said last night she had a two or three look at
what appeared to be a glowing 'upside down saucer' in the sky about 3:20 a.m. yesterday.
"Mrs. Arthur Winn of Hays St., said she arose to attend her husband who is ill when
she noticed the object coming from the south. Mrs. Winn said she looked at it for about
a minute, and then called her husband. Together they viewed it from the front porch for
another minute.

"Mrs. Winn said the object came to a standstill before it began moving 'very slowly'
in a northeast direction. The couple agreed that the object's appearance was similar to
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the 'flying saucers,' which are now being reported 'seen' in many parts of the country." (xx.)
(xx.)

Binghampton, New York. Sun. 19 July 52.

20 July. Wichita Falls, Texas, (about 3:30 p.m.)
"Black circle."

The local paper reported:

"Two flying objects, both with strange characteristics,
have been spotted during the past few days by J. H. Gill,
who lives on a form about 11 miles north of Wichita Falls
on Farm Highway 1177.

"Last Sunday, Gill was in a field near his house when
he saw an object, which he described as a 'black circle,'
flying across the sky with about the speed of a jet airplane.
"He said the 'circle' flew in a straight course toward
the Northwest for a short time and then came to a complete
stop, hovering in the sky for about five minutes. Then it
flipped over and headed toward the west, he said. This was
about 3:30 p.m.

"Gill told his wife, but did not report the incident to
anyone else. The next day he said he heard a report of a
pilot seeing a 'flying saucer' near Amarillo." (xx.)
(xx.)

Wichita Falls, Texas. Times. 27 July 52.

Flying Saucers Reported
By Newport Observers
Two flying saucers were seen be
tween 2:25 and 3:2>'this morning
by two 15-year old spotters on duty
at the Airplane Spotting Station on
the Armed Services YMCA. Robert
DeCosta. of 26 Walnut St.,
and
Gerry Fill of 68 Sims St., reported
both flying objects into the New
Haven Filter Station, where much
interest was expressed in the
re
port.

The objects were both eggshaped
and of a gray color, with a lumin
ous glow about them. One was fly^
ing low at a fairly slow speed, the
second high at a tremendous speed.
They followed the slower one as it
travelled a straight
path out
of
sight. The second they could only
follow about two or three seconds
because of its speed.

22 July. Newport, Rhode Island, (between 2:25 a.m. to 3:25 a.m.)
Egg-shaped and gray-colored.

(See clipping)

26 July. Titusville, Pennsylvania, (noon?)
A short news story said:

"Thirty laborers of the Struthers Wells corporation laid aside their lunches today to
watch what they called a flying saucer perform in the sky over Titusville.
"The men estimated the object—described as a thin silver disc—was flying be
tween 15,000 and 20,000 feet high.
"John Austen, of Titusville, one of the laborers, said:

" i never believed in flying saucers before but I never want to see one like this
again.1

"Members of the group said the disc appeared north of Titusville and was visible
for about 15 minutes.

" 'First it moved to the west, then to the south and then it seemed to stand still for

awhile,' one observer said
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"The men said the disc finally moved away toward the north."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Potstown, Pennsylvania. Mercury. 26 July 52.

28 July. Comment on the July Washington D.C. reports.
700 feet.
A wire story datelined Washington stated:

"The nature of the electronic signals recorded by the radarscope ruled out the
possibility of any meteorological disturbance, the Civil Aeronautics Authorities said.
"The movement of the objects was reported as horizontal although some pilots
reported vertical movement as well. Conflicting reports were turned in on the altitude
of the objects, although most of the reports listed 700 feet above sea level as the
height of the flights." (xx.)
(xx.)

Jerusalem, Israel. Jerusalem Post 29 July 52.

28 July. Winston Churchill's UFO memo, (See page 66) (See the monograph UFOs: A History

1952 July 21st-July 31st, Supplemental Notes, page 67)

What did Churchill know?

Clarke and Roberts wrote that the Prime Minister was assured that flying saucers were nothing
to worry about:

"Flying saucers had been the subject of a 'foil Intelligence study' conducted by
the MoD in 1951, which had concluded that all reports could be accounted for by
mistaken identity, delusions and hoaxes. The British study had drawn heavily upon
the negative findings of the US Project Grudge in 1949 when reaching these conclus
ions and, the Air Minister wrote, 'Nothing has happened since 1951 to make the Air

Staff change their opinion, and, to judge from recent Press statements, the same is
true in America. Churchill's senior scientific advisor, Lord Cherwell, said he had
seen the Secretary of State's minute and 'agreed entirely with his conclusions.'
"If the Air Ministry's response to Churchill was accurate, the subject was deem

ed to be of so little importance that knowledge of the USAF's policy on UFOs was
being judged from press statements rather than direct intelligence contacts. Those
who promote the idea of a cover up by the British government have claimed that
Churchill was misinformed about the true findings of the US and British studies. In
reality, Churchill was provided with what his advisors believed was the best answer
available at the time. He was not, of course, made aware of contradictory evidence,
such as the testimony of the RAF's own test pilots, which had been carefully hidden
within the MoD's secret report." (xx.)

(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited:
London, England, 2002. p. 104.
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30 July. Anaheim, California. (6:00 p.m.)
Oval, lighted, able to hover.
The Anaheim Bulletin reported:

'The Bulletin contacted two persons who spotted them over the City of Anaheim
the night of Wednesday, July 30. Other people who had been reported to have seen
the Things, flatly denied it.
"Both reports jibe with the general information available on the saucers. They
were described as oval, lighted, able to hover and extremely fast.
"Mrs. Ida Fisher, 316 West Chartres Street, spotted one that Wednesday evening
about 6 p.m. She got what must be the first view from directly underneath the saucer
"Mrs. Fisher stepped out to her back porch to look at the gathering clouds, hop

ing for rain to relieve the heat. Looking directly upward, she spotted what appeared to
be an aluminum dishpan between two clouds.
"Mrs. Fisher said that around the bottom sides of the Thing was a ring of some

thing having the 'appearance' of cotton candy you buy at a circus.' This ring was re
volving 'very fast,' and though the solid body of the object seemed to be still, she
thought it must have been revolving also.
"It hovered, there for a few minutes, she said, and then disappeared behind a
cloud."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Anaheim, California. Bulletin. 8 August 52.

30 July. Anaheim, California. (9:00 p.m.)
Take off, circle, hover.

'^

The Anaheim Bulletin reported:

"Miss Emma Wisser, 537 Grove Ave., said she and her
sister, Alice, spotted three [UFOS], apparently over Anaheim.
They called their sister, Mrs. Mary Schneider, 314 West

Chartres Mrs. Scneider, close to the center of the city and
the glare of the lights, said she could see nothing.
"Miss Wisser, who is employed as a librarian in Ana

heim, said she saw the Things about 9 p.m. They hovered
over the city for about 15 minutes and then left. During the
time they were over the city, Miss Wisser said, one or two
would leave the group, 'and take off in a big circle and then
come back to the group and hover for a while.'

"Miss Wisser said that while standing still, the saucers
wobbled and that the bottom side appeared lighted and the
top dark. She said they appeared to be of a flat, oval shape,
Mike a disc'

Gen. Vondenberg Scoffs
At Hying Saucer Reports
SEATTLE
(UP) —Gen. Hoyt
Vandenberg, Air Force chief of
staff, says there is no such thing
as a flying saucer and believes
the present wave of objects in the

sky are the result of "double

vision."
"I don't believe there are flying
saucers," he told Boeing Airplane
Co. officials yesterday. "However,
there
apparently are physical
phenomena which make people
think they have seen them "
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"Miss Wisser said that the light was yellow in color and
that the objects were 'extremely fast when they went off in the
circle.' They left separately, she said." (xx.)
(xx )

Anaheim, California. Bulletin. 8 August 52.

30 July. Near Dallas, Texas, (about 7:18 a.m.)

"It zoomed right over the highway."
According to our source:

"...two Fort Worth men reported seeing...[a] 'saucer' Thursday while driving
along Highway 183 about five miles from Dallas.

"The two Fort Worth men who spotted a 'saucer' are Joseph R. Manthely and
Ray Noble. They said they spotted a silver disk 'that looked to be about 20 feet in
circumference' while driving from Fort Worth about 7:18 a.m Thursday.
4' 'The sun hit it as it zoomed right over the highway/ Mr. Manthely said. 'It
seemed to be doing about 300 miles per hour and was about 3,000 feet high.1
"Mr. Noble, who has a private pilot's license, declared he was sure it wasn't a
plane.

"The men said they watched the object 'for about a minute' before
it sped off to the north."
(xx )

(xx.)

Dallas, Texas. Times-Herald. 1 August 52.

5 August. Dr Edward C. Creutz

Our source states: "Dr. Edward C. Creutz, director of theCarnegie Tech
Nuclear Research Center said 'flying saucers were secret man-made wea

pons ' But most other scientists here disagreed, insisting the saucers were
neither weapons nor man-made."

(xx )

(xx.)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Post-Gazette. 5 August 52.
1953 photo

5 August. Dr Harlow Shapley

Dr Edward C Creutz

Our source states'

"This is one of our days for being skeptical, scornful, maybe a bit scampish about
flying saucers. For the record we will state there is no such thing as a flying saucer.
Our authority of the moment is Dr. Harlow Shapley, director of the Harvard Observa
tory This astronomer says it all boils down to cases of (a) hallucinations or (b) mis
taken identity

"Dr. Shapley's remarks, which were detailed, all dealt with what can happen to
the human imagination on a hot summer night, with or without optical illusions or ra-
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dar scopes to complicate matters. Pilots can often be foolish like anyone else, says he."
(xx )

Frederick, Maryland. News

5 August 52.

7 August. Dr. Roy K. Marshall.
The editor of the Waukesha Freeman wrote:

"...[we go] along with Dr. Roy K. Marshall, the guy who does those 'scientific'
commercials for the Ford Motor company's TV program

"On the TV program, 'Who Said That?' Monday night, the good doctor wryly
observed that no one whose profession it is to watch the skies—people like astrono
mers and meteorologists—has ever seen a flying saucer. He considers that quite a
coincidence

"So do we [It would be, if it was true—L E. Gross]"

(xx.)

(xx.)

Waukesha, Wisconsin. Freeman. 1 August 52.

14 August. Maryland-Pennsylvania area.
Area alert.
An AP dispatch informed the nation:

"The Baltimore filter center tonight confirmed reports of an alert in the MarylandPennsylvania area for unidentified flying objects.
"At Hagerstown, Md., Edgar King, local civil defense director, said spotters were
alerted by the filter center in Baltimore at 2:10 p.m. EDT.
"King said spotters were told a group of unidentified flying objects had been re
ported 20 miles northeast of Harrisburg, Pa., and were believe to be heading toward
Hagerstown.

"The Hagerstown civil defense crew reported several hours later that nothing had
been seen.

"Officers at the Baltimore filter center first denied they had alterted Hagerstown,
but later admitted putting out the call at the request of the civil defense organization at
Harnsburg."
(xx )

(xx.)

Bradford, Pennsylvania. Era

14 August 52.

3/4th week of August 1952 Tucumcari, New Mexico, (about 3:00 p.m.)
Like a soup bowl, slightly tipped

The witness is said to be a 67-year-old retired Emeritus Professor from Hofstra, University.
Long Island, New York.

The story:
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"During the 3-4th week in August I found myself in Tucumcari, New Mexico
I recall stopping for a late lunch in a restaurant located as I recall, near a railroad
station. It was a bright sunny day, with low humidity and blue sky—about 3 p.m.
While having lunch, someone entered the restaurant and announced, 'Hey every
body, there's a flying saucer outside!' I recall rushing out—along with others. I
glanced about and there was a group of 15-20 people some of whom were pointing
upwards. Following their lead I looked upwards and received a profound shock:
"There in the midst of this crystal clear blue sky, about 50 to 60 degrees above
the horizon was a silver-white disk, clearly defined and motionless. There were no
fuzzy edges, no blurring of the object. It was there. And it was beautiful, a gleam
ing, metallic disk gleaming like platinum—brighter than aluminum, and motionless.
It looked like a shining hole carved out of blue sky!

"Groping for some unit of measurement I held some coins at arms length—the
disk thus appeared to be between the size of a dime and a nickel held in this manner.
For me the shock was profound—to get some impact of its effect on me, try to vis
ualize stepping out one evening and glancing upward to see two moons in the sky!
My mind told me that this thing was a machine of bright metal, high in the sky and
was motionless (I had been a weather technician, had launched and tracked weather
balloons, recorded data, prepared reports, etc. and nothing resembled what I was
viewing.)

"After 5-10 minutes (approximately) the restaurant owner passed around a pair
of binoculars. When my turn came I viewed the object for 2-3 minutes. Through the
glasses the object that appeared flat to the naked eye showed indication of body; that
is, like a soup bowl slightly tipped. The rim facing west was tinted red. Glancing at
the western portion of the sky (the sun was in that quadrant) I noted a bank of clouds
tinted red—and being reflected offof the western facing rim of the disk. Nothing
else showed itself: no windows, ports, etc.

"I made the decision not to move until this thing did so if I had to remain there
all night! I lined it up with a telephone pole to have a line of sight, sat down and wait
ed After 5-10 minutes I suddenly became aware that the 'thing' was getting smaller
People shouted 'Look at it go!' Since there was no lateral movement it was apparent
ly going straight up at unbelievable speed! I counted from one to six (4 seconds?) by
which time it was a pin-head of light (clearly defined if you were following it) and
then it was gone.

"How can I adequately summarize the impact of this event? Here was an object
that defied all the laws of physics (and my practical experience as a weather techni
cian). A material object with a disk shape hung motionless in the sky. How high? I
don't know but my impression was that it was very high up. How large? I don't
know, but my impression was of a beautiful shining metallic disk, brighter than alumi
num And when it finally moved it seemed to go straight up at incredible speed like a
light being suddenly pulled directly away from your eyes. It moved without a sound;
without a sonic boom, without a vapor traiI.(A balloon losing gas would come down!)
"My mind and my emotions told me that I had seen a machine unlike anything I
had ever known or experienced, and while I was not frightened I very definitely was
awed " (xx)
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(xx.)

Taylor, Herb. "Two 1952 Sighting Reports." Ohio UFO Notebook. #23. Year
2002 pp.30-31. The name of the witness has been withheld. Information on the
case, according to Mr. Taylor, was obtained by a long phone call, a signed ques
tionnaire, and personal letter.

September?, 1952. The RAF visits the U.S.
According to Clarke and Roberts:

"Contacts with the Americans continued and in 1952 [Wing Commander Myles]
Formby travelled to the Pentagon for three weeks to work closely alongside his op
posite number at USAF Intelligence, Colonel William O. Farrior, who worked in the
same section as Major Dewey Fournet. This contact dated back to 1948, when Farrior
had supplied Formby with information on the U.S. investigations during his posting
as a technical specialist in London.

"These informal exchanges were referred to by the USAF's Ed Ruppelt, who
described a visit to the USAF's Air Technical Intelligence Center in 1952 by two
RAF officers, one of whom was Wing Commander Formby [Ruppelt mentions no

names]. Ruppelt said they were in America 'on a classified mission' concerning
UFOs. According to Ruppelt, the two men told him the sightings during Exercise
Mainbrace 'caused the RAF to officially recognize the UFO.'"

(xx)

(xx.)

(xx)

Ruppelt, Edward J. The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects. Garden City,
New York, 1956. p. 130. (Revised edition)

(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus LimitedLondon, England, 2002

p. 112.

Ruppelt gives no date as to the visit of the RAF officers, neither does Clarke and Roberts

The

NATO operation MAINBRACE was conducted in September with the most impressive UFO

incident taking place on the 19th. Therefore, we assume the RAF people were in the U S. in late
September.

Since September was in the wake of the big Washington D.C. UFO flap, it makes

sense the British would like to someone on scene to learn what they could.
Most interesting was the information obtained by author Jenny Randies who learned that the
Chief Air Ministry Scientist [One assumes such a person would have the highest security
clearances] Sir Robert Coburn, arrived in Washington after the big UFO flap and found out that
the U.S. government was puzzled by the reports even though it wouldn't say so publicly, (xx.)

(xx )

Randies, Jenny. Danger UFOt in the Air. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc.
New York, NY., 1998. p 39

21 October. RAF airbase, Little Rissington, Gloucestershire, England, (afternoon)
"What's that!"

Flight lieutenant Michael Swiney was an instructor at the RAF Central Flying School at Little
Rissington. On the afternoon of October 21st his assignment was to make training flight in a
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two-man Meteor VII jet with a student pilot named David Crofts. The mission was to conduct a
high-level navigation exercise.

After take off with Crofts at the controls, Swiney directed his pupil to gain altitude. Overhead
was a cloud layer at about 10,000 feet. Passing through the overcast, the Meteor jet emerged in
to the clear and immediately encountered three "things." Directly ahead was a trio of circular
shapes, with two of them in a horizontal position and the third tilted to one side. Swiney's
instant impression was that his plane was about to plow through some parachute jumpers and

that Croft had yet to spot them. Swiney grabbed plane's controls. Crofts, unaware of any danger,
exclaimed: "What on Earth is going on!" Swiney pointed out the "chutes" as he put the fighter
in a sharp turn. Crofts, astonished, said: "What's that!"

The "things" were some distance away and moving slowly. Round in shape as seen from
below, the 'things" took on a definite "flat plate" appearance when the jet approached their
elevation and something of a profile could be seen. The air was clear and the "flat plates"
plainly visible. The UFOs were smooth-surfaced, off-white in color, and had a fuzzy glow
coming from the edges. In short, they were like nothing Swiney had ever observed in his entire
career.

Contacting Rissington tower on the radio, Swiney explained the situation and was asked to
close with the UFOs. With power at the maximum, Swiney put the Meteor jet on an intercept
course towards one of the "plates" that was on a level keel At top speed, Mach .8, closure was
swift. In no time the "plate" filled half the plane's windscreen, but the jet would not get any

nearer. The "plate" flipped over to a vertical position and vaulted upward out of sight.
On the ground, the GCI radar site at Rudloe Manor in Wilshire had both Swiney's aircraft and
the UFO on its scopes. The UFO was tracked as it left the area and its speed was calculated to be
1,000 mph. A couple of interceptors on standby at a RAF base in Sussex were ordered aloft to
pursue but they had no chance of catching the intruder as it zoomed out over the Atlantic
Left behind, Swiney scanned the sky for the other UFOs, but they, apparently, had also made a
quick departure.

It was an unsettling experience. Swiney returned to base and was said to be pale-faced when he
reported in. Debriefing officers had both Swiney and Crofts write down a detailed account of
their sighting and then they obtained GCI radar logs. The file was sent to the MoD intelligence
branch DDI In keeping with the usual British treatment of UFO cases, Swiney was not inform
ed of any official evaluation of the incident.

Swiney was an outstanding pilot who eventually achieved the rank of air commodore. In due
time he received a posting to the MoD. Curious about the fate of his UFO report, many years

later Swiney sought to locate the 1952 paperwork in spite of the standard practice (many people
are not sure of that assertion) of the MoD to destroy old records after five years. The file did
exist as of the mid-1970s. The MoD produced it for Swiney's inspection No doubt his rank and
position played a role in its "discovery." (xx.)

(xx)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited: London,
England, 2002. pp 98-102.

18 December. Dr. R.V Jones and the "correction of public opinion "
As wartime chief of the British Air Ministry's Scientific Intelligence, Dr. R.V Jones was

familiar with the "Foo Fighter" mystery in 1945

Later he also studied the "Ghost Rocket"
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reports that came out of Sweden in 1946. In neither case was any physical evidence obtained.
Dr Jones knew that hard evidence was essential when dealing with a controversial data and that
"flying saucers" were proving to be just as elusive as the Foo Fighters and Ghost Rockets. Fear
about the Russian threat in 1952, he assumed, was generating mass delusions. He said that if
there was any official secrecy about the UFO subject, it was to avoid being inundated by lowgrade reports.

In September 1952 Dr. Jones was appointed director of Scientific Intelligence by Winston
Churchill. Dr. Jones felt that: "...creation of the correction of public opinion is a part of his
responsibilties." (See American CIA document on page 74)

1953
1953

RAF airbase, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, (noon?)

"Bloody hell! It's a flying saucer"

A Mr. Clive Thomas discloses a personal encounter:

"In 1953 I was engaged in airfirame maintenance at No. 4 Flying Training School
servicing Harrard aircraft on E & F flights. I had joined the RAF in 1947, and in '53
was stationed at RAF Heaby, near Bulawayo, Souther Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe)
"It was normal practice to observe the sky for returning aircraft so we could
ready the ground for dispersal. I first saw this object at low altitude in the west, ap
proximately one to two miles away from the airfield at lunchtime, the precise date I
can't recall. It made a sharp left turn reflecting sunlight. I said to colleagues around
me 4It looks like we have a plane coming in.'

"As it came toward the airfield, I looked at it closely through my binoculars, but
couldn't identify it. As it approached, I remember shouting out something like 'It has
no tail1 It must be a delta, but what's it doing here?' As the object drew closer, its
shape had an elliptical outline, so I assumed it had to be a balloon, but soon changed
my opinion when it altered course to the northeast at a speed of at least 100 mph. I
knew there was hardly any wind, so dismissed the notion it was a balloon.
"Then this thing came right up to our control tower and hovered at a height of
only 200 feet, and because it was slightly tilted, we could see its upper surface. There
were only two others with me in the tower at the time, and we used a few choice
words which I had better not repeat here, but I definitely recall saying 'Bloody hell! Its
a flying saucer!' The saucer was dull gray in color, and had a central dome on top. We
all saw it quite clearly, including a blackened window of some sort. Its size was rough
ly 30 feet in diameter. None of us thought to sound an alert, or reach for a telephone,
we were literally mesmerized by the thing.

"After it had hovered for no more than ten seconds, the saucer began to wobble

like a 'spinning top1 after one revolution, then it suddenly climbed with really fantasic
acceleration and disappeared at extreme altitude. The airfield was surrounded by flat

bush and farmland, and the weather conditions were perfect at the time. I can recall
we had lots of clear blue sky, only masked by the occasional puffy white cloud.
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SECRET

Security/Information
18 December 1952

MEMORANDUM FOB RECORD

SUBJECT:

1.

British Activity in the field of "Unidentified Flying Objects"

Gn 15 Deceniber, the reoentjy arrived aessengei- from ^^^H re-ported

the following.

He had talked with m^m^m^mi^ma^m^mmai^mm

2.
Ibe British have had a standing committee created about sixteen
months ago on flying saneers. Presumably this is now wader Dr. Jones through
inheritance.

The RAF are action people.

Hie group has concluded

observations are not enemy aircraft and that none hare been, over

3.

The activity has been (julet and nannal up to about ten to twelve

days ago, at which tJbae tae Torkshire incident took place. In some BAF field,
there vas some sort of demonstration to whieh high officials of the^BAF In
London had been Invited.

During the snow, a "perfect flying saucer

vas seen

by these officials as well.as BAF pilots. So many people saw it that Banv_
articles at^&red in the imblis pram,. This is disturbing t© Jones because
f the
th correction of public opinion is
i a part
t
he realizes that the creation of
of his responsibilities.

]+,

^^■reminded us of the Swedish incident (presumably he refers

5.

The traveler teldHHL'0*' oar ******** at thiB tljDe' mentioned

to theone inl5i*6), and reminds us of a paper on the origin of meteorites
published in the French Academy of Sciences between 1760 and 1?8G by Chladni.

the film which had been taken by the Kaval non-commissioned officer (|

incident). It is possible that^J|¥l11 "**• MklB6 tor ° CqE7

or further on the saute subject.
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"After the incident, I reported the incident to the first senior rank I came across,
who just happened to be an obstinate sergeant who bluntly refused to listen. None of
us pursued the matter further, but plenty of others on the base saw the object as far as
I'm concerned, this was a UFO."

(xx )

(xx.)

Thomas, Clive. "Overseas RAF Base 'buzzed' by UFO." The Unopened Files.
Quest Publications International, Otley, England. No. 1. 1996. p.64.

21 January

Palms, Michigan, (about 7:00 p.m.)

Flying 'Juke Box.'

According to an AP dispatch:

"A mysterious object that glowed in the sky Mike a juke box' was described to
day by four farmers who live near the village of Palms, north of here.
"Three of the farmers said they sighted the colorful object separately and all
gave details with obvious reluctance. They said they were afraid they'd sound silly.
"The first sighting was made last Wednesday night by Erwin Geeck as he was
going to a barn about 7 p.m. to do chores. He said the object hovered in the air for
about 20 minutes before disappearing."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Sandusky, Michigan. January 28. (AP)

25 January. Near Minden City, Michigan, (about 8:00 p.m.)
Flying "Juke Box" again.

According to same AP dispatch:

"Sunday night Michael Lawler and Carl Kohler saw it while driving to Minden
City

The time was about 8 p.m. They said they saw the'mysterious sky object'

about 900 feet ahead of them. They followed it in their car for a mile and then it
disappeared.

"Lawler described the sight as 'a mysterious glowing sphere.' He said it was
hovering near the tree tops, changing colors from red to green to white and 'glowing
like a juke box.'

"The two men watched it descend gradually and then vanish. Thinking it was a
plane in distress, they called state police and Monday morning searched the area thor
oughly for signs of a wreck but found none."
(xx)

(xx.)

Ibid.

"First month or two " 1953.

"Two rows of lights."

Northeast coast of Honshu, Japan, (early morning)
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An account told to Dr. James McDonald in 1969 after giving a talk at the Officer Club at the
Point Mugu Naval Air Station, California:

"Perhaps even more interesting was another Navy sighting which Capt. Andrews
[Thomas Andrews, Vice-Commander of the Pacific Missile Range] then proceeded to
call to my attention. He gave me the name and telephone number of a retired Naval
aviator, Capt Robert J. Wooten, now Executive Vice-President of International Nu-

tromcs in Los Altos, California. I contacted Wooten last night and talked with him for
half an hour. It has interesting resemblance, in a few respects, to the very significant
1957 RB-47 incident reported in the Condon Report...

"The Wooten sighting occurred during the Korean War, while he was a pilot of a
P2V in support of the Seventh Fleet. He tried to fit one thing and another together to

pin the date down, and decided that it had to be in the first month or two of 1953
They did 12-hour surveillance flights out of Atsugi, Japan, over the Sea of Japan. It
was at night, in the early morning hours, and they had been relieved of their 12-hour
watch by another Neptune and were heading back to base from the Wonsan area to
Atsugi He said they had just cleared the northwest coast of Honshu, had climbed to
9,500 feet to clear the main range on Honshu, when surface radar informed them that
a bogey was in their area. They rearmed guns, but saw nothing. Capt. Wooten said
he had just given the order to the ten-man crew of the P2V to secure ammunition
when, all of a sudden, his co-pilot started pounding him on the knee; he looked over
and said the co-pilot's mouth was moving but nothing was coming out, clearly alarm
ed. The co-pilot, pointing out the port side of the windscreen, drew Capt. Wooten's
attention to two rows of lights on an object offtheir port [side]. Almost as soon as

they started excitedly discussing it, the radar man, who was on search still, reported
that he held an unknown at 14 miles range on that bearing. Wooten gave the order
to rearm the guns, and they proceeded on course, closing with the object. Wooten
said that, as nearly as he could tell throughout the entire ten minutes that they had
this object in sight and on radar, all the apparent motion was due to their aircraft, as
if the unknown were stationary.

"The two rows of lights were horizontal, he estimates about ten or twelve lights
in each row, and the lower row was offset by one light from the upper row. It was a
dark night, they were below an overcast and above an undercast, and there was no
illumination other than these rows of lights on the unknown. He said they never saw

(Sorry about the gap. Nothing was omitted—L.E Gross)
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a distinct shape. It was on their port beam at a radar-indicated range of seven miles,
at closest approach, and then continued to pass aft as they went on course. They
evidently elected not to try to close with the object. They saw it until it was on their
port quarter, and then suddenly the lights all blinked out and, in the same instant, the
radar man said he lost target. (I pointed out to Capt. Wooten, to his considerable in
terest, that essentially similar phenomena had cropped up in a number of other cases),
including the Texas RB-47 case.)

"He passed the word to all crew members that they should not discuss it further
until they had landed, and, on getting back to Atsugi, had them all write independent
accounts which, he said, stood in general agreement. This information was passed up
through channels, and he feels sure that it would be in Project Bluebook files. I looked
through the Project Bluebook Status Reports (NICAP edition) for that period. There
are many illusions to a lot of unknowns in the Korea-Japan area in early 1953, but none
that sounds like this case."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter To: Mr. James Hughes - Code 412, Office of Naval Research, Room 4105,
Main Navy [?], Washington, D.C., 20360. From: James E. McDonald. Date: 20
February 69. Papers of Dr. James McDonald, University of Arizona Library,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Divison. Photocopy
In author's files.

Summer of 1953. North Atlantic, (no time)
1,500 mph, 80,000 feet?

According to authors Clarke and Roberts:
"When in the summer of 1953 unidentified blips were tracked by radar high over
the north Atlantic, they quickly attracted the attention of experts at the [British] Air
Ministry. Fighter Plotter J. W. Foulds recalled how the tracks he saw at RAF Bawburgh
were moving at speeds of up to 1,500 mph at heights in excess of 80,000 feet. They re
appeared at least twice in the days that followed. Soon afterwards a group of dark-suited

'men from the Ministry' arrived and a film camera was set up to record any further inci
dents. Mr. Foulds said: 'We were advised not to talk about it and many weeks later we
learned indirectly that it had been decided that what we had witnessed were test firings
of Russian missiles from beyond the Arctic Circle.'" (xx.)
(xx.)

Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out of the Shadows. Judy Piatkus Limited:
London, England, 2002. p. 128.

December 1953. "First formal report procedure."
The British were more skeptical than the Americans when it came to UFOs. Authors Clarke
and Roberts state that the first formal UFO report procedure for radar sites and fighter units
was not introduced until December 1953.

While doubts about UFOs being solid objects of unknown origin were entertained by men at
the top like Dr. R.V Jones (for good reason in their way of thinking), like their counterparts
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in the U.S. such doubts had be backed by good follow up investigations. That was rarely the
case The report procedure issued in Britain at this time asked for all reports from the military
and civilian sources to be sent to DDI (Tech) at the Air Ministry.
Some restrictions were placed on the data however:

"The public attach more credence to reports by Royal Air Force personnel than
to those by members of the public. It is essential that the information should be ex
amined at the Air Ministry and that its release should be controlled officially. All re
ports are, therefore, to be classified 'Restricted' and personnel are warned that they
are not to communicate to anyone other than official persons any information about
phenomena they have observed, unless officially authorized to do so." (xx.)
(xx.)

AIR 20/9994. Clarke, David and Andy Roberts. Out ofthe Shadows. Judy Piatkus
Limited, London, England, 2002. p. 120.

20 December. Near Blackwood, New Jersey,

(no time)

"Size of a house."
An Atlantic City paper published:

"A silvery, circular, shiny flying saucer was sighted by a Ventnor couple while
driving on the Black Horse Pike about 20 miles from Philadelphia.
"Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Platt, of 7309 Ventnor Avenue, spotted the object about

10 miles from Blackwood last December 20th while on their way to Philadelphia. The

glowing disc was motionless. Hovering overhead like a helicopter for a few minutes
and then zoomed off into the western skies so fast, it was impossible to follow.
"This is the story told by Platt and his wife, Minnie, who own a candy and cigar
store in Ventnor. Platt, a former newspaperman himself, having worked in the circu

lation department of the Philadelphia Inquirer for 20 years, said the object couldn't have
been anything but a so-called flying saucer. In his own words, Platt described the exper
ience 'We were driving along that Sunday, about 15 miles per hour. About eight or 10
miles outside of Blackwood on the Black Horse Pike, I happened to look out the window
and saw this large circular object glistening in the sky. It wasn't as high as a plane, and
it gave off a silvery beam, but not so blinding as the sun. It was completely circular, but
that all I could make out.

" 'I said to wife, 'look, do you see what I see?' She did We watched it for a few
seconds, and then without a sound or a trail, it zoomed out of sight into the west so fast
that it was unable to follow with the naked eye.'

"Although it was difficult to judge the size or height, Mr. Platt estimated the disc to
be about 200 feet high and about the size of an average house. In his and his wife's
minds, there is no doubt that it was a flying saucer. He emphatically stated it couldn't
have been an airplane, balloon, or the sun. Regardless of the kidding and ridicule of their
friends, the Platts firmly stick to their convictions that the object was of the saucer variety
"Contrary to the Reporter belief that saucers are space ships from another planet,
Platt believes they are a secret air ship of our government, and that the Air Force is testing
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them throughout the nation and the rest of the world. He feels that
when the government is ready it will announce to the world the se
cret of the flying saucers."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Atlantic City, New Jersey. Reporter

19 February 54.

1954
25 March

10 miles seaward from Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, (no time)

"Performed aerial stunts in a guided missile alley."

Bishop'Sees*
Flying Saucer
/BRAZZAVILLE, French Equa
torial Africa,. July 8,(AP).—
Msgr. Ehule-Verhille, the Roman
Catholic apostolic vicar of Fort
Rousset in .the French .'Middle*
Congox territory, .saw a -flying
saucer for pver 15 minutes dur
ing a pastoral tour through the
bush country of his vicariat
In a letter which reports the
sighting to the editor of the
Cathohe newspaper Let Semcune
de UAef, Msgr. Verhille expres
ses doubts, as to ."whether my
story will *be of any interest to

you1"'

A news story tells us:

"A veteran Marine pilot-observer reported Saturday the flying
saucer he spotted along a guided missile alley off the Florida east
coast Thursday appeared to perform aerial stunts.
"Capt. Dan C. Holland, holder of multiple decorations for com

bat duty in World War II and Korea, said he had always scoffed at
persons who claimed to see flying saucers, but has no idea what he
saw.

"Holland, 33, [of] Kosciusko, Mississippi, reported sighting the
"round unidentified object' 10 miles seaward from Ft Lauderdale,
Florida, some distance below the Air Force Banana River guided
missile launching site.
"He said Mt seemed descending vertically and then came to a

rest in midair about 3,000 feet above us/after he first spotted it 7,000
feet away, and then it suddenly zoomed away before other observers
could see it."
(xx.)

(xx.)

Oxnard, California

23 April

Press-Courier. 29 Marc 54.

"What's new in Washington?"

United Press Staff correspondent Harmon W. Nichols reporting from
the nation's capital posed the question: "What's New In Washington?"
Apparently not much, but he did say: "A Pentagon source reports that
about one third of the letters it gets about flying saucers quote the Book
of Revelations in the Bible."
(xx.)

' .

,,

, , In fact, it is the first time a

(xx )

Ames, Iowa. Daily Tribune

23 April 54.

18 June. Near Fort Rousset, French Equatorial Africa, (dinner time?)

Roman Catholic apostolic vicar observes "mystery globe."
clipping)

(See

saucer was narrowly observed
through field glasses. The sau
cer appeared while the bishop

was ^having' dinner at .the. mis

sion, of Leketi to the north of

'fort Rbusset

J_The hpuseboy came in first
and said a plane was going over
the mission
Since Leketi is not on a re
gularly flown route, the bishop
and his companions went out to
have a look. Then they saw a
tall luminous globe coming m
swiftly from the north, but stop
ping suddenly in midair and qui
vering. The object then bounced
up and down, but did not move
horizontally. The bishop went
back into the house and fetched
his field glasses. One of the mis
sionaries stopped the power ge
nerator of the mission to find
out whether the noise of the
plane, as reported by the houseboy, was still there There was
no noise at all "Most probably,"
the bishop writes, "the noise and
the globe were not connected and
a plane may. have flown over Le

keti and disappeared without
our seeing it."
Locking through his field glas
ses, Msgr. Verhille saw what he
describes as follows- "Through
the glasses I clearly saw that
the . globe
was
not
luminous
everywhere. In the center there.
was a darker mass and from it
jrays of different lengths were
shooting out. Everybody observ
ed the phenomenon easily
It
lasted for
over 15
mmutes,
which seemed very long to us.
No star, no meteor, no plane
behaves like the luminous globe "
Finally, the bishop concludes his
letter, the object moved swiftly
away to the north following a
horizontal path.
/There "have been other saucer
sightings in the Middle Congo
area at about the same time,

notably

at

Kelle,

a

diamond

mining camp 30 miles from Le
keti.,
But
the'
observations

wferezi't,,,- as\ detailed ' as
d'b^M:'' Verhille.

those
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The clipping about the Bishop in Africa on page 79 has additional detail on the case. Another
version can be found on page 25 of the monograph UFOs. A History 1954 June-August
3 July. Berlin, Germany, (between 10:00 and 11:00 p.m.)
Wedge formations.
8 July

(See clipping)

^—"

Wigan, England. (9:25 p.m.)

British astronomer braves ridicule.

'Glowing

According to an article in the press by reporter George Eglin:
"On the evening of Thursday, July 8, 1954, Mr. Harold Hill; who
is an amateur member of the British Astronomical Association, went
out to the observatory at his home in Orrell-road, Abbey-lakes, near

discs' over

Berlin

Wigan.

"The time: 9:25 p.m.

"His intention: to close the dome of his observatory for the night.
"It was usual for Mr. Hill that he should scan the skied as he
walked down his garden. But what was not usual was the object he
saw in the southern skies. It was so unusual that it sent him running
for his wife and a pair of binoculars.

"And what he saw through the binoculars was so startling that he
tore a small telescope in his observatory from its mounting in his al
most frantic anxiety to focus his big 12-inch telescope on the object.
"Mr. Hill at first thought he had seen a super-nova—a temporary

star that suddenly flames into brilliance and then dies away. But the
object was not a super-nova. Mr. Hill believes not that he saw—a fly
ing saucer!

"That is what he told me when I talked to him in the course of an
investigation into the post-war flying saucer story that took me to
Wigan, to other cities, to the Air Ministry in London, and through
masses of reports, many of them unpublished which have been com
piled in this and other countries by official and unofficial organiza

,
ucrlln, July 3
THE
independent
Berlin
newspaper "KuiMer" claim

ed tod.iy thai "flilnfc baucers".
had been seen
qver
Berlin
roKviIjilv In

recent weeks

They had olways appeared be

tween 10 And 11 pm
at a great
height. flying very fan In wedge

formation!*

performing

usually of three, and
rnplri un^-ulnr turns

They appeared as glowing discs

Radar station'

'

The 'Kurler1 said first reports

from two nmatcur astronomers
on Mny 13 hfiu* since b«n con

firmed
persed

by about 300 widely dis
and Independent
eye

witnesses

The 'Kurler1.claimed the Unit

ed States Air Fojcc here
was
building a new radar transmit

ter to observe the "V F O."
identified flying objects).

A

United States

Air

(un

Force

tpokciman said he knew nothing

about this A radar Installation
was bring built, but not to watch
Tor 'flying sauccra "

Ueutcr.

tions

"But first of all let quote some passages of Mr. Hill's report to
the British Astronomical Society.

" The strange "star" expanded into a small bright metallic-looking globe.
" 'What was seen was as amazing as it was unexpected. There was a principal
bright silvery object of undeterminate shape, accompanied to the left by a cluster of
what appeared to be minute stars of different degrees of brightness.
" The cluster numbered from 15 to 20, although it was very difficult to estimate
their precise number because they constantly changed their positions. The whole
scene gave the impression of being one of great activity. It was utterly unlike any
thing I had previously observed in the heavens!
" 'Clouds again intervened for a short time and, on clearing another surprise

he aald

—
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was in store, now there were two bright objects close together—the cluster of small
objects having completely disappeared!

" 'My attention was riveted on the two bright objects, which showed sensible
motion in the field. They were gradually separating and not only appeared to be
gyrating and flashing but exhibited a slow pendulum movement about each other in
a manner rather like dancing partners—a truly astounding sight.
" The impression given was that the phenomenon was at a tremendous height,
probably in the upper reaches of the stratosphere or even beyond, because the small
er star-like objects of the cluster had shown no sensible size, even with a power of
50.

" The two principal members defied description: they flashed as they gyrated,
as though metallic surfaces were reflecting the rays of the sun. Probably the closest
analogy to what was seen is to be found in the flashing of the facets of a diamond as
it is turned in strong light... I think it must have been a huge craft of some sort.'"
(xx.)

(xx )

Eglin, George. "Flying Saucers: Here are the facts." Cairo, Egypt. The Egypt
ian Gazette 2 November 54.

23 July. Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, (night)
Air Force radar station.
Here is a short comment:
'They're here again, those flying saucers. Radio Station WBRE reported last
night it had received calls every day this week from persons reporting they saw
mysterious objects in the sky. A news reporter for the radio station said some of
the objects were reported in the area of the U.S. Air Force station at Red Rock,
Pennsylvania."
(xx)

(xx.)

Bridgeport, Connecticut. Telegram. 24 July 54

Summer 1954. Champion, Ohio, (late afternoon or early evening)
Like two inverted plates.

Letter to the UFO publication Ohio UFO Notebook'
%iln the late summer of 1954,1 was just four years old but I still remember what I
had saw on a summer evening at my Aunt and Uncle's house outside of Warren, Ohio
in a small town named Champion, Ohio. Nineteen-flfty-four was the year my mom
and dad, along with my aunt and uncle, decided to sell out and move our families to
Florida to live.
'Through most of the summer we all would meet a one of our houses for dinner

and then the adults would sit around the dinner table and talk about this big move to
Florida It was at one of these meetings after dinner when the children were playing
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and the parents were planning out the Florida move that I saw something that late
afternoon to early evening. My cousin John who is two years older then me were
cracking nuts of some kind with a hammer outside behind his family's house on a
picnic table when from the west at just above tree top level came a craft moving very
slowly at one or two mph, stopping over a field just above the trees in the neighbors
back yard to the north. It was 40 to 60 feet in diameter, silver like two inverted plates
to make a saucer shape. It made no sound but underneath of the bottom edge was a
yellow/green area of lights or some whirling system that moved slowly clockwise
spinning. The craft itself did not spin but just hovered there.
"I was just 60 yards from it. My cousin John yelled that he was going to get his
dad and ran into the house. After a minute this craft moved north very slowly at tree
top level until it was out of sight. John came back without any parents but by then
the craft had left.

"Back in the 1950's the Warren, Ohio area had many very large steel plants. A
few of these large plants were a few miles away from my aunt and uncle's house."
(xx)

(xx.)

Nydegger, Richard. "What I Saw in 1954." Ohio UFO Newsletter. Published
by the Mutual UFO Network of Ohio, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Summer 2003.
#25. pp. 17-18.

Summer 1954. Timary, New Zealand. (5:50 p.m.)
"Wonderful lights beneath the dome."

Sighting report to Harold Fulton, New Zealand UFOlogist:
"Two years ago I lived in a suburb of Timaru. The back of the house faced the
sea which was one-half mile from us. The time was 5:50 p.m. on a clear summer
evening, no clouds whatsoever. The sun was high but well to the back of the house. I
stress this because the sun could not have caused any reflection on the binoculars.
"My young son, 12 years old, came to me and said "Do you want to see a flying
saucer?' I picked up [my] binoculars and rushed to the back door and saw the saucer
hovering over our garage for at least 3 seconds I had a perfect view and saw a silver-

white circular shape. What impressed me most was the wonderful lights beneath the
dome. First a beautiful blue, then brilliant red, and then orange. Then it tapered off to
a pale yellow, then white, like smoke or vapour. My mother and father-in-law both
saw it with me
"While we watched, the dome seemed to revolve from east to west slowly.

"It [the saucer] rose very high and disappeared over the sea northwards.
"I saw it again a few nights later as I had kept a watch for it. It was travelling
from the south to the north very fast. I rang the aerodome and they said there were
no planes over Timaru at that time.
"Postscript: There was no noise whatsoever." (xx.)
(xx )

Letter: To. Harold Fulton. From: L. Fox, M.O.W. Glenarey, New Zealand.
Date- 5 September 56. Murray Bott files.
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28 August. The Russian theory refuses to die. SAC asks for disk-like aircraft info. (See
below and on page 84)
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22 September. Navarre, Ohio, (about 10:15 p.m.)
News item in the local press.

"The 'flying saucer' story was back in the news today, this time from a Navarre
man home on leave from the Navy.

"Edward Sago, 21, of the Navy's air arm, told Stark County deputy sheriffs that
he saw the strange object in the sky last night near his Navarre home.
"He said he has seen practically every type of aircraft but the one last night was
unlike anything he has 'run across' as a Navy airman.

"Sago relates that he and his father and brother were at home talking about 10:15
p.m. when their attention was drawn to an object in the sky, appearing round in shape
and radiating a white light.

"The object, he said, appeared at times to be moving at a high speed, then to be

standing still.

"As they stood and watched, Sags said, a plane flew by and the light of the saucerlike object went out. When the plane passed, the light of the mysterious object reappear

ed, he stated."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Alliance, Ohio. The Alliance Review 23 September 54.

WOW! FLYING SAUCERS ARE FLYING EVERYWHERE!
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1 November. Torquay, England, (night)
Yellow-orange balls.
A press report states:

"Mr. J. Branson, of Torquay, claimed today that he saw 15 mysterious flying
objects several miles out at a considerable height over the English Channel last night.
" *I never believed in flying saucers, but seeing is certainly believing,' he said.
" They were an orange-yellow color—like balls of fire. I saw them go into a
cluster and climbed rapidly out of sight.'
"He said a friend, Mr. W. Cox, saw them with hint" (xx.)

(xx.)

Cairo, Egypt. Egyptian Gazette. 3 November 54. (Reuter)

? November. Dhubi, India, (night)
She saw it—she fainted.

The press account said:

"Meanwhile, reports from Calcutta say that flying saucers—reported from all
over France last month—appear to be moving East.

"According to reports from Assam, several people spotted an object like an il
luminated dinner plate with a long, fiery tail zooming across the skies last night.
"One woman said she saw the saucer land in a field near the town of Dhubri.
She watched it take off again—then fainted.
"Local police were said to be backing up the reports." (xx.)
(xx.) Cairo, Egypt. Egyptian Gazette. 3 November 54. (Reuter)

2/11 November. Holloman and Alamogordo, New Mexico, (no time)
Circling firing sites.
Coral Lorenzen, writing to Donald Keyhoe, revealed:
"There were UFOs over Holloman and Alamogordo on November 2, 11 and we

had two sightings at the base two days apart. Both were circling firing sites, and took
place last week. One I heard on the squawk box from the mission control set-up and
the other was told to me by an officer who is a good friend or ours. He and his men
saw the thing alternately circling two firing sites, about five miles from their launching
site.

"I've found through discreet listening and little questioning that most of the Air
Force (especially officer personnel) manpower takes a very dim view of Air Force
statements and explanations in reference to UFOs." (xx.)
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(xx )

Letter: To: Donald Keyhoe. From: Coral Lorenzen, International Director, Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization, 519 New York Street, Alamogordo, New
Mexico. Date: No exact date. (November?) Photocopy in author's files.

2 November. Alamogordo, New Mexico. (6:00 p.m.)
Hovering over Alamogordo.

There is a note written in long hand in APRO files that seems to correlate with the information
in the letter to Keyhoe:

"Man watches 'second moon' at 12 o'clock [straight up] for 45 seconds—hover
ing over city. Time: about 6 p.m. Wife first saw it, watched it for 45 seconds, went to

get neighbor, also called to husband. At end of 60 second observation, object which
was the shape and color of the moon, same apparent size, with trailing edge and bluish
halo, took off to northeast, gone in a few seconds at a terrific rate of speed.
"Identity of man not disclosed by request—however the Director can vouch for
his honesty and integrity."

(xx )

(xx.)

"USA Alamogordo N. Mex. 54-11-2" APRO files. Photocopy in author's files.

13 November. Wairimu Bay, New Zealand, (evening)
"I have never seen a meteor with windows in it!"
A report to CSI New Zealand:

"Mr. Ray T. Craig, who is the Auckland City Housing Officer, had a close-up view

of what may have been a space ship. It was on November 13, 1954, on the day of the
Parliamentary Election when he and his party set out on a week's holiday to Coromandel,
at a place called Wairimu Bay. In the evening, following an invitation from their host
and hostess, the party set off for the pictures in the township in their host's car, and as

they arrived very early they were all sitting relaxed in the car on the opposite side of the
road from the picture theatre, whilst their host, who was the driver of the car, was talking
to a friend from his position in the right hand front seat.

"The evening was clear and visibility excellent after a beautiful sunny day with very

little cloud. Mr. Woods, who was sitting in the rear seat on the left called out, 'Look at
the meteor!' There, sailing quietly across the line of vision between the picture theatre
and the Post Office, was a brightly lit flying object not very high, maybe approximately
2,000 feet up, and proceeding in a westerly direction at roughly the speed of a normal
aeroplane, say 200 miles per hour.

"Four of the six in the car saw the machine, two in the front seat and two in the rear.
The driver who was engrossed in conversation did not see it, neither did Mrs. Craig who
was in the centre of the rear seat, and whose view was obstructed by her husband on her
right Mr. Craig said that at first it looked like a very large and brilliantly lit railway car

nage floating in the air, and he said, 'That is no meteor, I have never seen a meteor with

windows in it!' Thinking the whole thing might be a reflection on the inside of the car's

windows from a lighted vehicle on the left side of the car, he quickly opened the right
side rear door and was then able to get a clear and unobstructed view of the object. It
was cigar-shaped with the rear end elongated and the front end stubbed off short.
"The whole thing appeared very large with straight sided windows or ports all
along its side, these windows having perfectly shaped semi-circular tops and bottoms.
Ports were also in the elongated rear end. Each window was brilliantly lit from inside,
and was about the colour of the old incandescent gas mantle when alight. At the top
and bottom on the windows and also between them, the fuselage was bright silver, and
this portion appeared to be rough as though covered with what appeared to be drops
standing out like roughcast.

"The front end, from the foremost lighted window to the extreme front, was not
lighted at all, but appeared as a large unlighted shadow against the sky. On thinking
over the whole sighting, which of course only lasted about eight seconds, Mr. Craig
thinks that as the fuselage portion appeared bright and the part between the windows
silvery, while the bow end was in darkness, the fuselage was probably translucent and
the bow was probably cut off from the body by an internal bulkhead.
"The amazing part of the whole affair is that there was no sound. There appeared
to be no wings, tail or fins, of any description, and as far as could be judged, any great

streamlining. Yet later in the evening it was seen by the son and daughter of a friend
of Mr. Craig's when it was described as absolutely streaking across the sky to the north
of the Auckland harbour. This visitor was seen in the Waikato, over Chelsen and Whangarei on the same night, and the sighting in the Waikato was reported in the Auckland
Star It was seen by Mrs.Boyce at Orakei, Auckland, almost over the house at even
closer quarters [!?] than the sighting described by Mr. Craig.
"A few more points were elucidated in conversation with Mr. Craig by our [CSI]
interviewer. After the sighting Mr. Craig said to the others in the car, 'We won't see
anything like this again so we better talk it over and agree upon a description and make
a sketch. As he is accustomed to drawing he made the sketch himself [sketch not repro
duced in the CSI journal]. Asked how big he thought it was, he said it was hard to es
timate the size with any accuracy, but there were a few pointers that helped in judging.
For example, there is a low hill behind the picture theatre at Coromandel, and it was
above and behind this hill, and comparing its position with the hill, he was able to put
the distance as half a mile and the height at 2,000 feet. For anything even at that dis
tance to give the impression of being huge it must have been fairly big.
"Then again he was able to get an idea of the probable size of the windows from
the following. Later in Auckland he noticed some windows of similar shape in a build
ing, and about the same apparent size to the eye. As he knew these particular windows
to be about 20 feet high, and the spaceship's windows were seen from farther off, they
must have been more than 20 feet high, and the length of the ship compared with the
height of the windows might have been anything from 200 to 400 feet. If that were so
it may have been as big as a large steamer...

"The date being 13th November, it should be realized that his [Craig's] was a day

light sighting. At that time of the year, only five weeks to the longest day, there is still
a good light at 7:40 p.m."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Civilian Saucer Investigation (N Z) Official Quarterly Journal. Vol. 3, No. 4
March-June 1956. p3.
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1955
1 February. Near Willcox, Arizona. (8:55 p.m.)
Like two pie tins placed together.

It was a clear, bright, moon lit night, when Capt. Delwyn F. Ritzdorf spotted his UFO. He was

flying in the right hand seat as an instructor pilot in a B-25. With him were two student pilots
from the 3501s1 Student Squadron based at Reese Air Force Base, Texas, Richard B. Short and
Frederick W. Miller, Jr. At 8:55 the evening of February 1st Ritzdorf s B-25 was near Willcox,
Arizona, about 30 miles east of Cochise radio on Green 5 Airway. He turned to talk to one of
the student pilots and noticed something in the sky. A sharply outlined object giving off the
colors red, blue, and white appeared to be pacing the B-25 at the same altitude [15,000 feet]. At
arm's length it was the size of a baseball. The object moved parallel for five minutes and during
this time it became apparent the UFO was slowly gaining altitude. Eventually it disappeared in
the east. A drawing of the object including remarks by Ritzdorf is reproduced below.
24.

In order that you con give at clear a picture as possible of what you sow, w« would like for you to Imagine that you could
construct (he object ihot you sow. Of what type material would you moke It? How large would It be, and what shape
would If hove? Oeserfbe In your own words a common ob|ect or objects which when placed up In tho sky would give tho
some appearance 01 the ob|ect which you low.

(xx )

Teletype message. From: COMDR MARCH FLT SV CEN MARCH AFB CALIF
To: JEDEN/COMDR ADC ENT AFB COLO. 2 February 55. Photocopy in author's
files

14 February

Moscow, Russia, (no time)

According to our source:
"On 14 February 55 official news about sky phenomena came to the West for the
first time, as it seems, but was shortly thereafter interrupted unexplainably. It stated

that several people in Moscow from various locations had observed a cigar-shaped
craft at great altitude. It hovered and then disappeared. Soviet press warned about
imagination and assured that this phenomena, as well as others, are scientifically ex
plainable as atmospheric conditions. (Agence France-Presse)
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"According to a later Reuters report from Moscow the people's belief in space
traveling beings from another world had to be squashed by no less an authority than
E. Krinov, secretary of the commission for meteorite research, who called the reports
lies (Feuille d'Avis de Lausanne 28 May 55)."

(xx.)

(xx.) Weltraumbote (German UFO publication) No.7. June 1956.
March 1955. Novokuznetsk, Russia. (11:00 p.m.)
Three strange pancake "clouds."
A Russian Air Force reserve officer states:

"Going into the reserve in 1955 I worked as an aviation technician in the 164th

aviation detachment in the Abagyr airport, city of Novokuznetsk... [words missing],
Kemerovskaya oblast. Sometime in March 1955,1 received leave. I traveled to
Gornaya Shariya to the Temar-Tau mine (Kemerovskaya oblast, Kuzedeyevskiy ray

on) to see once again the place where I spent my youth. Going out on the taiga to
hunt early in the morning, I climbed on one of the hills about 1.5-3 kilometers from
the mine and observed a very strange phenomenon. The air currents could not break
up three strange pancake clouds. I am familiar with aerodynamics and I just simply
didn't understand it when these clouds did not change their shape; moreover, they
kept together and departed approximately at an altitude of 1,000-1,200 meters in the
direction of [word illegible] station and Tashtagol station. It was approximately 2300
hours local time." (xx.)
(xx.)

Zigel, Felix Y. UFO Sightings over USSR - 1968. Vol. I. JUSA-CISAAF
TR 93-01. January 1993. U.S. edition Copyright 1993 LDA Press, Los

Altos, California. Edited by R.F. Haines. p.93.
13 March, (no city named) Queensland, Australia, (about 11:30 p.m.)
"Orange ice-cream cone."
Our source states

"On the night of 13th March (1955), my young niece was staying with me. About
11 '30 I looked outside and saw an orange object, hanging in the sky above the horizon.
I called my niece to come quickly; before she did so it disappeared, but returned. It was
orange coloured, about three times as large as the evening star. The shape was like an

ice-cream cone. Now the peculiar and eerie thing was that although the object itself
looked very far away, the ring around it seemed to be close to us. We were standing at
our back door when we saw it. The house is not very high.

"Inside the ring was a blue-grey sort of vapour, or haze. We felt we could have
put our hands out and touched it. When we first saw this object it was still, but then it
started to hover up and down and from side to side, then it would spin, sending out

greenish-orange glows, and as it sun, a little tail kept shooting out of the small end. We
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were terribly excited and wished someone else could have seen it. We estimated the
time we watched was 10 minutes."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Australian Saucer Record. Vol. l,No.2. Second Quarter, 1955. p.7.

22 April

Near Tintinara, Australia. (7:45 am.)

Chased a UFO.
Another report from Australia:

"At 7:45 am. on 22/4/55 the observer was driving toward Melbourne with two
companions, a few miles from Tintinara, in the outback of S. E. South Australia.
Glancing to his right, he saw an object in the sky, about 5 degrees above the horizon,
an estimated quarter mile away. He stopped and got out to watch the object, which
came towards him, losing height, and crossed the road about 100 yards behind the car.
At this point it was at an altitude of about 35 degrees and the observer estimated its
diameter to be about 30 feet. After passing behind the car, at an estimated speed of
15 m.p.h.s it turned and began to move towards the East, roughly parallel to the road.
When it was about 500 yards away the observer started the car and began to follow it.
It accelerated considerably; he reached 70 rap.h. and followed for 15-20 miles, but
was unable to catch up with it. At about 8:05 am. he stopped to check one of the
tyres, and when he continued the object was almost out of sight. When last seen it
was at an altitude of about 45 degrees and climbing rapidly.
"He had a good view of it when it was close to the car, and he described it as a
silvery sphere like aluminum, about 10 feet in diameter, surrounded by a fat flange
about 30 feet in overall diameter. This flange was a bright deep red. The object
moved smoothly and silently, with the flange horizontal; it did not tilt or bank. He
saw no markings, portholes or other features. The outline was clear and sharp, and
the object appeared real and solid. The sun was shining at the beginning of the sight
ing, but clouds gathered towards the end. The other two people in the car also saw
the saucer but were not available for interview at the time of going to press." (xx.)
(xx.)

Australian Saucer Record. Vol. 1, No. 2. Second Quarter, 1955. p.8.

14 July. Otter Tail lake, Minnesota (7:48 p.m.)

It just stood still. (See clipping on page 92)

22 July. Cincinnati, Ohio, (about 5:30 p.m.)

Shower of death.

Disturbing grotesquerie. (See clipping on pages 93-94)
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STORY FROM OTTER TAIL LAKE
The Wadcna Pioneer Journal | won't believe us, but we can say ject something like a train coach.
has a "story of a flying saucer that on this night, at 12 minutes On what they tho'ught was the un
derside, was a "V" which appear
that appeared at Otter Tail Lake to eight, July 14
and

sighted their first flying saucer" ed to run from about the center
and continuing in the lighter vein off to the front. "It was whiteltb"
wondered if they would have their is the way the color was explained,
names in the second book when "maybe something like aluminum
■were drinking, the story may be it was written on flying saucers. In the bright evening sun, but it
About 15 minutes later when was so bright it was hard to tell,
worth reading Here it is:
it just looked 'whiteish' is the best
they docked their boat, the ob
"With the thought of being ridi ject was still visable, bui had way to explain it."
culed by friends, and accused cf moved to a different quadrant.
The object was estimated to
suffering from hallucination, a Calling to his family, the resident have been at a be.'ght of about
summer resident at Otter Tail lake told one of his children to get bis 25,000 feet as near as they could
and his guest(have kept silent on a binoculars, as he wanted to get determine from the cloud struc
story which may or may not have a better looJc- at it. The entire ture, and it appeared to be about
importance.
The story, loaded group watched it for another pos
"half the size of the moon "
with interest, is released by the sible 15 or 20 minutes.
When the object started its de
parties this week, with the under
In explaining the object, they parture, they said it moved from
standing names be withheld. state it appeared to be somewhat the south slightly to the east,
against the direction in which the
The story started out, Tm just like an elongated balloon, squash
to
be clouds were moving, and then in a
as sure it was a flying saucer, as ed together, and se«med
I am sitting here in your office." standing perpendicular. Wnen it sort of sweeping arc started its
was first sighted, it was about 75 perpendicular climb and disap
With this, they tell of the follow
peared into the south, passing
or 80 degrees to the east, and la
ing incident:
While the resident
and
his ter moved into a south quadrant through two thin layers of clouds
Said'one: **I have never dis
"Whatever it was, it wasn't af
guest were returning to the cot
tage from a fishing trip on Otter fected by wird currents, for clouds counted the possibility of flying
Tad lake, their attention, for some moved around it, and there was saucers, "but I was always in hop
unknown reason,
was attracted no drift to it—It just stood still," es I could see one to verify it in
my own mind—and now I can,"
skyward, and they sighted a bril- said one of the men.
and then went on, "I can't help
With
the
aid
of
the
binoculars
lant object suspended in the sky.
but feel it was somebody up there
As they came along in the boat, they could make out what appear
a few weeks ago. While the paper
fails lo give the names of the par
ties who saw it, or to tell what
brand of liquor, if any, they

ed "to be a row of windows, or
they continued to watch the ob
ject, and jokingly remarked, "They portholes along the side of the ob

Fergus Falls, Minnesota.
Daily Journal
20 August 55

making

an

observation,

stayed there so long."

for

it
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To Healthy Young Peach Tree .Overnight — Red
Shower Withers Grass, Burns Man
WHAT WAS it that fell out of the sky to kill the little peach tree Edward Moots
had so carefully nurtured in his side yard?
Tha: problem has Mr Mootz, who owns a handsome estate just off Sycamore Street
Hill, tossing in his sleep these hot humid nights.
It all stai ted early in the evening on July 22. It was a hot day and Mr. Mootz had

waited for the cool of the early evening to mow his terraced lawn at 440 Boal St

He

estimated that the tune must have been 5*30 and 6.30 p m
Mr Mootz first noticed that something unnatural was occurring when he was down
on knees near the peach tree "All of a sudden," he recalled, " a peculiar liquid sub
stance, dark red in color and feeling somewhat cjjly, began pelting me and the trfp ^

It was almost like being caught in a shower.
*
*
*

4 ~

"I LOOKED up and hanging directly over me
about 1000 feet in the air was the strangest cloud

'
' m
"**
"
NO ONE can tell him that his peach tree died of
^ythmg other than that strange, red shower. What-

ever it waS(» he contends, "it killed my tree.

Some

I had ever seen.' It wasn't a big cloud but it cer- of my fiends have suggested that an airplane

tainly did have odd colors. It was dark green, red
and pink. The red in it matched the color of the
substance which hit me and the tree. I could

see

that whatever it was that was raining down

on me was coming from that cloud.
"I watched

the

cloud

for a minute

trying

to

figure it out and then my bare arms and hands

dropped jet fuel on my tree. But Jt wasn't that
There wasn't an airplane in the sky. I know. I
i00ked for one. Furthermore, that cloud was the

on]y c]oud m the sky"

. jjr Mootz also puts no stock in the theory that

the

cloud

was

produced

by

ana drifted over his* yard

some

chemical

plant

to drop its red death

where the drops had hit me began to bum. They p^. happened before ^Tv?' never"even '^een^a

really hurt, too

It felt like I had put turpentine

c,ov1Jd l]ke that before 'and i'm 59 years oid now.

on an open cut I ran for the house and washed
It off real good with strong soap and hot water."

Besides. I don't think I live near enough to any
kind of plant that might produce such a cloud

Ing drops, Mr. Moot* didn t even wonder now tne
tree might have fared. But the next morning when
he stepped out in his yard he was stunned. The

th^ry yet advanced is that a flying saucer was
h;dden in the cloud. *That's silly," he said. "That
cloud wasn't big enough to hide a flying saucer
If there are such things. Besides, it wasn't con

Concerned on* with washing off th. bun,- ^^.V^^eTieve^^tt' the most nehemous

tree had died overnight

The day before it had been a healthy young
tree over six feet tail Mr. Mootz estimated that
it had a "good peck" of young peaches on it Still

green, the peaches were about the size of a chicken
egg.

*

*

•

OVERNIGHT most of its leaves had turned
brown and fallen off. The healthy young peaches
had shriveled up to %the size of the stones inside
of them The twigs and limbs were brown and
brittle as if the tree had frozen to its roots. The
main trunk of the tree had. shriveled also and had
become so hard that Mr. Mootz had difficulty

trolled. I watched it for a long tune from the house
it was drifting with the wind. I watched it
until it drifted out of my sight over toward Eden

Park.

No, it definitely wasn't controlled."
*

*

*

HE DOESN'T know how or why, but Mr. Mootz
believes that the cloud somehow is connected with
the atomic bomb tests which were conducted in
Nevada some time ago,
"You hear a lot of talk about fall-out." he said

"Maybe this was part of it

I can think of

That's the only thing

But I do know one* thing

Whatever

that stuff was, someone should put it on the
market as a weed killer. Those weeds under that
little peach tree died just as fast as the tree and
the grass did."
_
^ •
—

driving a nail in it.

On the side of the tree which bore the brunt
of the miasmic shower, the leaves not only died
but fell completely off. They died just as com
pletely on the other side but they remained attached
to the twigs.
The grass

was

killed

where

the

drops

sifted

down through the tree to the ground.
Mr. Mootz has been growing shrubs and bushes
and trees for many years but he contends that
he has neve* seen a plant die so fast 'I've seen
plenty of them killed by insects, disease and poor
care," he explained, "but it takes a while for them
to die. I never heard of anything that could kill
«plant within 12 hours."

.

^ t

Cincinnati, Ohio
The Enquirer.

28 August 55.

Were the anti-saucer remarks
fictitious?
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*Page 2—Section 3
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Sunday, August 28? 1955

THE- ENQUIRER

Edward Mootz t*«"ifa— the shriveled branches of his little peach tree after a
mysterious shower kttled it in a rfatter of hours.—Enquirer (Kain) Photo.
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Since this sighting occurred on UFOlogist Leonard Stringfield's home turf, he sought to inter
view Mr Mootz in person:

"I [Stringfield] learned of the incident a couple of weeks later and made an ap
pointment with Mootz for an interview. It was Sunday afternoon when Dell and I
drove over, and we found Mootz middle-aged, friendly and chatty. Carefully he
recounted the details of the incident, gave me samples of the mummified peach and
twigs, showed me the many white pinprick scars on his arm 'where the substance
burnt in...'

(xx )

(xx.)

Stringfield, Leonard H. Saucer Post...3-0 Blue. Publication of Civilian Research,
Interplanetary Flying Objects: Cincinnati, Ohio, October 1957. p.60.

Most important was the assertion by Mootz that what he saw was not a cloud, but an object,
moreover the object was controlled. It was an object like: ".. .a pear standing on end, bulbous
side upward, with a metallic fin appended to the rear." (xx.) The "red rain came from an open(xx.)

Ibid,

ning in the bottom of the object." (xx.)

(xx )

'"Notes on the Mootz incident. Phone conversation 8/25/56 at LS V Photocopy in
author's files. I think I copied this note from the APRO files film—L.E. Gross

The newspaper account, that stated in no uncertain terms Mootz had viewed a "drifting cloud",
was in error (It seems strange the paper would be so wrong unless Mootz was pulling Stringfield's leg. Ice cream cone-shaped UFOs have been reported, a shape which compares
somewhat with the "bulbous" description, but the "metallic fin" detail is suspicious. Another
scenario is that the authorities had a version of the event to their liking published in the press
to throw off curious people like Stringfield. The picture of Mootz and the dead tree in the
Enquirer was taken "several weeks" after July 22th (mid-August?), (xx.) The date of the
(xx.)

Ibid.

newspaper article is the 28th of August 1955. Authorities, therefore had about two weeks at
least to learn about "dead tree" story and take action. The phone call note is dated a year later,
August 25, 1956. When Stringfield checked Mootz's yard the tree was gone. Mootz
explained that the*

"...authorities, three men, had already visited him, right after [late July?] the
incident and had taken away the tree and all its dead fruit. Mootz would not ident
ify the authorities, except to say they were dressed in plain clothes, and courteous.
Said Mootz 'They promised a report of their analysis within six weeks,' but when
I checked a year later, the report had not arrived." (xx.)
(xx)

Stringfield, Leonard H. Saucer Post. .3-0 Blue, p.60
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Stringfield wrote:

*1n every respect Mootz was cooperative. I took 8 mm. Movies of the vacant
area where the tree had stood and of Mootz standing near it, and later had him;
draw for my files impressionistic sketches of the UFO he had seen [Unfortunately

no such sketch is available]. Indeed, on paper it was strikingly different from the
usual discoid UFO shape.

"I lost no time in getting the 'pruned' peaches, twigs and other chunks of root
I dug up into the hands of a friend of mine who offered to take them to the Physics
Laboratory at Villas Madonna College in Covington, Kentucky. There elaborate
tests were made, one which involved a comparison of seeds, the Mootz specimen
and another provided by the lab which had been allowed to dry out sufficiently. Un
der controlled conditions, only the lab seed sprouted normally. The Mootz specimen
proved to be completely dehydrated!"
(xx.)

(xx )

Ibid, pp.60-61.

The note on the Mootz case. (See below)

ft lie.
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19 August Near Oxford, Nebraska. (See the monograph UFOs A History 1955 JulySeptember 15th Supplemental Notes, pp. 17-18. The footnote is wrong. The correct source of
this story is Omaha, Nebraska. Omaha World-Herald. 24 April 66 )
21 August Hopkinsville, Kentucky case. (See the monograph UFOs A History 1955 July-

September 15lh, pp 54, 84. Also: the monograph UFOs A History 1955 July-September 15th
Supplemental Notes, pp 18-36.)

(See clipping)
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Decades-old claims of alien sightings persist
FILM CREW INTERESTED
IN STORY DATING TO 1955

By Mkhrl* Cartton
■UkTuO<t>r»lRA

PRINCETON - Geraldtne Hawkins

was only 7 or 8 years old the firs time
she heard the siory of the Kelly green
men

Although her (ather Elmer "Lucky"
Sution

said he was one of the people

who witnessed the alien invasion oo

"He talked to me about it because 1

Aug 21, 1955 be didnt talk to Kavrkins
about it until the late 1960s when two

was one of the last ones to leave home,"
Elmer Sutton said "I prodded him
about H a lot If I'd catch him in the
nghi mood, he'd sit down and talk for

writers contacted him for an interview

"This was the first Id ever heard of
it" Hawkins said "1 remember it was a
nun and woman lhat came to the
house I had never beard anything about
it

I remember sitting on the floor with

my tegs crossed listening to this story
Ii terrified me"
The local legend recently attracted
the attention of an independent produc
uon company in Glendale CahJ
A film crew from Barton Produc
Uons Lame to HopkinsvUle to research
the incident Barton has been recording
witnesses accounts (or a film titled
Monsters of the UFO to be released next

humans

north oi Hoplunsvtlle "Lucky" Sutton
and several family members said a
spaceship landed near the house that
evening It was carrying about a dozen
little space creatures, they said
"Lucky" Sutton and other family
members said they had a gunbattle with
the creatures thai lasted for hours.
Most of the Sutton family members
who said they fought the aberu oS with
shotguns are dead
However Hawkins and her younger
brother Elmtr Sution Jr
of Tngg
County said their father who died in
1995. shared his experience with them.

skimmed on top of ground, but moved
tbeirlegs."

"Lucky" Sutton aad Taylor each Oxtd
several shots at the aliens they later n-

ported to police The siege continued

through the night, the story goes. Now
of the bullets seemed to affect the crea
lures.

"He told me be didn't kaow what ut
the world they bad in mind but he was*
nl going to stand around to find out,
Sutton said
The Suttons, Taylor, Lankford and •

iew children in the house thai night said
they piled into two cars and beaded for
the police station in Hopkinsvdle
City county and stale police, along

with military personnel from then-Camp
Campbell flocked to the Kelly home
stead and stayed until about 2am

hours about it"

According to the family a visitor to
the Sutton bouse Billy Ray Taylor of
Pennsylvania had been in the backyard
getting water from the well He noticed
a light streak across the sky and de
scend into the trees along a ravine
about a quarter of a mile away

er

A while later "Lucky" Suttons moth
Glennie Lankford saw a creature

with long arms and

talon like hands

raised in the air approaching the back of
the house
'(Dad) said they appeared to have a

summer

human shape but with some modifies

The sighting occurred at Kelly a
small town on US 41 about 8 miles

Uons that made them different" Sutton
said "He called them little green men

but were more o( an almond

shape The eyes had a luminous glow
He said they really didn t walk, just

They searched the bouse the yard, sur
rounding 6elds and a wooded area but
MCWU CNHJW | USOCVTl D MM

Geraldine Hawkins and Elmer Sutton Jr
say their father told them he saw aliens
He called them green but said they ac
tually werent green He said they were

reportedly found nothing
The lamily claimed the creatures re

turned again about 3am and stayed
until morning

Contrary to speculation by some,
Hawkins insists that her father and oth

silver but they had a greenish silver
glow to them He said they were about

er family members were not drinking al

3-foot tall

the story

"Their arms were double the length
o( humans' and had pointed ears

He

said the eyes were in the same place as

cohol that rught nor did they fabricate

"I could always tell when my dad
was pulling my leg or not He wasn i
pulling a fast one " Sutton said

1 could always tell when my dad was pulling my leg or not He wasn't pulling a fast one."
Ebner Sutton Jr
son of Kelly man who said extra terrestrials invaded his back yard

9 September

Portland, Indiana. (900 a m.)

Too fast to be a balloon.
According to a press report.

"There was another report of a saucer-like object which was sighted by two
men on South Shank Street here on Friday morning.

"Kenneth Hall said that he and Max Aker saw a round and black object hover
above the earth at an altitude which they guessed at between 5,000 and 6,000 feet
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"He said that the object hovered for about 30 seconds, made a circle, then zooming
eastward for about a half-mile. There it paused again, made another circle, and then
continued its journey eastward.

"The object was sighted by the two at about 9 a.m., Hall said. It appeared about
the size of a basketball from the ground, which would make it perhaps 20 feet in dia
meter if it was a mile up in the air.

"There were no distinguishing markings on the object, the two men said. They
discounted the theory that it was a balloon, such as is used by the Air Force for weather
observation.

" 'It went too fast, to be a balloon,' said Hall, a four year veteran of the U.S. Air

Force who also reported sighting a similar object in Arizona three years ago.

"Portland Police said that they had no reports of any one else seeing the pheno
menon and there were no other reports reaching the Commercial Review." (xx.)
(xx.) Portland, Indiana. The Commercial Review. 16 September 55.

1956
30 April-4 May? White Sands, New Mexico, (daytime)
"Like a shiny aluminum ball."

Captain Thomas Andrews, Vice-Commander of the Pacific Missile Range, while attending a
talk by Dr. James McDonald at the Pt. Mugu Naval Air Station, California, told the Arizona
professor about a UFO sighting he had in 1956. Some 200 other Navy officers also viewed the
object:

"In the spring of 1956, he [Andrews] was up at White Sands for some demotration firings, along with the other 200 officers. It was sometime in the week of
April 30- May 4, 1956. (After the talk, he kindly phoned from his office to give
that date-bracket based on the certificate he got from the short course.)
"Just after an Aerobee launch had malfunctioned, all hands were looking up,
someone spotted the UFO, and soon all 200 officers, plus White Sands range per
sonnel, were intently observing the object

"Capt. Andrews said it was about one-fourth the angular diameter of the moon,
round in apparent cross-section during most of the observation, and metallic in ap
pearance'like a shiny aluminum ball.' It was stationary, as nearly as they could

see, and soon a number of persons had stuck twigs in telephone poles to line up with
crossbars to cross-check the lack of motion, confirming it. Although it remained
without any perceptible motion for a time that Andrews said extended ultimately to
about four or five hours, at one phase in the first hour or so that they were watching
it rather carefully, it changed planform from round to cigar-shaped for about a 20

minute period. He said it was as if it were a disc and tipped on edge, so that they saw

its cross-section for 20 minutes, although that was merely a way of confirming the
described shape-change. He said that, when the group was back in buses and heading
down to Ft Bliss, they periodically craned their necks to look out of the bus windows
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and, as nearly as they could tell, the object hadn't changed its relative position in the
sky for about four or five hours.

"Its large perceptible angular diameter and lack of motion completely rule out
Venus, a fireball, or any such celestial object. The shape-change, in his opinion and
mine, rules out anything like a balloon, as does the lack of motion for a great length
of time. I asked him if radar or optical-tracking was employed, and he said that all of
their questions on that point never met with any clear-cut answers, so he does not
know."

(xx.)

(xx.)

Letter: To: Mr. James Hughes - Code 412, Office of Naval Research, Room
4105, Main Navy (?) Washington, D.C., 20360. From: Dr. James McDonald.
Date: 20 February 69. Photocopy in author's files.

20 May. Columbia, Tennessee. (11:15Z)
Somewhat flat and round.
An Air Force Air Intelligence Information Report states:

"At 2315Z 20 May 56, Columbia, Tennessee GOC Post (CF35B) reported
sighting four or more unknown flying objects four or five miles ESE of post be
tween two banks of clouds on a generally clear and sunny day. Objects describ
ed as somewhat flat and round and reflecting or flashing light. Generally hover
ing but also moving up and down and sideways at times. Altitude estimated 2030,000 feet. Objects in view about three or four minutes and claimed to definite
ly not to be conventional or known aircraft by three teenage and one adult GOC
volunteer.

"Report immediately reported by AF instructor on duty to TWIGG and OAK
HILL radar sites. TWIGG assumed control since it had a jet in the area but dis

claimed any radar sightings in vicinity of Columbia, Tennessee." (xx.)

(xx.)

Air Intelligence Information Report, by Captain Joseph J. Turecky. Det #6,
4717th Ground Observer Squadron, Nashville, Tennessee. Date of report:
13 June 56.

18 June. Between Santana do Jacare and Campo Belo, Minas Gerais, Brazil. (2:00 p.m.)
Hovering luminous disk.
Our source states:

"On June 18, 1956, between Santana do Jacare and Campo Belo in the state
of Minas Gerais, when the station-wagon driven by its owner Otavio Rodrigues,
carrying four passengers arrived at a place named Carrinhos, the passenger Jose

Ribeiro de Barros looked upward and saw a hovering luminous disk, the size of
a common oxcart wheel (about a yard in diameter) Immediately he called the
attention of other passengers who also saw the body starting to move. It was 2:00
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p.m., clear sky and the body showed a light like an electric welder." (xx.)

(xx.)

The Flying Saucer. Flying Disks Research Center, Sao Paulo, Brazil. August
1956, No. 1. p.ll.

14 November. Near Mobile, Alabama. The Hull/Mclntosh airliner case.
(See the monograph UFOs- A History 1956 November-December, pp. 19-21)
Dr. James McDonald makes the following contribution:

"When I interviewed Mclntosh recently, the feature of the incident that remained
most vivid in his mind were the intense brilliance of the erratically darting white light
and especially the extraordinary acceleration with which it climbed out to the south
over the Gulf. His remark to me was that it 'moved faster than anything we'd ever
seen.' He was emphatic in asserting that its departure speed exceeded any known air
craft flying then or now [1969]."

(xx.)

(xx.)

UFOs and the Condon Report. James E. McDonald, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, The University of Arizona. (Material prepared for the Medical Stu
dents Colloquim, University of Arizona College of Medicine, January 30,
1969)

p.8.

1957
15 April. Newcastle, England. (9:50 p.m.)

"It looked just like the flying saucers they show you."
An English paper printed:

"A flying saucer was reported seen over Newcastle at 9:50 last night.
"Twenty-two-year-old Miss Maria Mallick, of 166 Rye Hill, Newcastle, claims
to have seen it.

"Miss Mallick told an Evening Chronicle reporter that she was sitting at home
watching television. There were other people in the room with her, but she was the
only one who sat facing the window,

"She says she saw the saucer—'it looked just like the flying saucers they show
you'—coming low from behind her house and swooping up high as it went along.
"It was brightly lit, and it was the lights on the saucer which first caught her
attention.
"She said that no one else in the room saw it, as the others were facing the other
way

"No other reports of the saucer have been reported." (xx.)

(xx )

Newcastle, England. Evening Chronicle. 16? April 57.
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1 November. Krugersdorp, South Africa. (11:00 p.m.-Noon)

"We can only assume some physical phenomena for which we have no explanation." (See clip
ping.
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Kniiertdi ni watched one of the both dUippeared
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then

Then
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ObJecU
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Later, an Air Force Intelligence

officer
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Pretoria said

for
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lion."
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iky -Jot \Wlaloh * '"BJULF.

Sabre J«t.flfhlcr rpnu.mott of

Friday* morning JMarchl&f.-'hftTe

been sd^htod : *nin—4o4 ,'Jacm
orer Kmrvndorp.
,fy *

The first to see the object was

a student—"please dont publish my

name or I ahull noVer have ally
peace at varsity,"—who waa study

ing In his garden ln| Kmgersdorp.

He looked up ani the shining

object wu right abo^e him, hover

ing' high In the sky.

Then

it

"As the

suddenly ahot off at la high speed

tme that the objects were

balloon. But I made) Inquiries and
was told that no galloons • were

Inve itlgation and the radar
sweeps
evealed nothing, we can
only
some fo

THOSE Ntrinre etJfcU* In the

ot physical phenomena
we have no explana-

It looked like a meteorological

lofted yesterday," he said.

Mall"

reporter li telephonic communica

tion1 with the Wit,erkloof control

tower, wh ch, In turn, wai In touch

by radio nth the pilot of the air*
craft

Thli teephonic link-up - from
JCnigerad >rp to the "Rand Dally
Mall" offl :e In Johannesburg on to
Wafcrkloif - enabled the pilot of
we Jet to approach In the direction

or ths oiject unui it rtaohedMU
mtximun aJUtu4* of^«000 /aet!
Mill

P. »Rand Dally
re wrter tod 'photographer,

who wer . ouuide the new South
R*nd H piui. aaw the Sabre Jet
o'
erhead before returning
WaUifcJoof and, aeeonds ltt«r,
they nohced two moUonleu obiweop

to

4 November. Krugersdorp, South Africa, (daytime?)

"Please don't publish my name."

(See clipping)
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5 November. Coalbrook, Northern Free State, Africa.

(7:00 p.m.

- 10.00 p.m.?)(See clipping)

CM

6 November. Near Grapevine, Texas. (10:50 p.m. and 11:10 p.m.)

. 7

a;

"Appeared to have three or four square windows."
Yet another Levelland type sighting:

"A mysterious object—Whatnik, flying saucer, or whatever
you might call it—has now been reported in the Fort Worth area.
"A man who identified himself as Bernard Womack phoned
Grapevine police late Wednesday, claiming that he and his wife
had seen a 'lighted object' east of there off Highway 114 about
10:50 p.m

"About 11:10 p.m. another man Grapevine police identified
only as a Farmersviile minister also reported seeing a lighted ob
ject on the ground in the same area.

"The object, the minister said, appeared to have three or four

windows and a flashing light.

"Tarrant County Sheriffs Dispatcher Al Reynolds said des
cription of the object sounded like that of a helicopter. In Dallas,
Sheriff Bill Decker said he was very skeptical about the reports.
"Grapevine police, accompanied by Womack, were investi
gating the scene of the sighting early Thursday." (xx.)
(xx.)

Fort Worth, Texas. Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
7 November 57.

8 November. Near Marion, Alabama, (about 11 15 p.m.) (See
the monograph UFOs. A History 1957 November

7th - 12th, p.65. The account below has more de
tail)
According to a press account:

"A round silver object as large as several cars—'30 or 40
feet across'—was reported parked off a South Alabama highway
last night.

"An Army sergeant called The Post-Herald from Marion
to report that he had just seen the object off the right of way
along Highway 5 near Marion Institute south of Marion.
"Sgt. B.B. Smith said he was driving into Marion when he
saw the object between the road and a field at about 11:15 p.m.

" Tm 40 years old, and I know what I see,' said Sgt. Smith.
"He said his car engine became overheated just before he
noticed the thing.

t

on

sti^
obiect
Staff Reporter

AH enormous cylindrical'object,
■** which1 was. seen'by hundreds

of people /In * the Northern>«Free
State
and < Southern;} Transvaal

yesterday, was tracked by-search

lights from the South* African -Air

Force

station

night/'

at- Dunnottar. last

'

"l ■

t<

1 Offlcials at' the' Dunnottar ' Air
Station refused to comment,1 but

watchers as far afield as Boksburg

saw the searchlight-pick out,the
mysterious object, which washalN
hidden by high cloudlet the/time.

-.About 60 people*.in[,theftllttle

Free -BUte1* townv of rCoalbrook

watched the;object'.for|more'.than
two hours yesterday

Usjng a* telescope /fitted; toh his

theodolite, Mr; Don Roden,'» con
structional - engineer, » succeeded \ in
focusing- on;the\objecti; f^&S

.. He.;watched i it > hanging'-: almost
motionless In'the sky; saw It change
fromta' cylindrical, to, a spherical
shape—before it gradually, rose into

the sky and disappeared. Wjp*$£
' ^Between >7'pin. and-10 pm. last;

night people lelfphoned, the ,*;Rind

Daily ,MaU"?.fromi?Johannesburg,'
Boksburg and,i.Florida to say \ that
they? had,observed^ a large^cy^ln*
drtcal'object moving slowlylacross

the sky.

'• •(

-. (l,.y; *' " | ^ <~'"^

■*' Ti'FLAfeED UPft.1''*^?^

'- ,Twd "Rand Daily Mail'; reporter!

Investigated- one, of •the<"sigbUngs

reported-*' XroBkb^Wlth
Mr* «Al>Mrs,
l

biiefly( fromlUehlndhg

,^

s "The :objeotjnared<up;for',about
'ten'seoonds^and^then^withdteW

behind / the, icloud i win* Aft/( tftit
time i then moonV w%s ^.behind 'i the
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"But he passed beyond it to the first house where he stopped to use the tele
phone.

"Numerous strange lights have been reported over Alabama but last night's

was the first report of a parked object." (xx.)

(xx.) Birmingham, Alabama. The Post-Herald. 9 November 57.
9 November. S.A.A.F. probes reports.

(See clipping)

Price

(M, in «.-W Atrtea,
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*"

Those "Tilings" you see in the hfeayeiis

S.A.A.F. PROBES
. "STRANGE" I
A matter of defence,
says spokesman
25 November. Gulf of Mexico, (night)
Stars on radar?

(See clipping)

-HjDJt" 8TATF REPORTER

A LL the so-cal]|d "strange objects" seen in the »ky
^ in the Uat £4w week* hare come under thorough
inTettigBlion by tbe suthoritie*.

ThU w* »Ut^il jcBtcrdmy by Major It V. Lamb, Intel

ligence SlmS Officef, at a Prc*» conferencr at the Air Chief

of Stiff Headqojtrfen in Pretoria.

A »ati*factory explaua-

t/oo had be«n found for moil of the object* reported bj
witne»fe*, he added.
B7

Ur

the

and *^ndiutrlaj

«r*ate,t

b«tt

of

-H«hUDg*- reported Id the put
h«vt

Aw xc,

prared

on

lnTesttgatloo.

to

h»Te been caused by tome natural

pbtaoment,

Flying Objects-

Mott of the recent stshtlngi Uoo, for fear of betni ridlo
' Be smpbatUed that the. Air
proved to be either the tunllght
Pore* wanted to know of the

fXumlnr

on

Ihi

body

at

tht

•cmot attached to thtm tnd aent

EGUN AFB, Nov

25-Crewmen

of a Bfifi jet bomber reportedly
saw three unidentified flying ob
jects in the Gulf of Mexico south
of Hurlburt Field Monday night.
Cnpt W L Sfieppard of Eghft

reported in* crew shw the objects
aboul 10 p m upon return, from
a training mission U> Atlanta
Sheppard cautioned that thev might
have beeji_stars—However the objecu reportedly were seen on Eglm radar.

report*;

It .treated

all

Informa

recently-ardved Comet aircraft In
tion as confidential and followed
nifht, balioou with ndu reflection

up

Near Hurlburt

Some persons, said kMr.
.rere ■ reluctant to lire U

by

the ■ Weather

dUtortlona

eauaed

by

Bureau,

tha

or

It closely with

He

beami not

warned, hoaxers,, however,

to lire false reports

of Air Pore* aeirehUihU raOecOnf

More seen

let cloudi or denalUei of air
maatei

Even the planet, Venus, which is
now cloae to Lbe earth and which
can be aeen In daylight with the
naked eye ha* been Hited aa
" itranf t " by manyT)eople.

Air Force task
It wn a task of the Air Fore*

In East London yesterday It was
reported that two strange' obJecU
were, seen orer the city in the early

marainf, reports 8APA. Watchers
•aid

that .toe first-looted

in the Onion"i zone *t responsi

bility
All the recent spate of
reported alsbtings were carefully

invesUiated, aald Major Lamb. >
When necesaary, the Weather

Bureau,
ettn

the

the

obaervatortes

Council

for

and

BelanUfie

Uka a

star and the .second like n red bail.
TOe luminous itaruke .object"
was seen .high In the.iky, moTinj
rery fast In the direction of Kldd's
,

QeacK
to Investigate reports of unidenti
fied object* aeen In the sky over
$oulh Airtca Thl* wm a matter

of defence routine and Jell with

inrwUfatlon,
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1958
No data

1959
13 August. Halfway between Roswell and Corona, New Mexico,
UFOs affect compass.

(daytime?)

(See notes by Dr. James McDonald, pp. 104-109)

August 13,

1969,

Present Address:

UFO Sighting by Jack H.

4337 Silva Street,

Goldsberry

Antioch, California,

94509

Home Phone:
AC 415, 757-6876
Auto Parts Store Phone;
757-8000
Introduction:

This case was reported in the UFO Investigator, Vol. 3, No. 1,
March-April 1965, page 5.
The information contained therein was
provided by Paul Cerny.
At that time, Goldsberry (hereafter iden
tified as JHG) did not wish his name revealed.
However, he recently has become the owner of an Antioch auto
parts store and no longer feels the same reluctance to come forward
that he

felt when employed by

a tool company.

Paul Cerny sent me

the present address and telephone number of JHG and a letter dated
January 17, and the present interview was done on the evening of
Saturday,

January

20,

1968,

Interviewing done by phone by J.

E.

McDonald

from Tucson

I got him by phone on Saturday afternoon at the store, but it
was difficult for him to speak there, and he urged me to call back
In that initial conversation, however, he empha
Saturday evening.
sized that he was no longer at all concerned about keeping his
sighting quiet.
In the evening interview, he took a somewhat

different position and

indicated

that he would

just assoon not

have undue publicity about it.
For instance, he suggested that
he would ;just as soon not have the tool company (AMCO) hear about
it even now.
It was not made clear to me why he changed from his
initial open emphasis on readiness to testify, etc., to the sub
sequent partially reserved position.
Perhaps he had simply recon
sidered the hazards of publicity about UFO sightings.
JHG was quite emphatic about many of the details of the
sighting, without appearing to exaggerate.
He occasionally
lapses into a somewhat glib "fly-boy11 phraseology, but would
become more serious each time he returned to the parts of the
sighting

that

seemed

to have

left

the strongest

impressions

on

him.

Some

Background

Points

on

JHG

*

He indicated that he had studied mechanical engineering at
Kansas University and at Southern California and indicated that
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ne had a B.S. from K.U.
He had served in the Navy during World
War II, but not as a Navy pilot, as indicated in the 1965 report.
He was a crewman in a PBY.
He emphasized that, in that line of
duty, he had frequently seen fighter planes circling the slow
PBYs and had a good deal of familiarity with the typical changes
of relative apparent angular velocity, as seen from the plane
being circled.
That bore on the mam sighting event because the
UFOs behaved quite differently, as we will emphasize below.
In
for his

1959,

he was

employer.

He

using his

own personal

Cessna

170

indicated that he knew most of

in

the

flying
terrain

in that area, the mountains and all the airways features.
AT
that time, his home was in Lubbock, Texas.
He estimated for
me that he must have had around 4,500 - 5,000 flying hours in
1959; he accumulated a final total of 6,000 hours before selling
his plane when he came out to California.
He does not fly now.
We discussed several technical details (such as the nature
of a Magnesyn compass) and JHG seemed rather knowledgeable in such
areas.
He was aware, for example, that a "fantastically large"
magnetic field would be required to produce the effects that he
reportedly

observed.

I asked him if he was quite certain of the date, and he
stated that, when he originally talked with Cerny, he had gone
through all of his company records to match up the event with
the particular company business he was transacting at the time.
He feels that he pinned that date down accurately.
His flight
route that day was supposed to be from Hobbs, New Mexico, to
Farmington, New Mexico.
He had not planned to let down at
Albuquerque until the incident occurred.

Events

Leading

Up

to the

BEginning

of

the UFO Observation

He was flying at around 8,000 to 8,500 ft altitude on a
heading which he thought was probably correctly given in the
original account (313 degrees).
He emphasized the unusual
clarity of the atmosphere on that afternoon (exact time uncer
tain) .
He could see mountain peaks familiar to him in Mexico,
perhaps 150 miles away, and could also seejrf known mountain peaks
in southern Colorado.
He emphasized that this was, in a sense,
an adverse factor in the sighting, because very clear atmospheres
often make it rather difficult to judge distances, above all when
one is not dealing with objects of known size.
He was somewhat more than halfway from Roswell to Corona,
both of which localities have VOR equipment.
Roswell VOR had
voice, but Corona had no voice.
He remarked that the radio
antenna on his Cessna 170 gave better reception to the rear
than to the front, but this appears to have no evident relation
to

the

events.

He pointed out that, when flying alone like that, it is
frequently possible to doze a bit and that he was half dozing
at the time (that may not be a completely correct interpretation
of what he intended; in any event, the emphasis was that he had
not been paying extremely close attention at the precise moment
that the incident began.).
However, as soon as it began, he had
to check his bearings and mentioned that he noticed a familiar
mountain range near which he had been flying, and it had not
changed relative location.
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What first caught his attention and brought him to an alert
state was a chance observation that his compass was about 90
degrees off the appropriate heading that he had established when
he started dozing along.
This woke him up fast.
He looked at the

mountain range for reference,

realized that he hadn't really

changed true compass heading, and just then noticed the three
UFOs.
At that moment, they lay about 30 degrees aft of the bow,

on his

starboard side.

Description of UFOs

There were three objects, flying in eschelon, low in front,
high in back.
The 1965 report states that they were shaped like
"two bowls face-to-face" (bi-convex), but JHG was emphatic in
saying to me

that he did not see such a shape.

Rather

the only

outline that was ever presented to him during the entire obser
vation was essentially circular,

possibly somewhat elongated in

a horizontal sense.
He said that the only way they might have
been lens-like in shape would be if they were moving along like
a wheel and always presenting their circular outline to him.

He stated that he is color-blind but makes fairly good color
estimates most of the time.
To him, they appeared as dark gray
with no highlights nor any perceptible glow.
He compared the
appearance

to

anodized

aluminum or

dark

cast

iron.

One point that he went into detail about concerned the slight
diffuseness of the edges.
He did not want to describe the edges
as "fuzzy" nor as "shimmering", but emphasized that they were not
crisp, sharp edges.
He preferred to speak in terms of "velvet"
and suggested that one try to visualize velvet £with 6-inch-long
hairs that were wiggling all the time.
This feature bothered him
noticeably, and he took some pains to attempt to describe it and
was still not satisfied with his description when we finally
dropped

the

point.

The 1965 report speaks of the objects leaving a "short, wispy
trail" and we went over that.
He said it was not a contrail nor
a smoke trail, but rather resembled the refractive shimmering
(my terms, JEM) of the hot gasses emanating from a jet engine
exhaust.
He was not able to give a precise description of it,
but felt that the comparison with the appearance of the jet
exhaust came closest.
He estimated very roughly that each one
of the objects had such a "trail" extending about 1 diameter aft.
No markings or ports or any protuberances were observed.
I
went over with him the matter of angular diameter, and he £ esti
mated, by trail and error while on the phone with me, that they

must have subtended an angle 0## about equivalent to an orange at
arm's length (i.e., around 5 degrees).
I was unsuccessful in try
ing

to get him to compare

that with the moon.

As to size, the nearest he would guess was that they might
have been between 10 and 20 ft, whereas in the 1965 report a figure
of 8 ft had been suggested, "but they could have been considerably
larger."
He put their distance from his plane at perhaps 100 yds,
not likely to be (certainly not) over 500 yds, and he really pre
ferred an upper limit of about 200 yds.
But he emphasized that the
distance estimate was rough because he did not know their size
and because the high visibility denied him the visual clues of
a day of greater opacity.
(Note that an object of 10-ft diameter
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at 100 yards would subtend an angle of about 2 degrees.
On the
other hand, accepting his "orange at arm's length" estimate and
combining it with an estimated range of 100 yds gives a diameter
of around 30 ft.
My own opinion would be that none of these
angular or distance estimates is very precise and that attempts
to select from among these various possibilities is pointless now.)

UFO Maneuvers

When he first noted the three objects, after being brought
out of his "doze" by virtue of the compass discrepancy, the
objects lay 30 degrees to the right of his flight path and were
heading to his rear.
They passed around his tail and showed up
a moment later on his port side, circled in front of him across
his nose, back around the starboard side around the tail, forward
again crossing the nose a second time, and made one more full
circle in that manner, finally passing on his starboard side and

going

out of

sight behind his

tail.

He emphasized thathe was "amazed" at one important feature of
this circling maneuver:
it was done at apparently constant rela

tive

angular velocity

(my own

terms

for what

he described).

JHG

interjected side comments at that point about the way the ordinary
circling operation appears, *6 and this was when we went back to
his wartime PBY experience.
A fighter flying at constant air
speed aroun46 slow PBY, say, appears to be going at extremely high
speed when it is moving in direction opposite to the PBY, whereas
when it is overtaking on the other half of its orbit, it appears
to be going much slower relative to the PBY.
This was not at all
what he saw, JHG stressed.
Instead, the objects went round and
round him without any apparent change of speed in a coordinate
system fixed in his own «#*# aircraft (my terms).
It was very
clear from his comments that this puzzled him very much at the
very time that it was occurring because of his previous flight
experience.

He mentioned that the eschelon formation was
precisely, except for occasional vertical motions

object.

preserved rather
of the middle

After the objects had circled three times and passed after

him, he never saw they again.
However, as will be made clear
in the"next section, he inferred that they must have stayed behind
him for an estimated 10 or so seconds because the Magnesyn compass
pointed directly aft for about that period of time before relaxing

back

to

I

its proper orientation.

asked him if he considered turning his plane around and

looking for them, and he replied that he was so frightened that
he didn't give that a thought.
He stated that, at the time, his

proximity to Holloman AFB and White Sands led him to the snap
judgment that he must have become involved in operations of some
secret military aircraft, and he was afraid that he might be in
trouble.
By "trouble", I gathered that he did not mean any kind
of legal trouble, but rather that there were hazards involved in
the situation.
He stated that he sincerely believed that his
Cessna 170 did not depart from its initial heading by more than
a few degrees throughout the whole incident because when the

compass returned to normal it was right on the heading which he
had set up when he started dozing along.

I

tried to get him to estimate the duration of the sighting,

but he was reluctant to do so.

He thought it might have been
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on the general order of a minute or so, but would not stick with
any one figure because the recollection was

vague.

Anomalous Compass Behavior,,

JHG had two compasses in the Cessna, a Magnesyn and a standard
compass.
The sensing element of the Magnesyn was located near the
tail.

He gave me a very brief description of

the operating prin

ciple of the Magnesyn, but I shall not repeat it here.

dard compass involves a kerosene-floated needle,

The stan

speaking roughly.

During the circling maneuvers, the Magnesyn compass tracked
faithfully all of the time as the objects orbited.
The northpointing end of the Magnesyn was always pointing to the objects.
The standard compass, by contrast, could not be readily observed
because of the froth in the kerosene, stirred up by the highly
agitated behavior of the magnet.

The standard compass may have

been tracking, but JHG certainly had no basis for concluding this
because of the difficulty or seeing through the foam.

I failed to ask him if the Magnesyn pointer was fluctuating

about its average rotational motion.

As mentioned above, when the objects completed the third

circle,

the Magnesyn pointed aft and stayed in an aft-pointing

direction for what he estimated to be around 10 seconds, then
"the magnetic field lost its grip" and the Magnesyn drifted back
around to its original undisturbed heading.

Miscellaneous Points ABout the Sighting

He estimated the spacing between the three objects to be
about

2

I

diameters.

tried to get him to guess the air speed of the objects.

He was originally reluctant to make a guess, but felt that the
figure of something like 200 mph might make sense.
He thought
he was cruising along at about 135 mph (about 10 miles better
than the nominal cruise fot the Cessna 170 because of certain

features of his plane).
He was emphatic in saying that he felt
the UFOs were moving at a speed well below jet speed.
Note that

in

the

1965

report the speed is put at about 250 mph,

able accord with the present estimate,

and sizes
mate of

(xx.)

are uncertain,

the air speed

as

in reason

but note that the distance

and they enter into his subjective esti
the objects

orbited him.

(XX.)

Papers of Dr. James McDonald, University of Arizona Library, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Special Collections Divison.

? December 1959. Cocoa?, Florida, (shortly after 11:00 p.m.)
UFOs escort rocket?
A newspaper account states:

"Omar Bowley, 85, of Cocoa, worked as a blockhouse and pad inspector for
Northrop, mainly during Snark rocket tests. But most notable among his memories
is what happened over a 10 minute span shortly after 11 p.m. in December 1959.
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"Off duty, having pulled over in his car to watch a late night launch not far
from pads 3 and 4, Bowley watched as three glowing objects—with edges slanted
like pie plates and if you turned one upside down on top of the other'—descended
upon the launch area from the north.
" 'They were in a triangle formation, one in the lead, two in back,' Bowley
says. They were off-white in color, I guess, and absolutely noiseless. It was as

tounding. When the rocket launched, the first one turned over on its side in a ver
tical position and followed it, then the second vehicle followed, then the third in
single file. One was near the front, another was near the middle, and the other was
near the back end. They all went out of sight together.'" (xx.)
(xx.) Melbourne, Florida. Florida Today. 6 July 97.
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